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Mrs. Darcy Caldwell

In the fall of 1998, the class of 2002 entered St. Andrew's with only a vague idea of h
I to write and read critically. Darcy Caldwell took us on — every single one of us. Each
day she pushed us to write better and analyze more carefully, forcing us to search for 1
that complicated or strengthened our arguments. We read novels, plays, and poems tl
we swore we would never like. By the time Mrs. Caldwell was finished with us, not or
did we like them, but we loved them. In everything she taught, her enthusiasm and en
ergy inevitably spread to us. Mrs. Caldwell's interests, however, do not lie solely in us
English students; she always wants to know about every aspect of our lives here. Rare
does a class begin without Mrs. Caldwell asking about the latest soccer game, swim mi
or band concert. In all seasons, she (and Olie) is seen, without fail, on the sidelines at c
games. She is willing to talk and listen to anyone, and her understanding of us, not
merely as students, is greatly appreciated. Though Mrs. Caldwell has given so much U
the class of 2002, what we find most impressive is that she brings this same dedication
every class that she teaches. If you have had her, you know what we mean — the deta
comments on papers, her responses to questions, her feedback after exhibitions, and h<
famous "breakfast classes" to give us a break. She is not simply a passionate teacher; s

I brings intensity and commitment to everything that she does. Thank you, Mrs. Caldw
1 for your teaching and for your support.



Mr. Dave Wang

For those of you who have been "Wanged" you will understand perfectly why the senior class
2002 has chosen to co-dedicate our yearbook to Mr. Dave Wang. From his two-handed erase
his infamous "box fractal" take-home, Mr. Wang brings an energy and enthusiasm to every-
ing he does. He pushes his students to creatively apply concepts, and his classes have sur-
ised many of us who thought that we were not "math people." The Precalculus Honors text-
ok he wrote has allowed many St. Andrew's students to explore a new type of mathematics.
ie of the most frequently heard comments about Mr. Wang is that "he can teach anybodyV His
iderstanding of the learning process enables him to explain practically any concept to any
rson. He has an uncanny ability to understand exactly what you're asking in class no matter
w inarticulate you may be. Here's an example:

Student: "I'm confused.. .because, well...like, you know that part.. .yeah."
Mr. Wang: "I'm not sure how I know this, but I understand exactly what you mean."

r. Wang, we would like to thank you for everything you have given our class. Though you
md out for your teaching, perhaps what we appreciate even more is your humor, patience, and
idness. We are lucky to have been at St. Andrew's with you. Thank you.

Dedication 7
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The Arts at St. Andrew's

Ursula Staab

Hollis Calls
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The Arts at St. Andrew's
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Our Town
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"Oh, earth, you're too
'onderful for anyone to
lize you! Do any human
igs ever realize life while
ley live it- every, every

minute?"

'Aw ma, by 10:00 I
got to know all
about Canada."

ilcome to the world of Our Town. To your
: you will see Mrs. Gibbs flipping invisible
rich toast in her invisible house. Across the
y Wally Webb is getting ready for school
id his big line), while his mother stirs pre-
d oatmeal. Ms. Newsom swings by with
>sie, mastering the hop-n-yank maneuver...
:h the air. The Stage Manager guides you
ough this remarkable little town and story,
d against the melodious sounds of the
vn choir, a romance still managed to blos-
n. This play was an extraordinary experi-
:e, partially due to the fashions, but prima-
r due to the message. It was performed in
' midst of a rather turbulent and solemn
., and we hope that it reminded people to
oy "life while they live it, every, every
nute." Thanks to Mrs. McTaggart for
ecting us so beautifully in this moving
ry.
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I

Ay mambo ay! West Side Story was 12 feet in the
air. The cast had magic. From the testosterone
filled antics of the Jets, including the female
members, to the bashful yet oh so fashionable
Sharks, we had everything. We had spicy latino
chicks, much to the dismay of our eager Jet girls.
A Doc who brillantly brought reason, and police
officers who just as brillantly spoke in Brooklyn
accents. A Gladhands who tried to keep us
enthusiastic. A tech crew and pit band who
pulled it all together. Mrs. McTaggart and Mr.
Cheban, our mommy and daddy -wait, just our
mommy. A Chinese Tony and a southern belle
Maria teaching us the real meaning of racial
relations. And an Anybodies trying to fit into
any of the above groups.
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IHFORM

Ever since our first days together, we knew that our
class was perfect. Even though at first we were all
petrified to creep into the slime at Echo Hill, by the
end we had leaped in together, just as our class is
eager to try anything new. One of our first St.
Andrew's experiences, the camp out brought us
together as well. After the early confusion of trying
to figure out the best way to sign in to breakfast
and get the most sleep to learning when we could
and could not play Nintendo, we soon felt a part of
the St. Andrew's community. A highlight of the
year was the snow ball fight, when people from
Colorado to California made snow angles, snow
men, and got really wet. Surviving our Monday
night "meetings" during 9:30-10:00 together, we
always managed to stay close. This year has
thrown us many challenges, but we now know,
together we can survive anything.

n
m
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IV FORM

r the 4th form, this was a year of surprises. Honestly,
; thought we were really cool last year. But this year,
the class grew richer with the new personalities, our
3ectations of ourselves were exceeded. Now we can
f that we truly are the coolest. We can do anything,
> can take on any challenge. However, writing this
•m write-up has been the hardest thing we have
ne. It is hard to select the best moments from this
ar because it has been a year filled with good times
d friendship. Thanks to the senior, junior and fresh-
in classes, and thanks to our form advisors- Ms.
tterson, and yes, Mr. Hyde.
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VFORM

The junior class, class of 2003, had a great year!
The addition of a few juniors, including two
Germans, brought new enthusiasm as well as a
larger class roster. With a dedication to aca-
demics, foosball and leadership, our class
finally elected Jim as Vice President. What a
wonderful end to a terrific year! Here's to next
year as SENIORS!!!
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VI FORM

I

9:30. Where is the Class of 2002?
t in the Senior Room—the Juniors have colonized, getting ready for their take over.
t in the library! We gave up!
t in bed! Who can sleep? The night is young!
hih...Snack Bar.
thing like chicken fingers and flat diet coke to bring a form together, right?
have all lost our debit cards, and finally realize that the underformers are good for some-

18-
have played too many games of hearts and spoons.

?re is nothing left but to eat hard preztels and enjoy each other's company.
s is our nirvana, our highest level of being!
the Class of 2002-We came. We saw. We conquered.

would never have been able to walk the steps of the garth if it wasn't for a few important
>ple. We are forever grateful and eternally debted to the faculty of St. Andrew's. From
nit runs to amazing guidence never have we experienced a group of adults so caring and
lerous. We thank you for the countless hours in the classroom, on the dorm, on the athletic
d, and in the theater that have been dedicated to our growth and enrichement. Thank you.
i are a group of people we will always remember. Thank you to our class advisors Mr.
heany and Mrs. Bates, and to Mr. Roach for his open door and his open mind. vi Form 49
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ENGLISH
Mr. Austin, Mr. Chang,
Mr. Roach, Mr. Rue, Mrs.
Roach, Annie, Mrs.
Furlonge, Ms. Matouk,
Mrs. Caldwell, Ms.
Commito, Ms. McGrath,
Ms. Patterson

MATH
Mr. Worrall, Ms. Tietze,
Mr. Gieske, Mr. Higgins,
Ms. LeBlanc, Mr. Wang,
Mr. Kemer

SCIENCE
Mr. Odden, Mr. Wallace,
Mr. Colburn, Ms.
Patterson, Mr. O'Connell,
Mr. Burk, Mrs. Cottone,
Mr. Kemer
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HISTORY
Mr. Furlonge, Mr. Brown,
Ms. Byrd, Mrs. Mein, Mr.
Chang, Mr. Bates

RELIGION
Mr. Gilheany, Ms.
Hewlett, Mr. Kunz, Mrs.
Mein, Mr. Hutchinson,
Jack

ART
Mrs. McTaggart, Ms.
Lemay, Mr. Geiersbach,
Mr. Cheban, Mr. Leal,
Mr. McGiff
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MODERN
LANGUAGE
Mr. Duffy, Mrs. Bates,
Lily, Mrs. Johnson, Ms.
Court, Ms. Ramirez, Mr.
Miller, Mrs. Chang

BBBBBir • •

1

CLASSICS
Ms. Roche, Mr. Costa

I TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Hoopes, Mr. Myers,
Mr. Burk, Mr. Kemer,
Mr. Harney
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ADMISSIONS

Mr. Hyde, Mrs. Zendt,
Mrs. Schuller, Mr.
Caldwell, Mrs. Graves,
Ms. Byrd, Ms. Atkinson

COUNSELING
Mrs. Hutchinson, Ms.
Miller, Ms. Hewlett,
Mr. Kunz

CHAPEL

Mr. Kunz, Ms. Hewlett,
Mr. Geiersbach, Mr.
Costa, Mrs. McTaggart,
Mr. Hutchinson, Mr.
Cheban
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PHYSICAL
PLANT

Dave Rawley, Sandy
Abbott

MAINTENANCE
AND

GROUNDS

Henri Pechin, Chuck
Papenhausen, Fred Mott,
Kevin Knotts, Herbie
Tudor, Cruz Morales,
Davy Staats, Ray Barcus

TRANSPORTATION

Mrs. Hyde, Mrs. Murray
Missing: Mr. Murray

'i
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HOUSEKEEPING

Dave Williams, Tim
Simmons, Jose Fonseca,
Betty Watson, Larry
Harris, Julia Bartsch,
Donald Garnett, Kathy
DeBernard, Dottie Taylor,]
Penny Bartsch, Happy
Vasquez

KITCHEN
Marco Calvo, Ronny
Jimenez, Patrick Moen,
Heinz Ambosch, Thomas
Coyne, Peter Wise,
Adolfo Sanchez, Bill
Connell, Philippe
Mendora, Bob Ventura,
Guadalupe Zamora, Kell
Montgomery, Valentin
Salazar, Celestine Woods,
Dianne Custis, Norman
mead, Sandra Nix, Jean
Woods

SECURITY
Bill Lewis, Darryl Taylor
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COLLEGE
COUNSELING

Mr. Gilheany, Mrs.
Schuller, Mrs. Samson,
Ms. Roche

BUSINESS

Mr. Dzik, Mrs.
Simendinger, Mrs. Wil-
son, Mrs. Ivry, Mr.
Schuller, Mrs. Henson

LIBRARY

Mrs. Branner, Mrs.
Wallace, Mrs. Harney

SCHOOL
STORE

Mrs. Beblo, Mrs. Odden
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DEVELOPMENT
AND

COMMUNICATIONS
Ms. Mackenzie, Ms.
Mackiewicz, Ms.Bailey,
Ms. Cameron, Ms.
Holveck, Ms. McGrath,
Ms. Profaci, Mr. Doyle

HEAD'S
OFFICE

Mrs. Sill, Mr. Roach,
Mrs. Loessner

TRAINER
Al Wood

NURSES
Mrs. Holer oft, Mrs. Chris-
tian, Mrs. Wolf
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[it's 12:45. Everyone else is enjoying their
I long lunch. But, at the same bad time and I
I at the same bad place the leaders of the
I school convene. Sometimes the meetings
I get off to a slow start. Half of SAC is
I missing. Lizzie comes in late with her
Itray overflowing with yummy cupcakes.
iTommy and Anna look around the room
I to see Chad and Caroline sitting as far
• apart as possible. Thayer and Erin,
[however, sit next to each other, conspir-
ing against the crickets. Anna furiously
[scribbles work orders, as Santhi thinks of
la bigger and better school meeting.
[Patrick runs the show. Mr. Caldwell is
[bursting with ideas about even more
[visitation. Tom shuts him down. Trevor
land Steve fear Tommy's probing
[question: "You don't have anything to
[say?" We think the underformers might,
[but whose going to listen to them
[anyway? Thanks to Mr. Caldwell for
[listening to our "problems" and to Anna Back Row: charlie Stayton, Dodie Press, Lindsey Brownlee, Chad Shahan, Erin Zolni
land Tommy for being the greatest leaders Santhi Voora, Thayer Hardwick, Caroline Duke, Chad Ballard, Steve Wu, Lizzie Lea,
Ithis school has ever seen, except for Trevor Eddy, Richard DeSalvo, Daphne Patterson Front Row: Tommy Burns, Mr.
(Patrick of course. Caldwell, Anna Hickman

Back Row: Sam Baroody, Zoe Baer, Giselle Furlonge, Allison Prevatt, Tommy Burns,
Long, John Collins Front Row: Lizzie Lea, Steve Wu

Hen Kennedy, Anna Hickman, Tom Hoffecker, Tommy Burns, Amanda Purcell,
Hardwick, Adam Finn



Row: Edwin Cuervo, Cuth Hutton, Julia Donaldson, Mary-Carson Saunders, Erin
dck, Carter Brady, Alec Bear, Monique McDermouth, Owen Cadwalader, Matt Herman
it Row: Tom Gaeta, Santhi Voora

It was a fun year with SAC this year.
We don't want to brag or anything
but we did put on the best homecom-
ing dance that this school has ever
seen. The seniors, led by co-heads
Tom and Santhi, kept things under
control during the meetings, which
only got out of control when Mr. Burk
got too excited. The students could
often be seen by a passer-by trying to
calm down Mr. Burk and get him off
of the table. Mr. Burk, when he
wasn't trying to dance on the
tabletops, was a great help and guide
to SAC, and without him weekends at
SAS would have been non-existent.
Thank you to the entire faculty that
helped us and to all of the students
that helped even if they weren't
elected to SAC.

: Row: Chris Kovachev, Liz Schwartzburg, Peter Zimmerman, Cindy Harris
t Row: Dave Purcell, Griffin Stabler

The food committee, defined by its
dedication, met daily to discuss 1'etat
des repas. Dylan and Kara success-
fully executed the MIA cups opera-
tions through their composed and
captivating announcements and their
top secret underground network of
food informants- codeword: Mooo!
Their reign will never be forgotten- it
will live on through the little ones.

Row: Katherine Lea, Kate Whitesell, Dave Purcell, Henry Palmer Front Row: Lana
lyama, Eddie Hickman, Kara Zarchin, Dylan Fry



Trevor Eddy, Nick Kinney, Sarah Walter, Cinda Moorhead, Mr. Hutchinson, Jack

Models of perfection, perpetually in
dress code, the decorum committee
brought the school to new heights
of elegance. Under the guidance of
the fearless leaders, Molly and Sida,
this fundamentally important
organization led the community (by
example, of course) in the search for
style in coat and tie or cardigans.

Back Row: Alex Hendrickson, Brandy Bennett, Becca Zendt, Nick Kinney, Anthony
Timberman, Dave Purcell, Martin Elder Front Row: Molly Harrington, Sida Ju

BB lm* v
Back Row: Ashby Hardesty, Mike Johns, Mary-Alice Ritcher, Brinck Slattery, Doug M
Betty Cox Front Row: Maggie Bryan, Kristina Romaine, Frances Symes, Katie Wolins
Dylan Fry



Row: Margaret Hoffecker, Jenn Wilson, Alex Johnson, Dylan Fry, Ashby Hardesty,
r Brady, Megan Rackish, Margaret Farland Front Row: Christina Conell, Alex Pfeiffer,
f Milam, Ashley Gosnell, Meaghan Rackish, Emily Zazulia

After sending threatening emails to
her fellow leaders of the school, the
formidable yearbook goddess realized
that she had yet to finish her own
write-up regarding her book- oh, wait- |
she means the yearbook. So she
locked herself in the third floor of the
gym, armed with CD's for the stereo,
(only to find it MIA) and insanity
| began. After all, what is there to say
about the yearbook- in the yearbook?
Several days later she was found
mumbling "whole picas," "clubs and
orgs," and "must take pictures." Yet
somehow, out of the chaos that was
the student publications office, her
lovely publication still arrived looking
fabulous. She thanks herself- and her
staff of course. Also a huge thank you
to Ms. Atkinson, who did both
tremendous things for the yearbook
and the editor's mental stability.

Row: Clare Nowakowski, Dave Weirs, Sara Peebles, Charles Biddle-Snead, Lana Matsuyama, Henry Palmer, Will Osier,
Primiani, Dave Purcell, Searcy Milam, Tommy Burns, Ashley Gosnell, Peter Zimmerman, Mr. Gieske, Amanda Johnson,
-Alice Richter, Sarah Noe, Liz Lingo, Maggie Bryan, Molly Harrington Front Row: Dodie Press, Danielle Morello, Lizzie
imily Zazulia, Frances Symes, Kara Zarchin, Dawn-Paige Robinson, Jenn Wilson

Row: Nick Kinney, Doug Muir, Tom Gaeta, Sam Shackelford, Chris Matthews, Dave
, Jo Kashap, Anne Larkum, Michelle Madeley Front Row: Jenn Wilson, Tommy
,, Searcy Milam, Crystal Elie, Grace Awantang



Mrs. Johnson, Zachary Yap, Peter Zimmerman, Jessica Lehner, Mr. Geiersbach, Taylor
Wilson-Hill, Ben Yu, Christina Ionian, Ursula Staab

Mr. Geiersbach, Gigi Zappel, Ted Unger, Tyler Grove, Edwin Cuervo, John Darby
Andy Wolfe

Back Row: Hugo Beekman, Ted Unger, Emily Zazulia, Hen Kennedy, Emma Budwig, Cl
Shahan, Andy Wolfe Front Row: Mr. Geiersbach, Virginia Mann, Erin Zolnick, Abbie
Rockwood, Dawn-Paige Robinson, Kim Black, Sarah Noe, Jessica Lehner, Edwin Cuervo



Row: Steve Wu, John Collins, Johnny Allen, Brinck Slattery, Chris Kovachev, Walton
as, Rob Previti, Andy Carroll Front Row: Grace Awantang, Amanda Purcell, Virginia
i, Emma Budwig, Margaret Hoffecker, Emily Zazulia, Searcy Milam, Kristina Romaine,
(han Rathvon, Frances Symes

Row: Chris Kovachev, Nick Manice, John Allen, Sarah Unger, Claire Teigland, Emily
ia, Lizzie Lea, Frances Symes, Amanda Purcell, Nikki Chaney Front Row: Young
Sam Baroody, Maggie Bryan, Kristina Romaine, Searcy Milam, Jennifer Kim, Kim
, Cora Currier, Jenn Wilson

Row: Mr. Geirsbach, Alex Hendricksen, Sarah Moser, Katie Wolinski, Dave Purcell
Row: Mary-Alice Ritcher, Hen Kennedy, Jane Parshall, Emma Budwig, Gigi Zappel



Back Row: Abigail Cain, Will Clary, Alec Baer, Ben Smith, Brinck Slattery, Margaret
Farland, Doug Muir, Tyler Montgomery, Stephanie Pfeiffer, Sara duPont, Christina Tor
Front Row: Meaghan Rathvon, Mike Primiani, Katie Wolinski

Back Row: Mike Primiani, Meaghan Rathvon, Dylan Fry, Frances Symes, Katie Wolinsl
Front Row: Thayer Hardwick, Searcy Milam, Emily Zazulia, Chad Ballard

A typical Sunday with the Chapel
I Monitors...

10:35: We roll out of bed, say our
prayers, and throw on our best jean
skirts, sesame street ties, and ripped
cords with rivets.
10:45: We dutifully arrive at the

I chapel to get out assignments... 1, 2,
3, GOD!
11:00: God calls, telling us to
"Ssshh"... we fail.
11:05: No one is sitting in the front
rows, and the freshmen are sitting in
our seats in the back. We illegally
blanket the back stairs.
11:30: Wait, Where's Dylan?... Oh,
another cow show!
11:45: Rev. Kunz: "Would the

I monitors now bring up the offer-
ing!?"
11:59: We open the doors and RUN!
FOOD!

Back Row: Charles Biddle-Snead, Santhi Voora, Dylan Fry, Searcy Milam, Charlotte Ta
Front Row: Robbie Carey, Dan Troutman, Brandon Munson



; Rockwood, Laney Smith, Jane Parshall, Lizzie Lea, Mr. Kunz

Sunday school this year had a new
beginning. Out with Sardines, and in
with the Scriptures. We sang, we
learned, we colored (but only official
Sunday school designs of course).

3 Sunday School also put in some
quality time during the week- we
were so dedicated to our task that we
happily all gathered on Tuesdays.
The result? Enlightenment. For

( everyone. (Well, assuming we were
all there that is...)

Row: Alexa Caldwell, Tyler Caldwell, Caroline Duke, Dave Purcell, Jon Penney, Searcy
n, Sarah Moser Middle Row: Hadley Roach, Cinda Caldwell, Olivia McGiff, Isabelle
uk-Austin, Ashley Gosnell, Cinda Moorhead, Lindsey Wallace Front Row: Selena
ice, Emily Zazulia, Cara McTaggart, Amanda Johnson

if French students lead by a dedicated group of senior scholars



iQue es la Sociedad Honoraria de
I Castellano-Hablantes? Es posible que la
I mejor forma que haya para explicar

nuestro club sea por una comparacion.
Vamos a comparar la Sociedad Honoraria

I de Castellano-Hablantes con el club de
I espanol del pasado, tambien conocido
I como el Spanish Club. A ver. iQue

hicieron ellos? iO debemos preguntar si
hicieron algo? Pues, miraron la pelicula,

I "Desperado." Y Antonio Banderas estaba
I en esta pelicula. Eso la hace "Spanish,"
I itierto? Tambien comieron tacos

preparados por la Compania de la
Madera. Y ricisimos eran... Quizas se
fueron a Taco Bell una ves. Y bueno, iQue
mas hicieron? Una muy buena pregunta.
No mal interprete. Sus intenciones fueron
buenas, pero les falto la salsa en la
chalupa. ^Y ahora que hay en las
chalupas? Nosotros hacemos nuestra

I chalupa con los pimientos rojos... La
I Sociedad Honoraria de Castellano.

Nosotros sabemos como conocer a la
cultura hispana. Comemos en la unica
"Cocina," no para ser confundida con la

I cochina. Nosotros presidentes ponemos el
I jalapeno en la quesadilla.

Muchos estudiantes de espanol

Back Row: Steve Coupet, Emily Bostian, Claire Teigland, John Collins, Mr. O'Connell
Front Row: McLean Daniel, Matt Roach

Back Row: Claire Teigland, Andy Carroll, John Collins, Frances Ramirez, Hen Kennec
Front Row: Kate Ireland, Maggie Macdonald, Emily Bostian, Dodie Press



Row: Jenn Wilson, Molly Harrington, Kara Zarchin Front Row: Emily Bostian, Jane
all, Emily Zazulia, Morgan Wilson

lam, Matt Primiani, Monique McDermouth, Angel Gonzalez, Steve
:t, Nikki Chaney, Dave Purcell, Barrett Wadsworth, Grace Awantang, Michelle
ley, Crystal Elie, Cindy Harris, Frances Ramirez, Shayna Alleyne, Ashby Hardesty,
loach, Daphne Patterson Front Row: Hen Kennedy, Emma Budwig, Nathalie
ilez, Morgan Wilson, Ewurabena Hutchful, Jillian Black, Giselle Furlonge

low. Mary-Carson Saunders, Dawn-Paige Robinson, Julia Donaldson, Shayna Alleyne
iow: Cristin Duprey, Bridget Hyde, Crystal Elie, Jillian Black, Ewurabena Hutchful,
Harris



Despite being proud members of the DL
these elite few never wavered from their c
of snagging one of the hotties that can of
be seen sauntering around campus. So thi
hit the SAS social scene with a vengence.
Their inspiration you might ask? Bridget
Jones. In the face of adversity (aka smug
couples), the singletons strove forward. "
by myself... Don't wanna be, all by myself,
anymore..."
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A rogue branch of the cheese appericiation club, the Easy
Cheese Club is an anit-discrimitory organization that
embraces easy cheese as a part of our mantra. We love all
cheeses, especially ones that are convient for people who
are...motivationally challenged. WE LOVE ALL
CHEESES!!!

In the land of Generaux, three years ago, came two
heros, Nick and Eliot. Who had a vision, and made
decision, in the St. Andrews' ethos to make an incis
Fun and pleasure would flow without measure for
hours every Sunday, creating the perfect zen, excep
the way lay BIG HECKMAN. But the leaders were
fearless, and balls were deflected, Heckman neglect
girls detected, and others infected. Besides the here
Alec, Greg, and Khalib helped found it, along with
Graham, and don't forget Dan, the one legged man

Although a small group in our community, GEG
(Gender Equalities Group) nevertheless has made a
strong impact. GEG triggered the dialogue of such
eminent issues such as women in politics, defining
feminism, and the dress code. We'd like to thank
Mr.Burk for his motivation, time, and expertise.

I .



[•Pi

mm
f can talk the talk of the past but can they walk the walk of
ast? The sole purpose of the new, re-initiated, handsome
leman's South to West Conservative Club was to attempt to
; back past-times lost and traditions abandoned from St.
ew's, and to have a damn good time trying. With help and
tvtful perspectives from one of SAS's most fabled alum: Mr.
y Gieske, the gents have been perfectly capable of helping
other alum remember their prime during highschool.

fday we were inspired to help those who have come and
down the halls of SAS to look back with joy and anxiety
rds their own SAS careers. Yes we are conservatives;
•rvatives of the pain and pleasure that has plagued the
ings of St. Andrew's School since 1929.

reate beauty from the ordinary, and coordinate a
world made from shadows. We capture this all in a
:ra lens. A picture is worth a thousand words, and
ave a lot to say. This year's photography club put
udent exhibitions and helped teach us how to use
ameras (how do you turn the ****ing flash off?),
presidents, Henry and Jenn, gathered us into K.
jy's personal coffeehouse for informal critiques
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Field Hockey
VARSITY
Archmere
Caravel
Cape Henlopen
Ursuline
Lake Forest
Tatnall
Tower Hill
Westtown
Wilm. Friends
Sanford
Sanford
Concord
Wilm.Christian
Tower Hill
St.Mark's
Tatnall

SAS OFF
1 4

Back Row: Coach Comitto, B.Bennett, S. DuPont, A. Holbrook, F.
Symes, M. Rathvon, H. Kennedy, E. Wallace, S. Walter, C.
Nowakowski, Coach Lemay Middle Row: T. Wilson-Hill, N. Stewart,
S. Voora, L. Lingo, S. Pfeiffer, C. Taylor Front Row: Alex Pfeifer,
Anna Hickman.

JV SAS OFF
Caravel 1 3
Cape Henlopen 1 0
Ursuline 0 1
Lake Forest 0 5
Tatnall 1 0
Tower Hill 0 3
Westtown 5 0
Wilm. Friends 0 1
Sanford 0 0
Sanford 1 3
Concord 1 3
Middletown 6 0
Wilm. Christian 0 5
Tower Hill 0 3
Wilm. Friends 0 1
St-Mark's 0 1 Back Row: Coach Cottone, K. Whitesell, L. Eisenbrey, K. Ireland, C.

Conell, B. Zendt, L. Schwartzberg, J. Kim, Coach Tietze Middle Row:
A. Prevatt, M. Bryan, M. Dieterle, B. Cox, K. Myers, C. Ionian Front
Row: L. Howard, C. Counts, C. DuPont
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s year's hockey season was the beginning of a new era in St. Andrew's hockey.
;h Commito and Lemay at the helm, our season proved to be both rigorous and
staining. We arrived at practice early every day, fearing the wrath of suicides and
mgry coach. We ceaselessly counted the balls and cleaned up the JV's trash
"ing, again, the wrath of suicides. Aside from the suicides, we had a great time. We
Id always count on Emma to bring her lacrosse stick to practice-wrong sport
ma! Sara DuPont sported the fashionable plastic mask, which will be all the rage in
next few years. The rest of the team practiced our cheerleading moves, with
irlotte leading the pack with "the rumble". Despite our record, we continued to
>rove throughout the season which showed through in our final game. Thank you
ches and teammates for making this an awesome last season. Underformers -
er fear, the purple spandex will be back next year!
!L THE URGENCY!! Love, Alex and Anna

Field Hockey 79



Tatnall, Tatnall, beware of the day,
When the St. Andrew's football team comes out to

play.
With hitting backs like Congo and Weeks,
Our rushing game is sure to spring some leaks.
And don't forget our double-pass hero,
Jim Williams is one guy you should definitely steer

clear of.
Stayton and Matthews as our middle backers,
Will swarm to the tackle like hungry raptors.
And with McAlaine and Graham catching the balls,
The Tatnall defense is going to have some hard falls.
At quarterback and center, the Montgomery bros.,
Are going to show the yellow jacket's defense how

SAS football goes.
But beware of our tackles, you will cower and shrink,
You will soon feel the butt of big Brinck.
Our guards are ferocious, Previti and Wu,
They destroyed Votech, West Nottingham too.
Matt Johns and Demere control the "D,"
The float like awkward butterflies, but sting like mad

bees.

So this is the prediction of this anticipated game
When St. Andrew's football finally wins their fame.
But what about the outcome, the final score?
Tatnall 0, St. Andrew's 24!
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Football
VARSITY SAS OFF
Maret 0 7
Charter 14 33
Harford Tech. 28 14
George 21 38
Tower Hill 27 14
Wilm. Friends 14 14
WNA 56 22
Tatnall 21 14

JV SAS OFF
Tatnall 0 20
Hodgson V.T. 0 44
Tower Hill 7 21

Back Row: A. Timberman, T. Hall, J. Turley, W. Williams,
A. Ricardo, J. Williams, E. Weeks Middle Row: A. Will-
iams, R. Demere, D. Muir, D. Sutherland, S. Carraher, T.
Hawkins, B. Slattery, C. Stayton, T. Montgomery, H.
Beekman Front Row: S. Ju, M. Graham, R. Previti, M.
Johns, C. Congo, G. Montgomery, C. Matthews, S. Wu, D.
McAlaine, J. King, M. Ramos
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Girls7 Soccer
VARSITY
Shipley 0
Agnes Irwin 1
Worcester Prep 4
Westtown 5
Friends Central 1
Worcester Prep 0
Westtown 1
Bohemia Manor 4
Hill 0
Baldwin 0
Hill 3

SAS OPP
3
2
0
4
1
2
1
1
6
3
2

Back Row: Coach Rue, S. Noe, M. Richter, D. Patterson, S.
Unger, D. Morello, M. Rackish, M. Farland, A. Purcell,
Coach Butler Middle Row: E. Burns, J. Nunn, B. Farquhar,
Z. Baer, L. Matsuyama, S. Peebles Front Row: M. Wilson,
H. Callaway, L. Moorhead, K. Zarchin, K. Hawkins

JV
Shipley
Agnes Irwin
Westtown
Westtown
Hill
Hill

SAS OPP
0 0
0

Back Row: C. Currier, N. Chaney, A. Cain, P. DeAngelo,
N. Gonzalez, Coach Furlonge Middle Row: A. Agnew,
K. Romaine, R. Buedel, K. Lea Front Row: V. Mann, G.
Furlonge, M. Macdonald
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Ladies, let's just say this season was "Nice
like ice." It started with the wonderful
return of the Rue-dawg and the awesome
addition of Coach "Kick my" Butler. The
grass really was greener on our side with
our early season "fertilization." So what if
Lana and Peebs showed up late for prac-
tice or sometimes not at all, and that in one
game alone Daphne took six shots on
Cinda, and there is Brooke's uncanny
ability to pick up the ball, and who could
forget Rue's ejection? But through all of
this, we stuck together. And of course we
all perfected Coach Holly's the
'switch'...'cause we started. Seriously, we
love you, and we'll miss you so much next
year, but we know you'll be in good hands
with Megan, Margaret and Danielle.

Love your Captains,
Kara and Cinda
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Men's Varsity Soccer finished the season
7-8-1 and 4-4 in the Independent Confer-
ence. Highlights included two physical
victories over Tower Hill, and two closing
victories over State Tournament teams
Seaford and Red Lion. Best of luck to next
year's team led by captains Cadwalader
and Frederick. We had a great time
turning up the heat with you guys this
year!
Love, your captains,
Ted, Mike, Robbie, and Dave (whose goal
scoring prowess was matched only by
Ted's ability to kick the ball with his right
foot).
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Boys7 Soccer
J ^H^^^H^^^BH-^BBBK^H—<K^n

VARSITY
Middletown
Archmere
Sanford
Tatnall
Tower Hill
Westtown
Wilm. Friends
Sanford
Friends Central
Wilm. Christian 0
Salesianum
Tower Hill
Tatnall
Wilm. Friends
Seaford
Red Lion

JV
Middletown
Archmere
Sanford
Tatnall
Tower Hill
Westtown
Wilm. Friends
Sanford
Friends Central

Back Row: Coach Caldwell, D. Purcell, R. Carey, T. Unger,
M. Primiani, Coach Austin Middle Row: M. Roach, O.
Cadwalader, G. Stabler, G. Drury, D. Troutman, P.
Koprowski, T. DuPont, C. Carey, P. Cournot, G. Zappel, J.
Penney Front Row: T. Grove, A. Finn, A. Bear, W. Dumas,
C. Biddle-Snead, D. Wilson, A. Wolfe

SAS OPP

Wilm. Christian 1
Salesianum
Tower Hill
Tatnall
Wilm. Friends

3rds
Sanford
Westtown
Red Lion
Westtown
Upland
Sanford
Red Lion

1
4
0
7

0
3
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

Back Row: Coach Myers, Coach Brown, B. Yu, A. Johnson,
T. Gaeta, A. Grimes, B. Smith, Coach Bates Middle Row:
B. Wadsworth, N. Hovan, P. Coles, D. Wehrs, N.
Karbelnikoff, T. Nold, E. Hickman, C. Finsness, M. Brandes
Front Row: J. Kashap, K. Buckle, N. Gordon, A. Gonzalez,
M. Primiani, E. Cuervo, K. Wisler, C. DuPont

Back Row: Coach Carpenter, P. Salas, B. Lee, O. Barton, D.
Page, W. Blue, R. DeSalvo, S. Tooze, C. Hayden, Coach
Chang Third Row: C. Lawrence-Mitchell, M. Daniel, E.
Hannsz, N. Manice, W. Clary, E. Martin, G. Punukollu
Second Row: J. Geewax, C. Wang, M. Elder, P. Zimmerman,
N. Cooper, T. Hoffecker, S. Willey Front Row: Z. Smith,
K. Bell, J. Rigdon
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Volleyball
VARSITY
Tower Hill
Wilm. Friends
Red Lion
NC Baptist
Westtown
Tatnall
Wilm. Christian
Indian River
Wilm. Friends
Sanford
Caravel
Westtown
Tower Hill
Sanford
Tatnall

SAS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bohemia Manor 0

OFF
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

Back Row: E. Erdely, E. Hutchful, L. Hardwick, K. Blair,
C. Teigland Middle Row: Coach Ward, J. Black, C.
Duprey, D. Robinson, Coach Wang, C. Shahan Front
Row: C. Harris, M. Madeley

Back Row: C. Shahan, S. Alleyne, F. Ramirez, J.P.
D'Huyvetter, Coach Wang Front Row: M.
McDermoth, C. Streett, D. Robinson
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The 2001 volleyball team had a
great season! Shout outs to Coach
Ward and Coach Wang for keep-
ing it real during the season.
Kudos to J.P. and Crystal, our
number one fans. We improved a
lot as a team, and had mad fun in
practices and in games! Cristin,
shimmying on the court; Jenn
displaying dramatics as usual;
Frances with her Harlem shake;
Rabs yelling sprinkles; Shayna and
Dawn with their kind demeanors
always providing heartfelt en-
couragement; Courtney sending
the ball soaring to the back of the
gym; Monique showing her sup-
port through pelvic thrusts;
Thanks to Katie and Elaine, our
awesome setters; And with Jill's
deep serves and Liz's powerful
spikes, the opponent could rarely
return the ball. And there will
always be Claire and Chad bump-
ing in the back of the gym during
practice. Thanks for living it,
girls!
Love, Your Captains
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With all seven Varsity runners returning,
we were beastly. We were attractive. We
were damn good. Through the efforts of Sam
"Arkansas" Shackelford, Will "Wild Thing"
Osier, and Eddie "Yahweh" Reynolds, there
was unparalleled Senior presence and leader-
ship on the squad. We all tore away at our
times, burning off minute after minute, and
nailed some of the fastest races ever done on
our course. Whether it was painting ourselves
and blazing through the woods a la Rambo,
or having a nice casual stretch (John Gerard,
we're looking in your direction), we made it
through a hell of a season. Despite the return
of the real warm-up loop and Mr. O'Connell's
love for barn loops, we ran with determina-
tion and grit. Pain? Oh, yes. That's the way
we like it, baby. By Parents' Weekend, we
had been aptly prepared and were ready to
lay the smack down, which came in the form
of four 18-Minute Club performances.

It was a great season, boys, and don't forget
to get some for us next year. Many thanks go
out to our leaders, Mr. O'Connell and Mr.
Worrall, for all the good times.
GO SAINTS GO!

-Will and Eddie

$Mj^^..^.,:*:^^:^..<\L.w^..^:<. --.'.!,.
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Boys Cross Country
VARSITY
Lake Forest

Invitational
Wilm. Christian
Middletown

Invitational
Tatnall
Sanford
Tower Hill
DISC Meet
State Champs. Back Row: Coach Worrall, A. Hardesty, N. Kmney, W. Osier, E. Reynolds,

E. Dalton, B. Munson, T. Long, Coach O'Connell Middle Row: D. Duffy, D.
Knott, N. Atwater, S. Shakelford, B. Ottolenghi, W. Ross, H. Yang, B. Kernel
Front Row: E. Muller, S. Baroody, Y. Choi, J. Gerard, M. Smith, J. Dolan,
J. Darby
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Girls' Cross Country
VARSITY
Lake Forest

Invitational
Wilm. Christian
Middletown

Invitational
Tatnall
Sanford
Red Lion
Tower Hill
Westtown
DISC Meet
State Champs.

SAS OPP

8th
15

7th
50
31
50
23
22
4th
llth

50

Back Row: U. Staab, E. Salas, M. Saunders, T. Hardwick,
J. Donaldson Middle Row: S. Bozick, L. Lea, K. Wolinski,
E. Zolnick, Coach Gilheany Front Row: C. Brady, A.
Rockwood, K. Black, J. Lehner

Through many perils and injuries, Girls' XC conquered once again - - like
Forest Gump, "We just kept on running." "Guapa" Thayer Hardwick led the
pack with tales of Paraguayan cow encounters. Kimmie "oh my goodness"
Black entertained us with her threats to opposing runners. Jessica & Julia
dropped 17 minutes combined, while Convert Carter and our secret weapon
the German - led us to victory. Erin & Emily sang us lullabies by David Bowi
and other 80's artists. The most famous song: "Lizzie, Lizzie, Lizzie of XC,
Lizzie, Lizzie, watch out for that tree!" All in all, we had so much fun this
season!

Oh wait, there's Abbie — late again.
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Boys7 Basketball
VARSITY
Bohemia Manor
Wilm. Christian
Archmere
Westtown
Princeton Day
Sanford
Tatnall
Wilm. Friends
Tatnall
Sanford
Tower Hill
Lake Forest
West Nottingham
Wilm. Friends
Westtown
Tower Hill
Middletown
Wilm. Christian
West Nottingham
Red Lion
Caravel

SAS OPP
44
64
44
52
56
30
34
45
55
51
61
41
72
51
46
49
59
61
55
35
47

JV SAS
Bohemia Manor 28
Wilm. Christian 35
Archmere 27
Westtown 29
Aquinas 49
Sanford 42
Tatnall 24
Tome 29
Wilm. Friends 33
Tatnall 49
Sanford 43
Wilm. Friends 47
Westtown NA
Tower Hill 33
Middletown is
Wilm. Christian SO
West Nottingham 62
Red Lion 37
Caravel 35

3rds
Tome
Westtown
Westtown
Sanford

36
47
59
51
39
79
46
30
54
80
29
61
36
40
43
35
43
38
54
27
63

OPP
8
39
41
21
32
50
22
25
29
31
42
36
NA
53
41
54
22
34
58

SAS OPP
14 42
26 25
15 33
17 35

Back Row: Coach Rue, K. Buckle, M. Roach, B. Smith, D. Wilson, A.
Carroll, D. Sutherland, C. Duprey Front Row: E. Weeks, M. Primiani,
A. Grimes, M. Graham, D. McAlaine

Back Row: Coach Furlonge, M. Ramos, A. Williams, M. Johns, N.
Hovan, O. Barton Front Row: W. Blue, D. Muir, A. Gonzalez, R.
Antoine

Back Row: W. Doyle, J. Darby, S. Carraher, E. Crawford, G.
Lauffenburger, G. Punukollu, C. Lawrence-Mitchell, D. Page, T.
Hall, Coach Burk Front Row: W. Ross, C. Wang, J. Turley, K. Wisler,
J. Geewax

I
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21
'he Fury was strong with this year's men's basketball team. This year was
lighted by the team's fifth straight appearance in the state tournament, and
hing the year off at the number two spot for the second consecutive year in the
pendent conference. The Furious Five was led by Co-captains Busta "Who
\" Grimes & Mike "The Preacher Man" Graham, senior Michael "Why didn't
>ody tell me?" Primiani, Danny Mac, and Elijah "Come Guard It" Weeks. While
3 five led the way, the fury didn't stop with them. Damon "Show time" Wilson
me our biggest spark off the bench, Matt "Squeak" Roach was consistent from
l-point line, Troy Cox and David Sutherland joined forces to become "The Mad
cers" providing the team with fouls at crucial moments, while Zach "Lloyd
stmas" Smith, Andy "The Meat locker" Carrol, and "The Freshman" added
h needed comic relief. Mike "Mr. Monday Night" Graham controlled the pace
e game with smooth ball handling skills, critical assists, and an occasional
iv the hell did he make that?" jump shot. Primo, fueled by the fury caused by
nfamous "Squirel-master", served as one of the most deadly 3-point shooters in I
tate. Mr. "You Can't Guard It" antagonized other guards by shutting them
n with strong defense. D. Mac's aggressiveness helped him dominate our
\sive put-backs. "Just Bust'"s unlimited supply of Fury helped him to dominate the boards both offensively and
nsively, highlighted by setting a new school record for the most rebounds in a game. Some of the fury even rubbed off Boys' Basketball 93
le coaches creating a competitive nature that led us to go 15 and 7, only one game short of tying the school's record for most wins in a season.



This year the Girls' Varsity Basketball
team (aka "The Gimp Squad") had a
great season. Though our record
may not show it, we improved a lot
over the course of the season. We
were a goofy bunch who could make
any practice fun and were able to
stick it out in the tough games. First,
thanks to Ms. LeBlanc for being such
a great and supportive coach. Most
importantly, we want to thank the
rest of the team for making our last
season so much fun. Have fun next
year. We will miss you.

Love,
Mugsy and Big Al
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Girls' Basketball
VARSITY SAS OPP
Bohemia Manor 19 64
Westtown 46 15
Princeton Day 45 48
Middletown 56 29
Wilm. Christian 27 42
Wilm. Friends 33 10
Tower Hill 20 36
Red Lion 37 28
Tatnall 40 50
Hodgson Vo Tech 37 44
Wilm. Christian 50 32
Sanford 42 48
Archmere 21 48
Lake Forest 57 34
Tower Hill 30 50
Wilm. Friends 48 36
Sanford 29 48
Hill 38 66
Tatnall 59 34

JV
Bohemia Manor
Westtown
Aquinas
Middletown
Wilm. Christian
Wilm. Friends
Tower Hill
Red Lion
Tatnall
Hodgson Vo Tech
Wilm. Christian
Sanford
Archmere
Tower Hill
Wilm. Friends
Sanford
Hill
Tatnall

Back Row: Coach LeBlanc, K. Blair, L. Hardwick, E. Wallace, D.
Patterson, G. Awantang, Coach Costa Middle Row: L. Burns, M.
Farland, S. Pfeiffer, M. Dieterle, A. Rockwood Front Row: M. Wilson,
A. Pfeiffer

9
23
29
26
22
21
35
14
20
22
16
17
27

30
31
33
42
29
17
25
29
16

Back Row: Coach Miller, B. Cox, L. Brownlee, B. Zendt, A. Holbrook,
K. Lea, A. Agnew, J. Nunn, K. Myers, C. Conell Front Row: E. Erdely
C. Lonegro, M. Madeley, S. Noe, G. Furlonge, B. Bennett, M.
McDermoth

ill J
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Boys7 Squash
VARSITY
Potomac
Chestnut Hill
Haverford
Malvern Prep
Gilman
Episcopal
Shipley
Potomac
Episcopal
Mid-Atlantics 4th

Back Row: P. Koprowski, T. Montgomery, J. Gerard, G. Montgom-
ery Front Row: Coach Sanchez, O. Cadwalader, D. Knott, T. Unger,
D. Purcell, C. Ballard, A. Finn

JV SAS
Malvern Prep 6
Episcopal H.S. 1

OPP
1
7

Back Row: Coach Gieske, P. Salas, E. Hanz, C. Hutton, T. Hawkins,
M. Daniel Front Row: S. Baroody, C. Hayden, B. Lee, C. duPont, T.
Long

M
k
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Under the direction of our new
coach, Luis Sanchez, the guys squash
team fought hard for each match this
season. Despite early season losses
to Gilman and Potomac (not to
mention the lack of a med kit, John),
we earned the 5th seed in the season
ending Mid-Atlantic Tournament.
After knocking off #4 seed
Woodberry in the first round, we
beat Episcopal Highschool for the
third time this season to finish 4th in
the tournament. The day was a great
success, marked by Paul's uncanny
ability to play 5 games, Greg's will-
ingness to dive fully extended across
the court, and simply marked by
Dave. Many thanks to Luis for all of
his efforts and knowledge, and best
of luck to next year's team (only one
more year to knock off the baby
eagle)!
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Do you wanna talk competition?
Hardcore athletics, determination,

grit, perseverance, intensity, passion...
Talk Squash: Womens' Squash.

We would like to thank Mr. Speers (who is still
pondering the mysterious apperance of his blue
fleece) for everything this season. Although we
rarely understood your sprints (5 sets of 3... no,
3 sets of 3 sets of 5... what?!) we sincerely appre-
ciate all the time you put into working with us
on our skills, endurance, and general schooling.
Your honest belief that we could succeed drove
us to work harder each day and to discover our
true potentials as individuals as well as squash
players. Because of you, we came out on top
with a season record of 6-1 and finished 2nd at
Mid Atlantics. We will miss you dearly and
would like to thank you for all the memories
accumulated over the years. Thanks you Mr.
Speers!

The seniors would like to leave Womens'
Squash with a final (whispered) word of inspi-
ration:

Saints
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Girls7 Squash
VARSITY SAS OPP
Bryn Mawr 6 3
Lawrenceville 4 3
Hill 6 1
Bryn Mawr 7 2
Roland Park 1 8
Potomac 5 4
Episcopal 7 2
Mid-Atlantics 2nd

C. Brady, S. Voora, J. Parshall, A. Pattee, K. Hawkins, K. Zarchin, D.
Press, K. Whitesell, Coach Speers

JV
Hill
Potomac

SAS OPP
2 5
0 7

Z. Baer, D. Robinson, V. Mann, L. Howard, Coach
Gieske, K. Ireland
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Boys' Swirnrning
VARSITY
Tower Hill
St. Mark's
Archmere
Middletown
Sanford
Tatnall
Salesianum
Caesar Rodney
DISC Meet
State Meet

SAS OPP
127 33
75 108

59
88

113

Back Row: C. Carey, G. Drury, D. Amos Middle Row: H. Harris, E.
Dalton, N. Kinney, M. Brandes, J. Penney, H. Palmer, H. Yang, A.
Hardesty, E. Reynolds Front Row: E. Hickman, W. Clary, N. Cooper,
T. Nold
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Conference Champs...Again

This year the boys' swim team dominated. We could go into details
about the incredible time drops, the broken records, the teams we
defeated, and how completely awesome we are, but you already
know all that. With Nick and Henry as team captains again, how
could this season have been anything less than the most incredible
one ever? What a group of guys... With new arrivals such as Eddie,
the best Hickman yet, and other devoted athletes who love plung-
ing into a hypothermia-inducing cold pool everyday, we were
destined for greatness. We tried to give the other teams a better
chance by offering to play them in water polo, yet they were naive,
and thus lost to us swimming. What can all this success and utter
brilliance be attributed too? Well, to be blunt, the coaches. Ms.
Atkinson, always offering inspiration, whether it was showing her
true colors and yelling at us until we were too scared to swim
slowly, or taking us out to 301 plaza for heart attack-inducing
lunches, she couldn't have motivated us more. Mrs. Holcroft, well
we didn't have any guy divers, we hope you will next year, but we
just wanted to say that we love your kid, he is the coolest. Mr.
Wallace, as much as your drastic methods, such as cooling the pool
until it turns our blood to gravy, or always providing us with the
opportunity to do more than is called for, ie morning practices and
dryland, it all worked out in the end. For our coaches' sake, the
ends justify the means, we love you guys. For all of next year's
swimmers, you better get working now because you all have some
gargantuan shoes to fill, good luck.
Henry & Nick
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As you enter the girls locker room in the Generaux Aquatic Center, here are a few
things that you might hear:

"Frisky Lingo!"
"You like chicken?"
"SPEEDIES!"
"She's a machine!"
"Are they taking another bathroom break?"
"It doesn't even have to be intelligent; it just has to be conversation. Wait, who

said anything about conversation??"
"Don't put anything in your body that came from Utah."
"Boys are trouble...not wait, boys are hot...I mean, we make boys cry."
"Swimming: it's a total body experience."

Our season was filled with fast swimming, unforgettable meets, laughter, locker
room conversation, and of course, poems.
Thanks to Ms. Atkinson, Ms. Holcroft, and Mr. Wallace for always pushing us to
swim faster and do things we never thought possible. We would have been lost
without you.
To the boys team: Despite a rough start, we love you guys. Thanks for all your
support.
To the entire team:
You are the reason we love swimming. Thanks for an unforgettable season; it is one
that will never be forgotten.

Love,

Anna and Emily
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Girls' Swimming
& Diving

VARSITY
Tower Hill
St. Mark's
Wilm. Friends
Padua
Archmere
Middletown
Sanford
Tatnall
Ursuline
Caesar Rodney
DISC Meet
State Meet

SAS OPP
103 74
66 117
83
50
83
101
49
81
73
92
1st
13th

15
52
100
78
52
17
111
91

Back Row: E. Landskroner, A. Prevatt, J. Lehner, S. duPont, B.
Farquhar, L. Lea, L. Lingo, M. Ritcher, K. Black Middle Row: P.
DeAngelo, R. Maran, T. Hardwick, S. Walter, C. duPont, T. Wilson-
Hill, M. Ruane, D. Morello, U. Staab Front Row: A. Hickman, E.
Zolnick, E. Zazulia
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Wrestling
VARSITY SAS OPP

Archmere 42 37
Friends Central 41 30
Westtown 30 31
Tower Hill 35 28
Havre de Grace 36 27
West Nottingham 68 12
Bohemia Manor 37 34
Sussex Tech 34 32
Caravel 69 5
Wilm. Friends 42 25
Tatnall 39 30
Sanford 61 12
DISC 4 Standing: Coach Carpenter, R. Demere, C. Stayton, T. Hoffecker, J. King, A,

Matthews, M. Herman, T. Grove, E. Cuervo, A. Bear, B. Slattery, A. Johnson,
Coach Duffy, C. Harris, Coach Hutchinson Front Row: J. Dolan, S. Ju, R. Previti,
C. Biddle-Snead, C. Matthews, P. Cournot
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With a group of solid wrestlers led by
Mr. Duffy and the the addition of Mr.
Hutchinson, the 2002 season prom-
ised to be successful. Indeed, the
combined talents of Duff, Carps and
Hutch molded this solid, determined
team into a winning machine. As
anyone who saw our matches would
tell you, the season was a series of
exciting barn-burning wins. The
Wrestling team finished the season
with an 11-1 record, losing to
Westtown by only one point. The
team sent nine wrestlers to the State
Tournament. The 2002 season was the
most outstanding season in recent
years. Everyone wrestled with inten-
sity and a good time was had by all.
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Corridor life
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Hillier 2001-2002

A typical day on Hillier corridor:

One might see an excited freshman streaking down the hall in a woman's red thong, or hear
reverberating echoes of "CHHIIKKE!!" bouncing off the walls. Matt Herman is probably tall
in his sleep. Country music is blaring beyond Tyler and Ben's closed door, and Gerard is cor
plaining about his inability to get any. Cooper stands in the corner, just smiling, Micah is rea
ing his "latin" and Coopee-Rock is giggling for no apparent reason. Ricky is shouting, "Hola
we're never quite sure to who- and Will Williams is preparing to ask out another senior girl.
Clary is hanging from the ceiling; Ed looks confused, wondering what the heck goes on in hi;
roommate's mind. Tom is proudly showing off Fred, his hernia, and Eric is discussing the nt
est sci-fi thriller. Manice just wants to keep his pants on, and Hunter and Chris are engaged :
vicious game of NFL blitz.

'Course, these are just a few of the eccentricities you fellas have. Regardless, you are all greal
kids and you're gonna do well over the next three years. Best of luck and keep it real.

Your seniors,

Primo, Robbie, Penney, Mike and Sida
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LOVELY LADIES OF PELL
BEFORE:

' '

Starring: The Pell Hellians

Ow, Ow!'
-Anstes

7:00 AM "Ain't no valley low enough, Ain't no river wide enough to
keep me away from you..." -Triplex

10:15 AM "Just 'cause she
dances gogo it don't make
her..."

- Katherine and Lizzie

'What's the boom boom room?"

"Sarah's got her naughty whip"

110 Lower Pell 7:25 'N Sync coming from Anna's room - She's teaching Nathalie the moves



LOWER PELL 2001-2002
BBB

the lovely ladies of Pell - You are all amazing, talented and brilliant and never forget that.
i will be haunting you with the naughty whip, so be good and never forget that crazy, won-
•ful freshman year on Pell. Goodight Sweethearts. Love, Sarah and Anna. We will miss you!
:ca - her lack of creativity and kindness troubled us all
:hel - future biblical action figure
thalie - we had to teach her how to dance, but she got the hang of it in the end
idsay - "I know it's study hall, but I've finished my work and Dawson's is on and Joey..."
jyna - her mysterious male callers...
stes - "Ow Ow Anstes in your panstes"
sica - not very talented and always talking to giraffes
igail - never in bed on time, refused to be quiet during study hall, sang all of her favorite love
igs in the middle of the night, and never listened to her seniors...however, there were those
ments when she ran up and down the hall lasooing an invisible rope, speaking of some little
ce called Texas
- by the time the sun came up, Liz was still in the bathroom brushing her teeth and getting
dy for bed...
ty - always tried to tell us about some horses and winning these races...but she's a little crazy
^e didn't really listen; you could find her sitting in her room chewing the hay with Howard,
rig her usual crochety, negative self.
ra - singing duets from every musical with Buckwheat
therine + Lizzie - Made time for us between choreographing moves for Wycleff's new video.
te - so short we could not find her very often, but a mysterious light always seemed to glow
TI her room every night...and mysterious signs began to appear bearing in permanent marker
word "SNOW"!
rlor - serenaded us with her violin and kept all of her other talents hidden away...watch out
r, they're going to come out some day and reveal themselves!
na - always working on her 'N Sync moves.
ah - could be found running around with her whip, yelling.
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Our upper pell morning began with a wonderful early phone call
om Courtney's mother. After the phone call Courtney decided to
irther awaken herself, along with the rest of the corridor, with the
tusical sty lings of O-Town. Most of us were not pleased. Christina
mtributed to this mayhem by playing her banjo while listening to Dave
latthews. Katie Myers was asleep still, though she had gone to bed at
ght-thirty. Ashley was lecturing Jesse on the importance of the Who,
rhile Jesse stood there asking "Who?" It was a long conversation. Cinda
id Jane, hopelessly trying to sleep, left their room to tell them to be quiet,
nt the Freshmen didn't notice. Allison was busy running around break-
ig the upper pell phones while trying to help Lauren with her obsession
ver dead music icons, mainly Kurt Cobain and Jim Morrison. Monique,
i Upper Moss with Cristin, returned to clean up Jesse and Ashley's room
i the hope that they wouldn't get marks from creating raucous late the
ight before. Somehow, after Ms. Byrd had yelled a great deal, everyone
ras off to class by 8:00, leaving Cinda and Jane in peace and quiet.
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Although it may be the smallest corridor in Founder's, the boys of Fleming have yet again mai
aged to pack more personality into every square inch of space they inhabit, than anyone had previous
thought possible. There's Peter Salas, who, short of Jon Penney knows more about football and baseb;
than anyone in the school even though he doesn't play either of the two sports. Next, Peter Zimmerm
the only person on corridor who consistently goes to the practice rooms to play the piano at 9:30 PM
(without returning shortly thereafter complaining that they were all occupied).The three seniors on
corridor still find it impossible to predict when J.J. Geewax will attack next, violently squeezing the liJ
out of us with one of his bear hugs. Despite the occasional grim and unfriendly look on his face at the
beginning of the year, it turns out that Anthony Timberman is actually not angry at the world after al
Next, Eddie Hickman, who is so much like both his brother and his sister that it can get confusing. W.
would the quad be like without someone like little Matt Primo, who somehow succeeds in being late
every sign-in regardless of whether or not he has a girlfriend. Although none of us have ever seen it,i

know that Chad Shahan must keep his secret stash of J. Crew catalogues somewhere; and we will fine
them eventually, Chad. It really is awe inspiring to see exactly how long Will Ross can sit absolutely
mesmerized in his room, staring at the spiral rainbow colored poster above his bed. Even now, peopli
pronounce Gautam Punukollu's name at least six different ways. Also, Grayson Lauffenburger astoui
everyone on corridor with his ability to use the word "gnarly" in everyday sentences, without soundi
like a complete idiot. Thieme Hall gives us all a little taste of what it's like to be from Charleston whe
he's up every night singing and playing country music songs on the guitar. Last, but certainly not lea;
there's Sam Baroody, who's name spelled backwards is "ydoorab mas." It's funny... just say it a few
times. Well, to all the young men of Fleming corridor, your seniors wish you all the best for the next
three years, and hope you have as much fun in the future as we had this year.

Good Luck!

Steve, Hsiang and Mike
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The Place to Be: Lower MOSS What are we doin

Help! Aliens attacked! Ticklers The naked ones.
«.-•'•

Sleeping Beauties

Where are they?

Josh Hartnett: we love you!
116 Lower Moss

the beautiful and sane seniors
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In 20 years:
Brooke: still receiving crushes from freshman boys, "You're so hot!"
Sarah U: editor of Teen People
Julia: Best dressed in Vogue three years in a row
Sarah W: on the phone, giggling
Rachel: dance marathon champion
Christina: still can't hear the 10:30 bells
Mary Carson: "married" to Bob Dylan
Stephanie: got stuck in a funny face
Kim: invented goggles that don't fall off
Amanda: still not understanding her brother, can't stop touching her suddenly straight
hair
Lydia: teaching Harry Potter sex-ed class
Cory: the next "Cookie"
JP: driving a Harley across America with Angelina Jolie
Nia: lost and late
Frannie: inventor of full body alarm clock, Isabel Archer
Caroline: coming to SAS to tour with her twins, Chad and Caroline

Despite all of our yelling and violent threats, we have enjoyed getting to know
you all this year. You have made our last year wonderful! Even though these
are our predictions, we know you will far exceed all expectations. We sit to-
gether at the end of the day and think "Mmm... how lucky we are!"
Remember: "Dance as though no one is watching you. Love as though you've
never been hurt. Sing as though no one can hear you. Live as though Heaven
is on Earth!"
You are the best! Good luck! We love you!
love, Frannie and Caroline
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Andrew

Will

Clark
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Griffen Cuth

Carl Mike

Spencer

Hugo
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Thanks guys for a great year,
we've really enjoyed living with
all of you. Extra special warm
gooey chocolate love thanks to
Ms. McGrath and Ms. Court,
the greatest surrogate mothers
anyone could ask for. FES-TI-
VUS! FES-TI-VUS! FES-TI-
VUS!
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MOSS ANNEX

Imagine if the ladies of Annex were on SURVIVOR:
Jenn would miss the plane because she was on the computer.
Megan would be voted off for talking back; "Oh bite my a**."
Dawn would be voted off because she went crazy without her STAR WARS books.
Elaine would be voted off because her desert survival skills put her in a good position to win, and hey, we're c
looking out for ourselves man.
Maggie would be accidently shot as she wandered through the woods; her bright clothes caused her to be mis
for an animal that looked good for dinner.
Kate would be voted off after her excessive snoring did not stop - even after we threw coconuts at her.
Sara would be voted off because of her opinion that pants - wait - clothes in general, are not really necessary.
Laney would be voted off because of her strange sleep patterns - illegal cat naps, and waking up at 5:30 in the
morning...very suspicious.
Meaghan, after facing humilation at her failure to be a "good survivor on duty," would leave when she saw Ri
row by.
Ashley would triumph over all because of her vast knowledge about the 'sacred texts.'
Then Meaghan, realizing that she left the island for something that wasn't that exciting (and knowing Meagha
probably wasn't the rowing), returned to join Ashley in her island paradise.

*Ms. Tietze was disqualified due to her engagment. We wish her well, although we know she will be missed <
dorm next year.

Ladies- it was a FABULOUS year on Annex with you all. We love you very much and hope that next year, yo
will fondly look back and remember: "Annex, always and forever Love Slaves."
Love, Meaghan and Ashley
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It was a cold Sunday in the month of May as David "The Kingfish" Purcell was walking to the show-
ers bearing little more than a well-placed towel to protect his (un)modesty. The glorious stride of
Robert the Greek brought forth terror upon the sophomores, fearing his wrath and the spite he had
for all. Indeed! The Hovanette and Matthews the Younger had invaded their favorite showers. (Inci-
dentally, Robert's shower is the first from the door and "The Kingfish's" shower is the domain of
Middleshower). With surprising tenacity, both men swept up the young lads and sent them twirling
like fallen angels down to hell through the corridor walls and into the flames. The Kingfish noticed
out of the corner of his eye that wee Tyler Struzinki was wearing nothing but his pearl necklace. In a
desperate attempt to save his life, he jumped into Peyton's room who was singing and dancing and
not noticing — another scary sight. Karbs and the crow noticed all of this while setting haikus concern-
ing their overzealousness for the opposite sex to music. Page and Hawkins saw that Brett was cov-
ered with powder and techno music and deemed that it was good. Hearing the commotion in the
hallway, Neil poked his head, dreadlockes and all, into Pandora's box, while John Darby bore witness
to this heading. As all this happened, Elijah and Mike still hadn't discovered the caliber of their souls,
while sitting in the comfy chair. And there, walking down the hall and carrying a large stick is THE
WEZMAN dragging his prey by the hair, young simba. And at the end of the hall, the Eldest of the
lads, with ardent yellow hair, digitally warring the Yapsmack (armed with Jamaican Coffee) and Lord
Barton defending his "A" game. Guiseppe Fandango, with a shotgun, blitzed Scott Willey with
smoking barrels, while he was battling with the banjoes and the assualt on the ethnicity of Steven
Tooze never ceased while he had two computers. All we could do was ready the dogs for war; we
had a rival, Reppert the untrue, Reppert the sly, Reppert the NAUGHTY.
Writer's Note: All events and characters described are purely fictional. Any resemblance to actual
events or individuals is completely coincidental and unintentional. Any person who attempts to
contradict heretofor said disclaimer will be sacked, tarred, feathered, and finally maimed with a meat
pulverizer.
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UPPER
Moss

Upper Moss Ladies
Claire T: Single, one legged, enjoys long golf cart rides with country music
Kristina: Single, dramatic, and with a note from the doctah
Erica: Yes, umm, "single," sexy and oh no she dih-int, since Schaniqua moved out she's
even better to live with
Cristin 031: Harlem shakin, foot lovin, Bridgette bouncin, strawberry shortcake
Peggy: Prefers skaters and surfers, but has a soft spot for nice clean-cut boys
Katie B: This fine lookin lady comes complete with her own Roll-a-bout chair. Take a
break with this Kit Kat!
Daphne: Single, Pink Panther that packs a punch. But watch out boys don't make her
laugh!
Natalie: She loves China, health food, and knitting. What a catch, but sorry boys this
fish has already been reeled in.
Liz: This blonde beauty is as smart as she is pretty.
Zoe: Gangsta, she ain't no Teddy Baer, but she'll get jiggy wit it
Clare N: Single, permanently tan, enjoys shopping, the attention of many men, and long
walks on the beach.

Thanks for making this such a great year. We'll miss you all.
Love,
Your seniors
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Katie B. Daphne
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Most likely to be... |
Boz...brushing her teeth\_j

idy...fielding a phone call
ily...running out the door
i...spacing out on the couch
:helle...telling an enthralling story
ma...talking about sex...or lack thereof
ry Alice...talking Michelle and Sarah to sleep
ah...pretending to laugh at Michelle's stories
'Stal...documenting every precious moment at SAS
nces...setting the record for consecutive hours on K
elle...with Primo, though no one knows their official status
die...asking for an eighth of a fourth of a bite of a tiny piece of food

m
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Baumstitution
Ve the founding Seniors of Baum, in order to form a more perfect corridor, establish
yhem, ensure corridor messiness, promote general laziness, and promote the blessings of
um to ourselves and to no one else, do ordain and establish this Baumstitution for Baum
rridor.

Article 1: Misc. Matters.
hough the faculty is desperately trying to change the image of Baum -- 3 football captains in a row, then
tennis capitan — we as a corridor are strongly resistent to change. We will not clean the common room
il we are forced to. We shall beat any freshman entering our corridor. We shall not go to bed until very
, our lights shall be on after lights out, and our bodies shall be scantily clad throughout all hours of the

Article 2: The Men.
ing as Baum Corridor is composed of the finest young men in America, it is necessary to note them. In
four years, we have never come across a better corridor, so it is necessary to pay tribute:
[Hams and Crawford: Always messy, always lazy — they embody the spirit of Baum.
[ton and Kinney: If you can survive Dalton's questions about killer crayfish, and you get past their belt

tricks, they're not bad guys.
hrs and King: Their room was more of an entertainment center and was exactly what the corridor

needed.
nere and Smith: If the shaking walls from Ray's punches didn't scare you away, then Mike could

explain to you all the cinematography you ever wondered about in 10 minutes.
1 and Amos: The only junior in assigned study hall, and the only junior who still continually watches

the muppets every morning.
ihap and Kovachev: Kovachev was a great guy, Kashap is great too, but has convinced me never to

go to Canada.
mass and Stayton: The most pimped out room on the corridor, they received the highest amount

crushes on the corridor (except for seniors of course).
inson and Congo: If Alex wasn't trying to stab bats all the time, you might venture in to talk to them,

but Colin was usually asking Matt if he could use his own blender.
life and Zappel: Gigi moved to the common room once he got a laptop, but Andy was always a pleas

ant source of conversation.
ttery and Bear: Could always be counted on for having the most bizarre opinions on different things

ever.
ir and Finn: Would always yell at Will and Chad to shut up at night, but then would play loud music at

7:30 am.

I finally the seniors:
tthews: When he was there was a great source of entertainment, great stereo too.
ian, Muller, and Johns: This is one room you did not want to be mad at you. With their combined

strength they are very lethal. Constantly provided entertainment, usually with hamsters though.
Jont and Cox: duPont offered up the worst idea ever for a corridor picture and still stands by it. Cox

was just plain old funny.
lard and Osier: Perpetually sitting on their couches upside down, while fights go on and music is

being blasted at 1:00 in the morning.
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L - LOUNGE

Fred G comes in to make sure we're all here. He leaves thinking we're playing Guesstures. Hmmm. We watch the
latest episode of Friends (we know them all by heart), spazzing if the "remote-controller" messes up. Someone sets up the
camera and we do Survivor, then dress in comforters pretending to be clones of Sinead O'Connor, then slide down the
stairs in laundry baskets. We are sexy, no doubt. Hollis is entertained by silly SoyMilk while Megan ponders the
seriousness of the realities of life, and decides to clean in order to clear her mind - no one is opposed, because it's always
messy. Margaret is doing laundry, or folding laundry, or thinking about her two sciences; someone reminds her that she
really isn't in college yet. Molly is a good girl in bed by midnight, yelling at us to be quiet, as we should be. Chris is
talking to Neil, or someone, while wearing the bright orange sweatshirt. Virginia is pondering and criticizing, and
engaging all of us in a conversation of who-knows-what. Thank goodness someone says what's on their mind. Searcy is
'hanging out' with everyone, while periodically checking that the level of morality in both speech and action is high. Oh
my goodness, did anyone notice that Santhi isn't studying? In fact, she's doing her dance....you know the one. Jessie
laughs hysterically and gesticulates better than any of us know how, wearing the latest fashion (i.e. - suede witch boots).
Her mysterious caller will probably keep us up all night. Meanwhile, Emily is standing upstairs gazing over the ledge -
does she like us enough to come down? Of course - she just likes that angle. Sarah squinches her face like the baby's, and
as always, exercises her blunt and hilarious wit. Carter does push-ups in a cute, spandex sporty outfit, determined to be
the strongest girl on L-Dorm. Fred G comes back in, calms us down with a frown, and leaves again (have we woken up
Xander and Gwen? Oops). Katie is dressing up or eating ettaBombay, while we argue over who is the real Mrs. Hartnett.
The smell of Fluffernutter sandwiches lingers in the air. The sink is piled high with dirty dishes. A few whimpers echo
through the common room of English papers not-yet-written and take-homes not-yet-started, but in true L-form, we think
of sleep, not work. The seniors go upstairs and likely talk into late hours of the night, while the juniors peacefully sleep.
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i the Lovely Ladies of L - we Love you forever and

.ways. Love, your wonderfuL and aLL-inspiring seniors.
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It's been seven hours and fifteen days
Since u took your love away I go out
every night and sleep all day Since u
took your love away Since u been gone I
can do whatever I want
I can see whomever I choose
I can eat my dinner in a fancy restaurant
But nothing
I said nothing can take away these
blues'Cause nothing compares

Nothing compares 2 u

It's been so lonely without u here Like a
bird without a song Nothing can stop
these lonely tears from falling
Tell me baby where did I go wrong I
could put my arms around every boy I
see But they'd only remind me of you I
went to the doctor n'guess what he told
me Guess what he told me
He said girl u better try to have fun No
matter what u do But he's a fool 'Cause
nothing compares

Nothing compares 2 u

All the flowers that u planted, mama
In the back yard
All died when u went away
I know that living with u baby was
sometimes hard
But I'm willing to give it another try
Nothing compares 2 u -Sinead

S A N T H I S A R A H
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Time: 2:30 A.M.
Place: Sherwood

SHERWOOD

The telephone rings. Young and Ben Yu race to answer, almost knocking over
McAlaine and Finsness's laptops. "Guys, stop being so rowdy! You're messing w
my ethernet connection!" yells Dan. "What the hell is an ethernet?" Ben and Youn
ask in bewilderment. John Collins ignores all the noise, vigilantly working into tl
night on his novel, Al Gore: American Hero. "But John, George Bush is our presi-
dent! We have to show him all our respect!" shouts Tommy.

Just down the hall, Alex and Tyler have changed all their songs to techno beats,
while Graham and Greg decide that soft bluegrass is the way to go. "Turn that *'
off!" spazzes Dylan between mouthfuls of sweet, succulent beef. "There is no nee
for such language, my son," says a calm Tom Gaeta; ever since he became celibat
life has turned around for him, not to mention clean-cut Nathan, Knott and Yank
Sam who lecture Eddie on work ethic in the quad. Outside, Dave Sutherland and
Angel have just passed on their way to Rue's apartment. Not noticing the dark
shape quickly exiting, they demand he turn down the silly basketball game. "But
it's nicezez like icezezl" our corridor parent retorts. "A Detroit team is actually wi:
ning a game!"

"Ok, sweet thang, I'll see you just before breakfast." Trevor sighs as he hangs u
the phone; it's not easy being the Ladies Man. Thank God he has Kamahnie and
Andre to help him out, as the words "Pell" and "Moss" again begin emanating
from their bachelor pad. Henry begs them for guidance, but continues to be
devastatingly unpopular with the females, while his roommate Charles trades hi:
supercomputer for his old Classic Macintosh^. Meanwhile, after hearing the bad
news of last season on TV, Owen and Koprowski finally give up their hopes of a
76er win, instead wising up and rooting for the unstoppable Lakers.

"So this is what happened while I was gone?" asks Zach. Yep, it's a topsy-turv)
world, but just another day in the life of the happening corridor of Sherwood. Pe
out.
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Tun is good."
-Dr. Suess
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Directors: Atkinson, Patterson, and Commito
Producers: The Seniors

The Cast

Jillie- sings the theme song for M Girls: "Hug somebody, tell them you love them..."
Danielle- tries to top Jillie's theme song with her hit single "At Least It Was Fun!"
Ursula- tires after trying to convince the cast that she is the talking magic mushroom
Maggie- after an exhausting day of decorating the set with magazine cut-outs, decides to nap
Brandy- threatens to quit because her trailer is infested with fighting fish and mice
Molly- starts her own show on Animal Planet Monkeys, Manatees, and Molly
Alex- leaves show to star on Survivor...wins...
Rabs- mysteriously disappears after a sighting of Tarzan
Cynthia- skips
Amanda- caught on set selling 'eduational' material for U-18 good girls who wanna be bad
Thayer- shows up 15 minutes late on set, but says it's okay because she got a ride all the way home!
Ashleigh- walks off set one day without saying goodbye and never returns
Kara- ratings plummet after producers are unable to subtitle Karwanese
Jenn- usually seen hanging out on set with her Johnny 'Angel'
Sara- asleep in her trailer
Margaret- cast kicks her off show after she refuses to stop singing "One Star"
Lana- lobbies to have guest star 'Sweetie Dave' cast as her boyfriend
Abbie- stars as a famous country singer after being inspired by her alarm clock
Grace- confuses audiences when she insists on calling everything "Cootchie Poofs!"
Erin- leaves show to play in a fiddle duet
Emma- walks on set wet claiming "I swear, I almost drowned in the shower!"
Liz- kicked off set after being spotted 'looking for a good time' on M Corner in her alternative wardrobe
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"You could lie down and pretend to be a pig on
a roast." -Ashleigh
"Oh how I've missed you! Oh how I've longed
to feel you on my thighs!" -Sara (talking to a
doughnut after being on a diet for a few hours)
"We can't keep anything with fur or
feathers...what if we shaved cat?" -Brandy
"Danielle said I have to have balls in order to
get a cookie!" -Ursula
"No Thayer, not the mating noise ...
Oaoeooaeehh." -Kara
"And there's me, Cyn, Kara, Thayer and..." -AJ
"And me, all by myself, because everyone else
is speaking Spanish." -Erin
"It covered her whole hipular region." -Cynthia
" I don't care, as long as he's good-looking and
stupid." -Danielle
"If you got an itch....you better scratch it." -AJ
"Come Muslims and Jews of the world...
worship Christ with me!" -Rabs
"I will not use profanity, dammit!" -Amy P
"Rules? There are no rules here." -Big E
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When seniors were freshmen
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en seniors were sophomores..
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When seniors were juniors.,
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ien seniors were seniors
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Maintenance and Staff Appreciation

144 Seniors From the Class of 2002



D the Maintenance aiid Staff:
Thanks for all the wonderful
work you do around school.

GWgr We wouldn't be able to *
survive without you. Ow^

-The Class of 2002 ^
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Imagine how many times seniors...
Ate chicken fiesta

Walked across the gully
Took a shower
Skipped chapel

Went to a sit down meal
Skipped a class
Received marks

Watched The Simpson's
Had a DC meeting

Played a game of foosball
Did their laundry

Didn't do their laundry
Watched a naked run
Ran in a naked run
Stole the golf cart

Sang songs on a busride
Played card games
Watched Top Gun

Fell asleep in class
Had to do Sunday morning road clean up

Pulled an all nighter
Took a test

Were out of dress code
Watched movies all day

Avoided a phone call from home
Ordered from Pat's, Dragon City and the other fine eating

establishments in Middletown
Looked at the clock during class

Borrowed clothes
Had a yay day

Went to the front lawn
Broke bones/got a concussion

Took out the trash
Didn't take out the trash
Ran away from a teacher

Were naked in the library

In the end...
We were suspended a total of 1 year, 7 months, and 14 days

We attended 230,160 classes collectively,
which adds up to 9,206,400 minutes
We went to 240 chapel services

We had 2 class parties
We averaged 6 hours of sleep a night

We killed a forest from all the papers we wrote
We survived 1 senior exhibition



Lost Along the Way

Richard Cha Basil

Duckett Graham Henry

David Lisa Julia Henric
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"It is our choices, Harry, that show what we truly
are, far more than our abilities."

-J.K. Rowling

148 Thaver Hardwick

First, thank you to my family for your love, support, and
endless teasing. I love you all. Mom and Dad, I will alw
be grateful.
And Liz and Kate, we're stuck together for the rest of 01
lives - don't you feel lucky?

And thank you to my friends, who encouraged procrast
tion and made me laugh.
Tommy, I've found somebody just like me. I thought I w
the only one of them. - Tigger
Santhi, I hate u 4-ever! Except I never would have mad
without you.
Kara, may the road rise to meet you...
And Molly, Ashleigh, Erin, Jane, Cinda, Amanda, Spanl
'01 and L '01

And thank you to my teachers, especially EMR, DTR,
WSS, DFC, BOB, Lundy, and MCM.
I never knew how helpful ishkabibbles, lifesavers, and
Werthers could be.



TOMMY

reamt in my life dreams that have stayed with me
fter.and changed my ideas, they've gone through
rough me, like wine through water, and altered
lour of my mind." - E. Bronte

"So what if dog puke still lurked unseen in the
laundry room! In good company, we can be
brave." - J. Irving

"In the depths of winter, I finally
learned that within me there lay
an invincible summer."

- A. Camus

or putting up with me and my habits.
.ators, biohazard waste buckets, bats,
ce, the laughing game, buying in bulk,
•ourse for all of our memorable QT
r,
Mi amiga. You came back from south of
ler, donde no hay doctor. Thank God!
ould I have done without my partner in
:ny partner in craziness.
or endless convos, about everything and
, about the bain of our existences and the
hat make us smile. For procrastination,
I learning something in the process.
Crazy little monkey, For always being
issed, and for always being miraculous.
;hing and never being stressed, for small
d great shrieks of joy.

I Mrs. Roach: for ishkabibbles and for
\e best advisor and teacher I could ask
. for even getting Thayer to come to our
is.
Id well: I will miss you so much next
m were my first teacher here, and the
ill remember the longest.
;fore E except after C, or when sounded
neighbor and weigh. You are crazy, but
'U.
n: For at least leaving me with an understanding. Thank you. I missed you so much
r.
lies: Lydia, Emily, Erin...now did you think that I would forget you? Oh melty
; you are the best. From squash nooking, to Labowski watching, for fat chicks in
ats, for always thinking and always acting. I love you all.
,ast, but not least. We are the same person in two bodies. That is the greatest
nent one can receive. Catch ya on the flip side, and don't forget it. xoxo

"You fee! the need of confiding
the whole of your life, of giving
up everything, sacrificing
everything to this being. There is
no need of explanations; they
understand one another. They
have seen each other in
dreams."

- G. Flaubert

"It isn't possible to love and part.
You will wish it was. You can
transmute love, ignore it, muddle
it, but you can never pull it out of
you." -E.M. Forster

"Come on!" "Where?" said
Pooh. "Anywhere," said
Christopher Robin. So they went
off together. But wherever they
go, and whatever happens to
them on the way, in that
enchanted place in the top of the
forest, a little boy and his bear
will always be playing.

- A.A. Milne
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"Who's to know where the
wind will take you?
Who's to know what it is
will break you? 1 don't
know which way the wind
will blow. Who's to know
when the time has come
around? Don't want to see
you cry, I know this is not
goodbye." -U2

b V

150 Emily Gietl Salas

Thank you to all my friends who have made my years at
SAS wonderful; I love you all. Searcy, Tommy, Santhi, Kara,
Ashley, Ashleigh, Hollis, Katie, Molly, Cinda, Frances,
Dylan, Lizzie, Emma, Dave, Ted, and Erin. Also, thanks to
my parents, my darling sister, my not-so-little brother, Ms.
Matouk, Ms. Hutchinson, Mrs. Schuller, Ms. Johnson, Mr.
Wang, Mr. Bates, Emily H., the Geirsbachs and Wallaces,
Annex '99-00, L '00-01, L '01-02, and the Spanky '01.



Scatter

inside a Mickey Mouse doll, a fixed
and radiant star. -Toni Morrison

leaven is under our feet as well as over our heads. -Thoreau

mgh often and much, to win the
•ct of intelligent people and affection
ildren, to earn the appreciation of
st critics and endure the betrayal of
friends, to appreciate beauty; to
the best in others;to leave the world
better whether by a healthy child, a
en patch, or a reeemed social
ition; to know even one life has

ed. -Emerson

best persons. It is to grow in ihe open
air and to eat and sleep with the earth.

-Wall Whitman

A

ny family -1 do not need to say anything. You are my best friends, and you know my heart,
ny friends -1 love you and I thank you. Lemmily, Cinda, Kara, Hollis, Katie, Alex, Molly, Ashleigh,
thi, Ashley, Thayer, Lizzie, Frances, Charlotte, Tommy, Tom, Sam, Chris, Dave, Jon, Steve, Barrett.
ely underformers - my buddy JC, Owen, my freshmen Nick, John, Ben and Tyler, Betty Cox, Ashby,
ton, the Hovanette, & the ladies of L. And to friends of the SAS past, Robbie, Sallie, Scott, Susan C.
ny teachers - My mind is exploding with ideas. Thank you. Doc, my saviour in more ways than one
> taught me to cherish life and love wholly; MCM, how on earth are you so smart?! I will love you
ays and always. You have inspired me beyond imaginable limits; Mrs. Mein, Ms. Ramirez, Mr.
ban, Mr. Duffy, Ms. Tietze, Mrs. Schuller, Mr. Chang, The Geiersbachs, Mr. and Mrs. Roach.

1 only went out for a walk, and
finally concluded to stay out till
sundown, for going out, I found,
was really going in. - John Muir

'f\
So, as we journey away from
here, you will all be in my
thoughts and prayers. Let us go
into the world, scared but fierce
with compassion and determina-
tion. I love y'all.

Searcy LaMarr Milam 151



Hollis
Laura and Elizabeth - you have been

"Still round the corner there may wait a new road or a secret gate and through I
oft have passed them by, a day will come at last when I shall take the hidden
paths that run west of the moon and east of the sun"

-J.R.R. Tolkein

"1 don't say we ought to mi,
have, but we ought to look ;
we could."

-Orson Wells

Katie: "There remains much to say, yet
nothing that really needs saying, you
already know." Thank you for being my
life-long best friend. I love you.

nothing that really needs saying, you Molly: "There is no such thing as a
already know." Thank you for being my weird human being. It is just that
life-long best friend. I love you. some people require more understand-

ing than others." Thank you for
understanding me. I love you.

1 "These are places I remember all my life,
though some have changed, some forever,
not for better. Some have gone and some
remain. All these places had their moments
with love and friends I still can recall. In my
life, I've loved them all."

The Beatles

"Now we're experiencing a glorious heat
wave without any wind - that just suits
me. A sun, a light, which for lack of a

, better word can only be called yellow,The Taiar said to himself, I think it would , , , ,, , , , ,
pale sulphorous yellow, pale lemon gold.

be a good time for me to take death- *£ ho/iovel ^ llow is_„
defymg-hfe-leaps a long way off. "-Vincent Van Gogh

Tajar Tales

Alex: "Crazy friends provide craz
times and what crazy times we've
had." Thank you for showing me
to have fun. I love you.

"Well everybody's dancing in a
around the sun. Nobody's fins
We ain't even begun. So take o
your shoes child, and take off y
hat. Try on your wings and fine
where it's at."

-Grateful Dead

152 Hollis Banks Callaway

Thank you to: Mom and Dad, Santh:
Ashleigh, Searcy, Dave, Tom, Sam,
Nathan, Chris, Troy, Kara, Cinda, Ci
David James, Charlotte, Jessie, Emib
Jane, Sarah, Will, Barrett, Tommy,
Munson, Dave P., Carter, Megan, M
Caldwell, Mr. Burk, Mrs. Hyde, Mr.
Roach, Mr. DeSalvo, Mr. Bates, Mr. 1
Ms. Atkinson, and all those I am
forgetting.



ingredient in living; it's a way of looking at life through the wrong end
of a telescope. Which is what I do, and that enables you to laugh at
life's realities."

-Dr. Seuss "Let's just say I was testing the
bounds of reality. I was curious
to see what would happen.
That's all it was: curiosity."

-Jim Morrison

But then they danced down the streets like dinglebodies and I shambled
after as I've been doing all my life after people who interest me, because the
only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to
talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who
never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous
yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars and in the
middle you see the blue centerlight pop and everybody goes 'Awww'."

-Jack Kerouac, On the Road

"I always tell the girls, never
take it seriously, if you never
take it seriously, you never
get hurt, if you never get
hurt, you always have fun."

-Almost Famous

'"I was waiting for such a long time, she said. I thought
you forgot.' 'It's hard to forget,' I said, 'when there is such
an empty space when you are gone.'"

-Brian Andreas
"And when your deepest
thoughts are broken, keep on
dreamin' boy 'cause when you
stop dreamin' it's time to die."

-Blind Melon

2 is full of horizonlines. They
e in all shapes and sizes...Time is
rurrent that pushes us toward the
; of what we know-usually faster
L we can cope. And flowing water
e current of time made real. I
w that fear comes from doubt
it where those horizonlines lead. I
know that the truths of life-large
small, are what lie beyond each
//

-Doug Ammons

Thanks to my family for everything: Mamer,
Daddy, Bidster, and Brittany, of course.
Thanks to all of my my amazing friends who are
there for me through everything, especially Hollis,
Molly, Alex, Santhi, Cinda, Kara, Ashleigh, Searcy,
Emily, Nathan, Sam, Chris, Dave, Tom, Troy, Jessie,
Jane, Cha, Charlotte , "L" Juniors, Graham, Eric,
Will, Barrett, Terry, Whitney, Kathryn, and anyone
else I might be forgetting...
And Thank you: to all my teachers for always
seeming to understand and believe in me, espe-
cially Mr. Colburn, Mr. Speers, Mr. Roach, Annie C,
Ms. Atkinson, Mrs. Hutchinson, Mrs. Cottone, Mr.
Gieske, and Mr. Rue.

"'I'm a good jumper,' he said,
'but I'm not so good at
landing.' 'Maybe you should
stay closer to the ground then,'
I said, and he shook his head
and said, 'the ground was the
whole problem in the first
place.'"

-Brian Andreas

Katherine Dyer Hawkins 153



"Beneath me, another world ex-
ists, it's tugging me by my ankles
& my wrists. Moring wind come
& pull me away, out to where
the dolphins play."

-The Samples
understand only because I love."

-Tolstoy

"It is somewhat as intangible & inde-
scribable as the tints of morning or
evening. It is a little star dust caught, a
segment of the rainbow which I have
clutched.

- Henry David Thoreau
Alex: I'll never forget our late nights
(wait, that was every night) with arts
'n'crafts, ah-ba-ba-ba's & perpetual
quest for true love. I love you Albert!

"I could stay with you forever &
never realize the time."

- Bob Dylan
Hollis: Our mutual weirdness &
love of procrastination has been
the foundation for an amazing
friendship. I love you & your
incredible grasp of inertia.

"It should not be denied that bein£
loose has always exhilarated us. It is
ciated in our minds with the escape
history & oppresion & law & irt
obligations, with absolute freedom
road has always led west."

-Wallace Stegner

"We gotta get out while we're
young, cause tramps like us, bab]
were born to run."

-Bruce Springste
Katie: We've been through some
ziness & come out relatively unsca
— your friendship & kindness has
ten me through it all. I love you!

"You may say that I'm a
dreamer, but I'm not the only
one."

- John Lennon

"Whenever I see your smiling
face, I have to smile myself be-
cause I love you."

- James Taylor

"Gatsby believed in the green light,
orgastic future that year by year rec
before us. It eluded us then, but that'
matter—tomorrow we will run faster, sti
out our arms farther...And on fine m
ing..."

- F. Scott Fitzgerald

Thank you: Ashleigh, Kara, Thayer, Tommy, Santhi, Cinda, Cha, Nathan, Dave, Chris, Jen, Sheridan, Anna, Charl
Barrett, Munson, Searcy, Emily, Sarah, all my family — your support has meant everything—, Tom, Troy, Will, C
M., Henry,Cynthia, Amanda, Emily Z., Lydia, Anne Meade, Julia,Amara, Berna, Mr. Rue — your words of guid.
& unfaltering patience have made an indelible impression —, Ms. Matouk, Mrs. Hyde, all my teachers, & all those
forgetting.
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what s empty, empty
's full, and scratch where it

-The Duchess of Windsor

«3

•••III!

•§s&s; :^f

Charlotte: You are such a great
friend...Your guidance and
wisdom has gotten me through
many tough times! I love you!!

e me laugh! We've had so many
>ZY times...never forget them! I

Molly: "I am multitititi-facidated!"
always being there for me. I will ne
late-night talks! I love you rock-star

Thanks for

Hollis: You are such a great, steady
person and friend. Thanks for all the
wonderful memories.

i

ave fought a lot, but we are
friends because of it! Thanks

;ing there!

u obey all the rules, you miss
'fun." -Katherine Hepburn

"The older you get the more rules they are going to try and get
you to follow. You just gotta keep on livin man! L-I-V-I-N!"

-Dazed and Confused

Now and forever, you are a part of me, and the memory cuts
like a knife. Didn't we find the ecstasy, didn't we share the
daylight, when you walked into my life. Now and forever I'll
remember all the promises still unbroken, we'll think about all
the words between us that never needed to be spoken.

Many thanks: My family-without your love and support I
would never have made it!! Em & Steph, Katie, Hollis, Molly,
Charlotte, Ashleigh (thank you for your endless guidance),
Searcy (you have given me a shoulder to lean on), Kara, Chris,
Henry, Mugsy, Santhi, Thayer, Sam, Dave, Troy, Nathan, Tom,
Barrett, Tommy.

Annie C, Mr. & Mrs. Caldwell, Ms. Commito, Ms. LeBlanc,
Ms. Atkinson, Mel B., Mr. Roach, Mr. Rue, Mr. Hyde, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Wallace, Al.

I'm a leetle, Daph, RLC, DGP, SAG, KB, AWB, CF, WM, HH,
GP, DJ, L Dorm 'OO-'Ol, M Dorm '01-'02.

A friend is one who knows us, but

Susan Alexandra Pfeiffer 155



Ashleigli

"There is no greater
sin than to be boring.'

To Mary and Pax:
Thank you for
always under-
standing me. I
love you.

Upr

"How lucky we are to have something that
makes saying goodbye so hard."

i ! ,
"Savor the moments that are warm
and special and giggly."

m

The people I love most are the ones that m

I know 1 may be wishing
world that may never be, b
keep on wishing. I'll toss r
coins into the fountain, cro

'My only sketch, profile, ven is a large, blue sky, larger than
and in it are mv friends- all of them-

moments. I love you.

It doesn t matter where you go,
what you do, or how much you
have. What matters is who you
have beside you."

"Yesterday brought the
beginning, tomorrow
brings the end, though
somewhere in the middle
we became the best of
friends."

Mommy and Daddy: Thank you for everything that you have given me. I love you.

To everyone else that has helped me along the way: Santhi, you are my bestest friend ever. Thank 5
for always being there for me. Molly... for always knowing what to say. Katie, Hollis, Kara, Cinda,
Thayer, Alex, Emily, BFL, Jane, Tommy, Searcy, Barrett, Tennis, M Dorm '01, Ms. Matouk, Mrs. Cald
Mr. Speers, and everyone else that I haven't mentioned, I LOVE YOU!

snieien Ludto:
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"If you don't hurry up,
it'll stop raining before I
get a chance to play in it."

-Dennis the Menace

e thing to remember
n traveling is that the
is the thing, not the end
te trail. Travel too fast
you'll miss all you're
elmg for. .

T . T ,. be spoken.-Louis L Amour

"Now and forever I'll remember all the
promises still unbroken; we'll think about
all the words between us that never needed

Thanks to:
Mom, Dad, Una. To all my teachers: The Roachs, Ms

Atkinson, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Wang, Mr. Gieske, Ms. Court
Mrs. Cottone, Mr. Bates, Mrs. Schuller, and especially Mr
Speers. It is because of you that I learned to be who I am now

Also thanks to Ashleigh, Thayer, Kara, Katie, Hollis, Molly
Emily, Searcy, Cinda, Sarah, Anna, Frances, Tommy, Barrett
Dave, Henry, Troy, Jane, Lizzie, Carter, Walton, and Adam.

"Something hidden. Go and find it. Go and look behind the Ranges...Something
lost behind the Ranges. Lost and waiting for you...Go." - Rudyard Kipling Santhi Voora 157



I;
Daddy-

Thanks for always have my
best interest at heart and
supporting me always. I look
forward to our future mischief. I
love you.

•

Clarissa-"Don't sell your heart
and break just anyone. Convince
yourself that everything is all
right. Because it already is."

-Pete Yorn
I love you, Bobbadee!

Mom- Thanks for loving me
matter what I did or said an
always seeing the good thir
about me. No one else has
cool mom like I do. Love, Y<
Duck

"And I'll be back 'round again.
Yes I'll walk in time with you old
friend. And we'll find that place
that we'd danced in so long
ago."
-Song That Jane likes, DMB

Searcy-1 think I'll miss you the most because chances are we'll be
on opposite sides of the world, but that is what makes our friendship
fun. I love you, Searcymama.
Kara- "You sang the words of your wisdom and the tales of your
heart, you gave the world to me. You took me to a place a dream
alone with you, you told me what I could be. With a smile, you gave
me everything." -Kara's song. I love Kara

A

Special Thanks to: Jane, Santhi, Ashleigh, Katie,
Hollis, Alex, Molly.Thayer, Emily, Charlotte, Anna,
Sarah, Ashley, Tommy, Dave, Daphne, Dylan, Lizzie,
Frances, Caroline, Katie, Morgan, Amanda, and Adam.
Thanks to: Jessie, Megan, Carter, Sarah, Margaret,
John, Zach, Sam, Dave, Nathan, Tom, Chris, Troy,
Cory, Sara, Erica Clare, Sarah, Julia, Stephanie, Mary
Carson, Lydia and Catherine.
Ms. McGrath- For being the best, loving advisor ever.
And of course Ashley for adding fun times!
Ms. Atkinson- Because you rock, we all want to be like
you, and for the mischief and all the Thursday fun.
Thank you, Ms. Byrd, Mr. Brown,Mr Roach, Mrs.
Chang, Ms. Court, Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Bates, Mr.
Worrall, The Caldwells, Ms. Patterson, Ms. Commito,
Ms. Lemay, Ms. Howlett, and Ms. Ramirez. MBD, SRS,
MQC, MMN, MEV, KCF, KCH, SCO, JHK, Pell '99,
Moss '00, M'01. To my pellians: You guys are the best,
you made made this year incredible, I'll miss all of you
so much.

I I

"I'd like to stay, but I couldn't stay with you. I have to go I have a lot I want to
do. Pleasures be waiting by the sea with a smile for all the world to see,"

- The Samples

Dorr Moorhead



idship the magician knows this trick where two people walk in oppositie directions
but always remain side by side."

to days gone by, to the life that used to be. Let wine of friendship
never run dry. Here's to you and here's to me."

Victor Hugo

ere's these people you've known
•ver, who like...know you...in this

way that other
people can't.
Because they've
seen you change-
they've let you
change."

If you don't live on the edge, you can't see the view.
"Come to the edge," he said.
They said, "We are afraid."
"Come to the edge," he said.
They came. He pushed. And they flew.

May the road rise to meet you, may the wind be always at
your back, may the sun shine warm upon your face, the rain
fall soft upon your fields, and until we meet again, may God
hold you in the palm of his hand." -Irish Prayer

i life is to assume a pose. What the second is, no one
has yet discovered." Oscar Wilde

Dad, Laura, Ellen, and Wesley-1 lo
my whole heart, soul, and self

Special Thanks To: Lucinda (my first friend), Tia,
Santhi Minthi Voora, ChaChi, Ashleigh (my Stella'
lova), Em, Katie (my nameless friend), Nathan, Searce,
Mollz, Hollis, Ashley and Anita (for the moments!),
Alex, Andrew, Erin, Jed, Mojo, and Rue (muchas
gracias).

"Come dance with the west wind find touch on the
mountain tops. Sail o'er the canyons and up to the

stars and reach for the heavens and hope for the
future and what we can be and not what we are."

John Denver
Kara Anne Zarchin 159



DAVE
"You can pretend to
be serious; you can't
pretend to be witty."

-Sacha Guitry

"WORK: Crime is a job. Sex is a job.
Growing up is a job. School is a job. Going
to parties is a job. Religion is a job. Being
creative is a job."

-Talking Heads

I have never let my
schooling interfere

with my education." •
-Mark Twain "LIVING WITH OTHER PEOPLE: Violence on television

only affects children whose parents act like television
personalities. Table manners are for people who have
nothing better to do. Civilization is a religion. Civilized
people walk funny. There is always a party going on
somewhere. People will remember you better if you
always wear the same outfit."

• -Talking Heads i

"Good people do n
need laws to tell ther

act responsibly, wh
bad people will fine
way around the law

-Plato

160 David Knott

Special Thanks: {Catherine, Virginia, Mom, Dad, Troy, Nathan, Sam, Tom,
Chris, Jessie, Hollis, Katie, Alex, Molly, Finsness, Drury, Carter, Jon P.,
Charlotte, HH, WM, GP, GM, DM, NG, SB, MR, WO, LM, AM, BO, SM, BW,
DP, JG, PK, CN, CC, SW, GS.
Teacher Thanks: WS, DO, DB, DT, DD, TR, JB, RC, JH, JM, MC, EA, DW, LL,
DC, PC.
Staff Thanks: Tim. Dav° T a-™ H,™,, T^Q r».,™,r u^u



"I'm bad you know it!"
-Micheal Jackson

Don't worry just
:ause your not
pecial like me
loesn't mean I
lon't love ya."

Don't argue with
n idiot. They will
jst drag you
own to their
;vel and beat
ou with experi-

"Laziness is nothing more
than a habit of going to
sleep before you get tired."

"Don't playa hate: partici-
pate, appreciate and con-
gratulate."

"I smile...because I have no
clue what's going on."

"The hard headed always got to feel it to believe it."

"Call me diamonds cause I'm your girls best friend!"

"This is crazy, I'm on the right track, I'm finally found:
you need some soul searching, the time is now."

"If you're going to do something tonight that you'll
be sorry for tomorrow morning, sleep late."
-Henry Youngman



Nathan
"They didn't take my fists so I knocked down the sentry, and
I bid a long farewell to that cold Penitentary."

-Whisky in the Jar
Jerry Garcia and David Grisham

"The heart has its seasons, its evenings, and "Could be an illusion, but I might as well
songs of its own." try, might as well try."

-Grateful Dead -Grateful Dead

"Wind in the willows plays tea for
too, the sky was yellow and the sun
was blue."

-Grateful Dead
I

I "Freedom's just another word for
nothin' left to lose/Nothin' ain't worth
nothin' but it's free."

-Kris Kristofferson

Thanks to:
My family, Mom, Dad, Sherry, Bruce, Beppy, Mike, Timmy, Sarah, Bob, Marcy, Matty, Stephen, and
Mama and Papa Goose,

All my friends and especially Pitts, Shack, Knott, Troy, Matthews, Gaeta, Munson, Cournot, Penny,
Troutman, Finsness, Graham D., Neil, Katie, Kara, Hollis, Searcy, Molly, Alex, Carter, and Jessie.

Special Thanks to:
Mr. and Mrs. Knott, Ms. Laura, Mr. and Mrs. Shackelford, Mr. Gaeta, Joy, Mica, Emily, JPNA, Bates,
Chang, Wang, Dan O., and Desalvo.
Also: Tim, Dave, Chip, Happy, Jose, and Larry

162 Nathaniel Clay Atwater



"And thats all she wrote."
-Bill Murray; "Caddy Shack"

'It's been fun- I'll see ya when I see ya."
- Anonymous

"Couple shots of whiskey, women round here start looking good!"
-Grateful Dead

mks: My family: Mom, Dad, Alston, Bland, Big Daddy, Memo, Tootsie, and extended. You
•e always there for me. I wouldn't have made it without you!

rkum, Knott, Nathan, Troy, Chris, Gaeta, Searcy.
ad, Eustace, Will, Doug, Rob - the rowdiest of all red birds and the best of friends.
. Colburn, Joy, Mika, Emily, Mrs. Cottone, DJOC, DeSalvo, Mrs. Caldwell, Hyde, Mr.
ach.
the Knotts
rry Spratt
ssie, katie, Hollis, Carter, Alex, Henry, Wilson, Finsness, Drury, Pitts, Dan, Purcell Monkey,
'V, Penney, Carey, Osier, Chad, Rat."' *' Samuel Wilson Shackelford 163



"Old days come and go too soon
Old friends, heroes, lifetimes

| * | Don't let a single memory fade aw
"Take me Garth. Where? I'm low .on fuel, -Widespread Panic
and you need a jacket."

"Time will surely mold you -Wayne's World
Into something you don't like."

-Widespread Pani^

"Some people call me the
gangster of love."

-Henry Heckman

"No, I don't think you
understand! I get boners!'

-Troy Cox

"Anytime I see some-
thing screech across a
room and catch onto
someone's neck and the

get it off, I have to
laugh, because what is
that thing.?

-Jack Handy

"Put you in this place to change your mind

After they've made their example of you
Their fun's over and you are through
Wait for you, see you through
It's what we've known all this time
We're taking you to break their rules
It's what we've done all the while
Feeling alone but we are here
Paying the toll for our little world
Days like these seem to take some time
When they're over, you will be fine."

-Widespread Panic

"She gave me this sexy look,
logged out..."

-The Train

"Most of all I thank God for
making me a Southerner."

"My game is like the Pythagorean
Theorem - no solutions."

-Shaquille O'Neil

"I like to eat carrots."
-Sam Shackelford

164 Thomas Andrews Gaeta

Special thanks to my family - Mom, Dad, Toots, Laura, Charlie, and of course T
and Thomas.
Thanks to the Faculty and Staff - Mr. Kunz, Ms. McGrath, O'Connell, Rue, Atki:
Patterson, Chang, Burk, Tim, Dave, Happy, Jose, Davy Staats, and anybody tha
helped me along the way.
Additional thanks to - Finsness, Graham, Dan, Jessie, Neil, DeSalvo, Ashley, am
my teams: JV, Varsity, and 3rd's.

Thanks to - Shack, Dave, Nate, Troy, Chris, Munson, Rat, Penny, Hollis, Katie,
Searcy, Osier, Heckman, Pitts, and anyone else that I should have but didn't tha



CHRIS

i: Thank You... Thank You
ushing me, thank you for
g me, and thank you for
ng me to become the man I
me day be.

You are on your way.
;mber I will always be there
3U. Thanks for being my
ier, and my friend.

" Oh mercy, mercy me. Things ain't what
they used to be."

- Marvin Gaye

Dad: I am beginning to realize
what I have missed out on. I
know now that we will only
grow as father and son.
Elizabeth: Thanks for being my
big sis'. Your guidance has been
invaluable.

We will make sense one of

v how much you mean to me.

Mr. Austin, Ms. Matouk, and
Isabelle: Thanks for everything.
Sorry for all the times "Chris was
bad."

" Matthews! What are you doing
out there? Buying a goddamn hot
dog?"

-Mr. Hyde

"A friend may be reckoned a masterpiece of
nature." t

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

" Youth is wholly Experimental."
- Robert Louis Stevenson

To my friends back home: Robert, Emerson,
Potter, and Tang- We've got the rest of our lives .

"=• ahead of us.

iy thanks to: Nathan, Sam, Knott, Gaeta, Troy, Katie, Molly, Hollis, Alex, Clare, Finsness, Previti,
:ell, Cournot, Troutman, Kinsey, Lydia K., Michelle: Thanks for not accepting my excuses, and '

nks to: Searcy, Penney, Rat, Neil, Dan, Greg, Crystal, Amanda, Graham P., Wilson, Carter, Jessie,
rlotte, Brinck, Duckett, Tim, Turd Ferguson and the football team.
alty who have been unfacuity-like: Joy-1 owe you so much, thanks for putting up with me, Mika,
Atkinson- I'll see you in NYC, Mr. Austin, Ms. Matouk, Mr. Roach, Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Cheban-
iks for seeing the real me, Mr. Speers, Mr. Colburn, Hutch- thanks for not letting me let myself down,
Kunz, Ms. Tietze, Mr. O'Connell, and others (you know who you are.)

Christopher Murray Matthews 165



Morgan Antonia Wilson

Girls: Thank you for showing me how true friendship works. I hope that you go through life knowing that to someone, som
where in the world, you've made an impact on their heart and
Thanks for all your faith and support. I wish you the best of li

Chicos- It's been real, guys! Thanks for
always making me smile!

Ma Puce and Emma-1 have cherished every moment
we've shared together. Thank you for sharing
yourselves with me unconditionally. I hope you know
how much your friendship means to me. -Mugs

Damon- I hope you know ho-
much I appreciate your love ;
support. You're such an ama
person- don't let anything ch
that. Continue to light up the
with your infectious personal
radiating smile.

Mom-1 could not ask for a more complete friendship. Thank Cristian- I have always, always aspired to be like you- to have your enthusiasum, comp*
you for always believing in me and loving me, not because I intelligence, humor, frustration, determination, hopes, dreams, fears... But in my attempt!
was smart or athletic or hardworking but because I was me. I always fruitless. You enabled me to discover myself with your help. Because you never ,
love you! me to walk in your shadow, you never walked in front of me or behind me, but instead b

me to hold my hand along the way. And I love you for it.
Thank you for all your love and support...CSE, DAY, MTH, Lulu, SLM, JWP, BIG AL, EGS, ECZ, CC Murder, ARC, CHH, FDR, CL DPR MAR ILT Florii
SIA, Pretty Ricky, COB, Coupet, Chike, M', WLW, CLW, PMZ, CS, Upper Moss. // IOB, Rabs, Zoe, Strawberry-I hope you know how deeply I love you
iT/ J°U Wlll.al.ways Car7 a ?iece of my heart H Mentors: The Hydes, lohnsons, LeBlanc, Austin-Matouks, Caldwells, &, Cottones Byrd - Thank you
166 Morgan (aka Mugs) indulging my every desire to learn. Most importantly, thank you for teaching me how to appreciate life.



Charlotte Read Taylor

1 always hold a place for you in
heart."

3 embrace of other people true
>ple is what has taught me to be
. Thank you for holding on so
itly.

Annie : You've always been there
for me when I needed you. I hope
you know how much I love and
admire you.

"I am certain of nothing but the
holiness of the heart's affections
and the truth of imagination."

-Keats

"You were my strength when I was weak, my
voice when I couldn't speak, my eyes when I
couldn't see; you saw the best there was in
me." I couldn't be who I am or where I am
without you. I love you.

When all the dark clouds roll away
and the sun begins to shine

I see my freedom from across the way
and it comes right in on time

Well it shines so bright and it gives so much light
and it comes from the sky above

Makes me feel so free, makes me feel like me
and lights my life with love.

-Van Morrison

Adam: "What is love? Tis not hereafter;
Present mirth hath present laughter
What's to come is still unsure.
In delay there lies no plenty;
Then come kiss me, sweet and twenty,
Youth's a stuff will not endure."

,, . -Shakespeare
hank you to all the people who have touched my life in very special ways:
Ay loving family, Alex, Morgan, Adam, Troy, Barrett, Cinda, Stephanie & Emily P., Dan, My Upper Moss girls, Mrs
Zaldwell, Mrs. Chilton, Mrs. Chang, Ms. McTaggart, Mr. G., and my amazing friends from France.
/d also like to tnank: Chris MV Nathan, Dave K., Sam, Jon P., Dave P., Neil, Peyton, Richard D., Emma, Searcy, Tommy
Catie, Hollis, Molly, Ashley, Munson, Crystal, Mrs. Ramirez, and Mr. Miller.
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Barrett

Shine on you, crazy diamond
-Pink Flovd

"If you don't like my fire, then
don't come around. Cause I'm
gonna burn one down."

-Ben Harper

"It's better to burn out, than to
fade away."

-Neil Young

Tink: "Why are you here?"
Peter: "To always be a little boy,
and have fun."

-Hook

"If you ever did,
you should.
These things are fun,
And fun is good."

-Dr. Seuss

Of course, there are all the people
I have to thank. Trouty, we had
some fun times. Finn, I couldn't
have made it without you. Dave,
SUPERSCRIPT! Nate, Sam,
Chris, Dave and Gaeta, the dude
abides. Troy, the halls will be
lonely without you. Prev, ups
and downs, strikes and gutters.
We had fun. Santhi, Don't
change, and have fun in college.
Molly, I know you'll have fun in
college. Charlotte, keep the
drama in life. My family,

"The lovers, the dreamers, and me."
-Kermit

"Yea, you're right, your life sucks. You
should probably go kill yourself."

-Unknown

"Why would the heater be burning?
-Chad

168 Barrett Wadsworth
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what can I say, you guys were always there for me, and no words of mine can thi
you enough. Ms. Court, you've helped make me who I am today, and gotten me
through the school when it seemed impossible.Ms. McGrath, I love ya. I always r
I want to marry ya. Mr. Wang, you added fun and interest to places where none
seemed possible, and been a good friend. Shout outs! Cournot, Munson, Will,
Charles, Henry, Terry, Chad, Tommy, Dylan, Trevor, Andre, Nugget, Finsness' N
Walton, Steve, Robbie, Katie H, Katie W, Lizzie, Ashley P, Thayer, Alex, Cynthia,
Julia, Emily, Hollis, Searcy, Frances, Caroline, Anna, Sarah, Griffen, Tarlton, Chri:
Dicky, Khai, Neil, Alex, Peyton, Edwin, Nik, Hovan, Clare, DuPont twins, Daphn
Dave's little sister, Kristina, Katherine Lea! FREEDOM!



Jon

lents I would like to thank:
\o and Robbie: I hope this is not
ibye forever, thank you for the
I times and the friendship,
ick, Dan, Will, and Chad: You
5 are the coolest, it was fun.
ian and Chris: It was rocky at
is but those were two great years,
you are two roomates I will not
et. Dave K., Sam, Gaeta,
ison, and Troy: All those late
its definitely meant something.
> thanks to: ERU, MAR, KAB,
5, MB, HAP, DIP, EDZ, KAZ,
', TJB, CBS, KEB, TCD, JBD,
W, EKR, EGS, GOC, FWD, EDD,
ID, CEF, NAK, PJK, CJC, MLR,
>, DAW, TLM, and SLM.

Special thanks to: My dad,,
for always having faith in
me. My mom, for always
wanting the best and only
the best. My brothers,
Matt and Will, for making
me a better humanitarian.
Flemming '99, Frosh 8 '99,
Schmolze '00, Sherwood
'01, JV8 '01, Swimming
'01, Hillier '02.

Teachers I would like to thank: JPNA-1
hated soccer, but you're still a great
teacher and friend. DHD- Thank you I
appreciate all the things you did for me
as an advisor. JAH- It's hard to teach me
for three years, but I enjoyed every
minute. Thank you also so much: MOM,
WSS, BOB, DTR, EMA, MFC, RMC, AGR,
WJW, PJC, DWW- It was great that you
always knew I could, and finally, DJO-
Forget chemistry, you still meant a lot to
my growth as a human being, thanks.
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"The best thing I can think of
Is just to write it down.
Someone said that's what you do
When you want things to come
around."

-Anonymous

"You can learn a lot by just
listening."

-Anonymous

"True friendship exists when
silence between two people is
comfortable."

-Nick

PRIMO $ IB Million!

"Your writing is often a documentation of your own experiences
-Anonymous

"Just to see you smile,
I'd do anything that you wanted me to.
When all is said and done,
I'd never count the cost, it's worth all
that's lost,
Just to see you smile."

-Tim McGraw

"Two in the mornin', telephone rings.
Somehow I knew who it was.
'Cause baby it's always the same
old thing
When you need my love."

-Darryl Worley

170 Michael Fahrney Primiani

Thanks: Nugget, Chad, Andre, Mikey G., Will, Nuts,
Charlie "Get-With-the-Program", Paul "The Bad-A**'
Walton, Jimmy, Squeak, John Blaze, Little Big Bitch
Damon, Nick, Steve and Tatum, Ozzie, Nina, Kodi,
LeMar, Matt, Jay, my freshies, and all those I've cro
paths with over the past four years.

Thanks: Mr. Colburn, Mrs. Caldwell, Ms. Patterson,
Austin, Mr. Kunz, Mr. Chang, Mr. Roach, Mr. Hyde,
Miller, Mr. Rue, Coach Brakeley, and everyone who
kept an eye on me in my life.

My family:
Dad-1 don't know where I'd be without your guidanc
Mom- You've taught me how to listen and not a day
goes by when I don't remember that.
Matt- You're two years younger than me and still I'll
always want your advice in anything I do.
Dan- Quick, staring contest, you and me, now...!!
I couldn't ask for a more loving brother.

Robbie, you're one hell of a guy.
...*,»• Rooming with you for three years ha

been the best experience of my life.
You're going to succeed in whatever
do.

Jon, you've brought humor into my li'
and have helped me step back and
enjoy myself.

Nugz, Ore, Mikey, "The fury is strong
with this one!!" Ha-HaM Thanks for h<
of Uno, all the salt in the world, and
helping me through this.

Giselle, you mean more to me than
you'll ever know. You've brought out
best in me and you've helped me gro
We've been through everything toget
and then some.



Camahnie
'This is the year of who woulda thought." -Busta

"Balding is like a
disability man;
would you ever
laugh at a guy in a
wheelchair?"

-Squanto

"That's one
mean mullet."

-Primo

Shout Outs
Primo, Mikie G., Squanto, Chad, Smose, D. Purcell, E. Salas, Robbie,
C-duke, Gaeta, Tommy, Morgan, Ashleigh, Squirrel Master, Rab-d,
Elijah, Spencer, Cory and Sara d., Marc, J.T a.k.a dj money bags,
Cristin, Meg. D, Natalie S., Katie B., Florida, Damon, Allison, Lizzie
B., Natalie G., Little Primo, Double J, P. Salas, Will W., Coupey, John
G., Ms. Court, Ms. Furlonge, Ms. Matouk, Mr. Bates, Mrs. Caldwell,
Ms. Byrd, Mr. Rue, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Burk and Ms. Patterson.

To my home slyces and home skillets:
Teddy- Damn chief, our four years at SAS is almost up (who
woulda thunk it?). Even though it is a bit difficult to believe, i
cannot really complain because we've had so much fun over the
years. From getting your golf cart stuck in the ditch, to me driving
you and Dre into the ditch our time to has been meaningful (even
those Saturday nights when there was absolutely nothing to do,
except to play UNO for three hours straight). All I really want to
say is thanks for being a wonderful friend. And thank you Moma
Eddy for accomadating Andre and myself to your wonderful abode
a.k.a your phat crib.

Busta- The man who "whopped Batman's ass", u were grazed by
the fourth the bullet (because Iron Monkey got u sick), but u held
your own. We've had alot of fun; well, you've had alot of salt, but
it was funny. Like I said to Teddy, thanks for being an awesome
friend, i really appreciate it. Throughout the years we (me, u, and
teddy) were inseparable, kinda like the Mod Squad. Thanks for
being you.

Mary-Carson: As with Teddy and Ore's, I am having difficulty
writing something for your section on my page. I am trying to
write something i have never told you before, but as you know it is
difficult because we share almost everything. Haha, i thought of
one, i know you think I couldn't but I did, and here it is; "I am very
proud of you." I think you already know that, but i have never
told you that. I am proud of you because you are true to yourself.
Please stay that way, it will serve you well in the future. Thanks
for giving me so much laughter in our two years together.

Mom and Dad- Thank you so much for pushing me in life. I know
you only want the best for me, and i do appreciate everything you
have done for me. I owe so much to you two, but the only way i
can ever come close to repaying you is to fulfill my dreams in life. I
know it may sound a bit selfish, but that is what you want of me.
Thank you for molding me into the person I am today. Love
always, (Mom's "beany boy" and Dad's "little chief") Kamahnie

'Yo, I'll eat a _ for

-Busta

"Lee Dungarees,
can't bust 'em."

"My Milk of
Magnesia."

-Preach

Damn you Nugget, now I got a red dot on my head." -Busta
Kamahnie Antroy Buckle 171



Trevor
Shoutouts:
Primes, Big-Bitch, Crazy-
Bitch 1, Crazy-Bitch 2,
Mikie G, Bugeyes, Prev,
Puree, Rat, Wu, Segal,
Ju, Hsiang-Slice,
Edwardio, Amono, Cyn,
Cin, Charlotte, EBud,
EmSal, Smose, Goose,
Anna, Gigi, Suspect,
Munson, Diesel, Markie-
Mark, Jt, All the Flems.

Quotes:
"Fat women are like mopeds: Helluva ride, but you don't want your friends to see you with 'em"

-Basil Simon
"I'll get some." Please note that he still hasn't

-Sida Ju
"What do you mean you've never had a girlfriend"

-Kamahnie
"Sometimes it might hurt to be Buddy Lee"

-Levi's Dungarees Can't Bust 'em!
"Trevor, you know you will 'cause if you don't I will cut your balls off and feed them to the dog"

-my Mom
Ore, you are the Steel-Stringbean
Prev, you are the Italian Stallion
Trev, you...you are the future fat guy

-nickname from Frosh Year

Thanks:
Bad Bates: Your first and only frosh advisee thanks to you for 4 years of friendship. You supported me during \\
low times and walked beside me in the high. Thanks Old Man.
Ore & Nugz: You 2 have been to me the brothers I never had.
Andrew: You have been my best friend since the first day we met as roommates frosh year. You were always
looking out for me, supplying that little thing called common sense. I can never thank you enough for what your
friendship has meant to me. Advice: Take everything in Life with a grain of salt.
Kamahnie: 4 years gone and you finally made it as a full roommate. Your wit and humor kept me sane when I wa
to spaz (and lord knows I did). Always encouraging me to do the grime. Advice: Stick with a GIRL dammnit!
To Mom and Pops: Thanks for not killing me all those time I know you wanted to
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usta

/ho Betta than Busta

Get off me!

Hands up Andrew!
- Papa Grimes

Syncronized stank faces on 3.

I Thank vou
I want to thank
my mother and
father for all
the support
they'be given
me during the
past 4 years. I
love you both
very much.

Smut on 3,1, 2, 3.

It's not that complicated.

Huh-ha. Ya Ded Now!

>u have no sta-tah-gie'

, it was madd moist!

n gonna marry an 80
r-old chick with no
is and leukemia."

<e_G
y Milk of Magnesia"

It's Grime Time

Salt - A feeling of
embaressment mixed with
disgust

Tight Face - A face pro-
duced by the salt. This face
causes all muscles in the

Shout Outs

I'd like to give a shout out to Trevor, Nug-
get, Mike G., Primo, Brandes Segal, Wu-
slice, Squanto, Em-Bud, Mugs, Jilly, Rabs,
Mo, Giselle, Angel, Natalie, Brian, Tommy,
Desha, Smose, Palmer, and anyone else I
forgot to mention.

"L" - The letter
who is salty
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M M A
Ever since freshman year, I have felt a sort of awe

towards the senior pages in the yearbook; somehow I
could not imagine that my achievements would make me
worthy of filling a page with photos that marked my
success. Yet I have come up with these very photos of
friends, Concert Choir, crew and other moments from the
past four years. What I never realized was that there was
a story behind every senior; that they didn't just magi-
cally transform from scrawny freshman to confident
individuals ready for college.

IW,

during a race, pushing my own physical and mental
boundaries. It does not reveal the many times I gave up
during a practice or race because I was insecure about my
athletic ability. You would never know that it took me
most of my time at St. Andrew's to convince myself I was
capable of being an athlete. What you see in my deter-
mined expression is the end product of many unsuccess-
ful attempts.

What you don't know about the smilin seniors in

we have done together to prepare for France or the White
House. Our ultimate success in concerts has come from
the passion in every member to achieve excellence; the
risk in each concert is huge yet to any audience we seem
completely confident.

It is only in my senior year that I have figured out how
seniors become so confident ~ it is in becoming comfort-
able taking risks. At one point or another, each of us has
exposed ourselves, become vulnerable in some aspect of
life here. Each of us has gone through the SAS rumor
mill and had to dig ourselves out of it. Each of us has
failed a paper or a test that we made an earnest attempt
at. Each of us has let down a sports team, whether it was
missing a goal or just giving up mentally in practice. We
seniors know what it's like to be humbled and it is in our
many failures that we have gained confidence.

1Sata^i
.nWHU
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"Can miift save yourjMrtal seal?" -Don

Emma:
oo much is how I love you
o well is how I know you."

lo Mr. Oheban:
"To know even one life has breathed
easier because you have lived, this is to
have sueeeded."

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

I

radford and the Abigail:
is only life

•6 together, wing to
oar |» oarJ' ''*~ff:

-Robert Frost
"̂

To Abbie:
"Small is the number of them that see with

their own eyes and feel with their own hearts."
-/ Bin

e concert choir:
souls of the righteous
i the hand of God."

"All, everything I understand, I understand because 1 love." -Leo Tolstoy

=t% djepesl thanks to mf=
family, mom, dad, and
Nicholas, to Emma, Abbie,
Jane, Frances^Jommy, Sarah,
Anna, Lizzif, Erin,, Eddie,
Ted,5>aniejle, John tsEEEl
Ashby, Mr. Cheban, Mrs7.
McTaggart, Mrs. Caldwell,
Mr. Bates, Mrs. fiottone,
Ms. Atkinson, Concert choir
'98-'Q2, Abijail '00-'02, K
dorm *00-'02.



T H <E B R O O K W O U L D LOSE ITS SONG

IF Y O U R E M O V E D T H E R O C K S A N D S T O N E S
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'Hakuna Matata"
-Timon and Pumba

;ht for Right, not Might
es Right." -King Arthur

"Find your voice, do what it takes, make sure you make lots of mistakes,
and find the future that redeems, give us Hell, give us dreams, and
grow and grow and grow..." ~Dar Williams

Climb ev ry mountain, ford ev'ry
stream, follow every rainbow, 'till you
find your dream!"

The Sound of Music

"Make new friends, but keep the
old, one is silver and other's
gold."

'Measure your life in love'
Rent

y walk when you can
" ~ Mary Chapin
penter

nks to every rower who
pulled me along,

•daily the JF '99, Betsy
the Caroline '01,
11 of SAS: Thank-you for
ing me who I am. This
e has changed me and
;ht me more that even I
realize. Thank-you.

Thanks to my friends for making these years special, especially:
Abbie - pounce, pop, radishes, your purple chair, cartwheels in the
rain, helping me figure out the Confusionists, crew, stress, and life,
and mostly for understanding me ~ Smose because whenever my
world came falling down, you always helped my put it back in place
~ Flopsy - Why did Huggable cross the road? To thank Flopsy for all
your advice and for your everlasting positive energy ~ EmZaz for
support and friendship, & for dealing with my Vera moments ~
Emma for teaching me about the real world and helping me figure
out who I really am ~ Grace for being my most loyal friend - you
are so Precious to me! ~ Crystal for teaching me to "always be true
to the moment I'm living in" ~ and thanks to Frances, Jane, Katie,
Ashley, Morgan, Anna, Caroline, Julia. I love you all! And to: all the
Theater People!, Invictus, YMC, Mock Trial, Lower Pell '98-99,
Lower Moss '99-'00, Upper M 00-01, & K/01-'02. Thanks to all my
teachers esp.: DFC for helping me find courage & confidence I didn't
know I had ~ BDB: for inspiring me and teaching me to see the
world differently ~ AMM: for support, advice and the best mac-&-
cheese ever ~ DMM: for helping one scared little freshman make it
through. Also DTR, AP, WSS, TFG, and everyone else!

"Freeing yourself was one thing;
claiming ownership of that freed
self was another." ~ Toni
Morrison

"Think of me, think of me fondly,
when we've said good-bye,
remember me, once in a while,
please promise me you'll try ... if
you ever find a moment, spare a
thought for me ... Think of all the
things we've shared and seen,
don't think about the things which

of you." - Phantom of the Opet
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JCIimb ftitunt Fuji, i,
ff",; But slowly, slowly!

- Issa

I

*m

The Angel ^
that presided
o'er my
birth said, t

 ;

Little creftwe%

* &^'form'd of
Joy and Mirth
Go love
without the
help;JOf
any thinjp »;* ' *
on Earth
-William Blake
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"People'll tell me now, I'm living too
fast. 'Slow down now, take it easy, let
some of life pass.' But I don't know no
other way, I've got to live it day to day.
And if I die before my time, well be- First of all, thank you to
lieve I ain't leaving nothing behind. the entire class of 2002:
Oh no, I"m tasting every single grape Each one of you deeply
on the vine." (JJW) changed me in some

~;' C , .*'- 1 way, some way for the
better.

I Thank you also:
jjji Mom & Dad - for keep-::*>: r

ing the cat, even when
-• she scratches too hard

KWo - for the good
times, good times

' Smose-for the
amazingness

I Dan - for your guidance

aid your friends will be properly astonished when you look up at „ , f „ ,,. *
2 sky. And you will say to them The stars always make me laugh.'

i LI -11 LI - i n /T r> L-L T-I • \ space scenesid they will think you are crazy. (Le Petit Prince) _.r , , , .Barrett - for breathing
in deeply
Steve - for the pesto
Jane - for the liberal
thinking
Erin - for reminding me
to exercise
Frannie - for Billy Joel
moments
Katherine - for the
fashion help
Upper Moss '01- for
your loving impudence

on't know but I've been told if you keep on "Remembering your 'L' '00 - for bringing me
cing you never grow old." (Steve Miller Band) laughing eyes and out

how they said I love Mr. Speers - for the life
— you too." (JJW) savers.

"Days, precious days -
They roll in and out like waves
I got boards to bend, I got planks to nail,
I got charts to make, I got seas to sail.
I'm gona build me a boat with these two hands
It'll be a fair curve from a noble plan.
Let the chips fall where they will
Cause I've got boats to build." (Guy Clark)
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*; Caroline
Piglet siddled up to Pooh from behind. "Pooh!" he wispered. "Yes
Piglet?" "Nothing," said Piglet, taking Pooh's paw. "I just wanted to
be sure of you." ~ A. A. Milne

i- You are my best friend! Thank
:or always knowing that I could
;ed! 1 love you!
You never cease to amaze me!
iks for always making me laugh!
Thank you for making me remain
little girl!

li- Thank you for being so similar!

Oma - You are proof that heart is all that matters.

\ the end only kindness
itters." -Jewel

"Some memories are realities and are better than
anything that can ever happen to one again."

- Willa Gather

To my friends: You are my strength when I am tired,
my smile when I am down and my laughter when I cry.
I truly couldn't imagine life without you all! Thank you
for all the memories. "Pooh, promise you won't forget
about me, ever. Not even when I'm a hundred." Pooh
nodded. "I promise," he said. ~A.A. Milne I love you
all!
To my teachers: Ms. Court, Mr. Furlonge, Mr. Desalvo,
Ms. Matouk, Ms. Johnson and Ms. Patterson. Thank you
for inspiring me!
Chad- "I don't how you do what you do. I'm so in love
with you. It just keeps getting better!" -Lonestar
Guess what...

on arrival, you find that
iestination is not exactly as
ad dreamed, do not be
pointed. Think of all you
1 have missed but for the
;y there, and know that the
iforth of your travels lies
where you come to be at

urney's end but in who you
to be along the way."

"The real test of
friendship is: can you
literally do nothing
with the other person?
Can you enjoy the
moments in life that are
utterly simple?"

~ Eugene Kennedy

Life is about who you love
~ Anna Yu

What is Success?
To laugh often and much:

people
and the affection of children;

honest critics
and endure the betrayal of false

friends;
To appreciate beauty:

To find the best in others;
To leave the world a bit better,

whether by a healthy child,
garden patch

or a redeemed social condition;
To know that even one life has

breathed easier because you
have lived;

This is to have succeeded.
-Emerson
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THAT'S WHAT I WANT TO BE. I WANTTO BE LIKE HIM. HE'S NEVER HUNG UP, H
GOES EVERY DIRECTION, HE LETS IT ALL OUT, HE KNOWS TIME, HE HAS NOTHIN
DO BUT ROCK BACK AND FORTH. MAN, HE'S THE END! YOU SEE, IF YOU GO LIKE
ALL THE TIME YOU'LL FINALLY GET IT!"
"GET WHAT"
"IT! IT! I'LL TELL YOU-NOW NO TIME, WE HAVE NO TIME NOW.MACK KEROUAC

- •

SARAH I LOVE YOU.

. - -

CHARLES, I LOVE BEING
WITH YOU. YOU HAVE
MADE MYTIME HERE
SO MUCH BETTER

m

F K THOSE PEANUTS!

-IF YOU'RE NOT LAUC
ING BY NOW, OR SH,
ING YOUR HEAD IN
SHOCK AND AMAZE/
ITS NOT WORTH MY
TIME."-DAN TROUTA

f

"GODDAMN G I R L "
182 Katie Wolinski

FRANCES-I LOVE YOU SUPERSTAR. ALWAYS REMEMBER
THAT YOU WANT IT HOT!
JANE-. I AM THE PRESIDENT OF YOU'RE FAN CLUB
CAROLINE- I CANT BELIEVE ITTOOK ME UNTIL CALI-
FORNIA TO SEE HOW COOL YOU ARE. I LOVE YOU
CYNTHIA-THANKS FOR HAVING SUCH GREAT AND
INSPIRING TALKS WITH ME
CRYSTAL-I LOVE YOU MORE THAN YOU KNOW
DYLAN-SERIOUSLY, BUSSCUSE ME
JAMES DOLAN-I KNOW YOU ARE HAPPY
ASHLEY-YEAH WE KNOW WHATS UP
TOMYCALI GIRLS-I'M SORRY I COULDN'T SAY MORE,
BUT YOU KNOW HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU ALL. MORE
THAN ANYTHING!
THANKYOU ALSO TO MY FAMILY, EMILY S., EMMA,
EMZAZ ASHLEIGH P., CINDA, SANTHI, TERRY, HENRY,
ROBBIE, TOMMY, PATRICK, EMBOS, STEVE, HSIANG,
ROB, THE SPANKY, M 2OOO, MS. RAMIREZ, MR. BATES,
MR. WALLACE, MRS. CALDWELL, THE WONDERFUL
LADIES OF UPPER MOSS, THE JAZZ APPRECIATION
CLUB, MR. ROACH, THE MOSERS, AND EVERYONE ELSE
WHO I KNOW I FORGOT!

SPEEDY, YOU'RE THE
GREATEST.

i



ris and Christmas lights, the Great Gatsby.
[iorYear, Starburst Fruit Twists, Sam Cook,
all ouf your greatness,

ill my friends -Thank you for everything.
fe D -- Thank you for being the most
izing, sensitive, giving, wise, stylish, self-
, and beautiful people that I know. You
2 been such great friends. Anything good
ne is because of you.
K - My heroes and best friends .You make
so cool and full. I am so grateful to be
ted to such talented, beautiful badasses.

'if you can't be free

SARAH VIRGINIA MOSER

be a mystery'

leroes:
s. Ramirez, Mr. Roach, The Changs, Ms.
ong, Ms. Matouk, Ms. Court, Mrs. Mein,
Johnson, Mrs. McTaggart, Mr. McGiff,

Mr. Leal.
ik you to all of the faculty whose brillance
kindness gave light to this school.
2001-2002 - Goodnight Sweethearts,
uld like to thank Bette Midler, the Pointer
irs, Whitney Houston, Tom Tierney,
Lgamo shoes, Mrs. Newman, and Baz

-Rita Dove
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"I would very gladly spend and be spent
for you." You have given me more than I
could ask for- support, understanding,
love, and many opportunities-1 don't
deserve you! And above all else you have
been my best friends. I love you! "All that

franees
"I listen to the wind, to the wind of my soul.

"The light shines not on us, but in us." - Muir

"Part of you has grown in me, togi
forever we shall be, far apart, may
distance, but not in heart." Thank
all of your advice, laughter, under
ing, and for always being my role
could not imagine a better brother

"Be the change you wish to see in the
world."

We choose friends whose qualities we wish to
instill in ourselves.

"To laugh often and much, to win the respect of
intelligent people and the affection of children, to earn
the appreciation of honest critics and endure the
betrayal of false friends, to appreciate beauty, to find
the best in others, to leave the world a bit better,
whether by a healthy child, a garden patch... to know
even one life has breathed easier because you lived.
This is to have succeeded." -Emerson

Thank you and love: to all of St. Andrews- to my
teachers, advisors, coaches, MFC, DTR, friends, teams,
dorms, seniors, activities, classes,... You have challenged
me, loved me, supported me, inspired me, and picked
me up when I was feeling down, I am forever grateful to
every one of you and I'll never forget you."I could not
stay here, for 1 had things to do and a promise to keep.
However, when I left I carried the memory of that place
as it if were a diamond in my pocket." To my lovely
friends: "She became for me an island of light, fun, and
wisdom where I could run with my discoveries and
torments and hopes at any time of day and find wel-
come."- May Sarton. I just know we'll be friends forever!
I love you all! "When you've found another soul who

Jackson Browne. To my guy friends: "And the best thing
you've ever done for me, is to help me take my life less
seriously, it's only life after all."- Indigo Girls. Thanks for
being there, and making me smile.

"And I think to myself, what a wonderful world."
-Louis Armstrong

"Work like you need the mone^
like you've never been hurt and
like nobody's watching!"

"Keep holding on, we'll make it.
Here's my heart, so take it. Look
me reaching out to show as sure
rivers flow, I'll never let you go.'
Pete's Dragon

184 Frances Henderson Symes Rivers know this'there is no hurry- we shall get there someday. -A.A. Milne



lend is someone who knows

:k to you when you have
jtten the words." - Unknown

ay without chocolate is like a
without sunshine."- Nan Mein

All my love and thanks to:
Frances: for your love, understanding, smiles and

singing. I love you. Katie: Aww Shnapp. Thanks for always
making me laugh. Sarah: The VP club will always live on.
Thanks for always listening. I love you. Lizzie: for always
believing in me. You're the best! Caroline: for hugs and
pooh and country. I will treasure our friendship forever.
Ashley: for always being there. I love our moments. Jane:
you love sappy music- you know it. Thanks for your
compassion and love. Crystal: roommate stuff. Ashleigh:
BFL! Santhi, Cinda: the cool girls, Kara, Emzaz, Amanda,
Embos, Julia, Dan, Dylan, Will, Rob, Henric, Chad, Dave,
Barrett, Robbie, Steve, Charles, Terry, Henry, Tom, Trevor,
Molly, all the foosball fanatics, Tommy: for putting up with
me all year! All my freshman: I love you girlies! Mr Roach:
for your continual support. Thanks for an incredible four
years. Mr DeSalvo: for your guidance and compassion! Ms.
Atkinson, Mrs. Bride, Ms. Ramirez, Mr. "Garth" Miller, Ms.
Cottone, Ms. Mein, Ms. Furlonge, Mr. Wallace, Mr. Speers,
The Changs, Ms. Byrd, Mrs. Chilton, Ms. Patterson, 'M' '00-
'01, Hockey '01, Swimming '01-'02, Lacrosse '01, Tiger, Kira,
Bonnie, the entire class of 2002: 1 love you all. Thanks for
the unforgettable memories. Anyone I have forgotten: I'm
sorry. I don't love you any less. St. Andrew's: for challeng-
ing me, believing in me, and for teaching me more than you
will ever know!

m, Dad, Joey, Eddie and Rachel:
inks for you never-ending love and

"I hope you still feel small when you stand
beside the ocean, whenever one door closes, I
hope one more opens, promise me that you'll
give faith a fighting chance, and when you get
the choice to sit it out or dance, I hope you
dance." -Leann Womack

Anna Lvon Hickman 185



ASHLEY

"Once again I felt myself frozen by
the sense of something irreparable.
And I knew I could not bear the
thought of not hearing that laughter
anymore. For me, it was like a spring
of fresh water in the desert."

-The Little Prince

Thanks to: Hadley, Chris and my other faculty brats; the girls of K 'OO-'Ol ("Children behave, that's what they say when
we're together!"}, Erin Hall, Ms. Atkinson, Ashby and anyone else who worked on the yearbook; Mrs. McTaggart; Mrs.
Caldwell; Mr. Worrall; Ms. Matouk; Mr. DeSalvo; Ms. Hewlett; Mr. Chang; Mr. Roach; Mr. Caldwell; the ladies of
Annex '99-'00 and '01-'02 (always and forever love slaves), and of course Ms. Tietze; Mrs. Schuller- you saved my sanity
this year; Joy- I'm not sure how to best express my thanks, so expect a phone message; the Jets; Terence, Hilary, Jen,
Diggums, Jeffrey, Mega and Clint- thanks for the good times, dried fruit; Anna and Kara (it's a moment); Emily S (my
dear, I will miss you at 9:30 next year!; "All by myself, don't wanna be, all by myself..."); Cynthia (hubba bubba
forever!!!); Frannie; Lizzie; Smose (here's to adventures with Denrek); Caroline; Katie; Searcy; Erin; Meaghan (it's been
quite a year- and I don't think I could have made it without you across the hall!); Cinda (I don't really know what to say
but I love you man); Jane (massages? video games at 1 am?); Crystal (a thong??); Pookie (word); Dan; Dylan (front lawn,
tonight- oh and bring my shirt...); Robbie; Troy; Steve; Tommy; Trevor; Kamahnie; Dave; Rob; the rest of the class of
2002- it was fabulous guys; Sarah and Brookie; Natalie; Amanda (HCTSB!); Peter Z; Eddie H; Mama Mia and the waiter
with the bad accent; Blair; and of course, to the fam: I love you all, and I can't imagine my life with out each one of you.
Thank you for pushing me in the right direction, but in the end, thank you for letting me be me.

"Thank you for the music/ The songs I'm singing/ Thanks for all tl
ask in all honesty/ What would life be/ Without a song or a dance
giving it to me" -Mama Mia

' So I say thank you for the music/ For

I

I

For there is no friend like a sister, Elhe and Bear- Thank
In calm or stormy weather, you for putting up with
To cheer one on the tedious way, me. You are fabulous
To fetch one if one goes astray, sisters, and as much as
To lift one if one totters down, we joke, I wouldn't "\ don't say we ought to misbehave, but we ought
To strengthen whilst one stands." want any others. to look as if we could"-1 love you boys!

"We are such stuff as dreams are made on and our little lives are rounded with a sleep.
186 Ashley Potter Gosnell -William Shakespeare



CYNTHIA

endship, the magician knows, is
trick where two people walk in
osite directions but side bv side.'

Julie, you are my best
friend. I love you.

"I wish the real world
would stop hasseling me.

-Matchbox 20

ishley: If you ever need a
present" or just a good "moo,"
ou know who to turn to!

"I get by with a little help from my
friends." -John Lennon

"A friend is a person with whom
you dare to be yourself."

-Frank Crane

laughed together, swore together, and struggled
her. Sure we laughed at stupid things and swore
cessarily, but damn, it was fun."

Thanks to my family,
friends, and teachers for
helping to make my St.
Andrew's experience

what it was.
Friends may come and go

but sisters are for life."
Cynthia Lee Alexander 187



To the Phenomenal Women in my life, who have made n
who I am today

-
You may shoot me with your words

You may kill me with your hatefulness
but still, like air, I'll rise.

-Maya Angelou

"I'm smiling because you are my
sister... I'm laughing because there's
nothing you can do about it."

It's in the reach of my arms
The span of my hips,
The stride of my step,
The curl of my lips.
I'm a woman.
Phemonemally.
Phenomenal Woman.
That's Me.

-Maya Angelou

Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I'll rise.

-Maya Angel<

iBi
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It's in the arch of my back,
The sun of my smile,
The ride of my breasts,
The grace of my style.
I'm a Woman.
Phenomenally
Phenomenal Woman.
That's Me.

-Maya Angelou

If you've made an impact on my life,
should know it. Thank you.



\- We've gone from being
em" to being brother and
...how bizarre is that? Our
laughing at babies biting it
ur random study-hall
jitch sessions are
gettable. I love you and
row, your brace and your
5k on life! PTTP!

jl and Cynthia- You are
rength and my sanity. I
;ver tell you just how
your honesty, constant
nd occasional harassment
> to me. One honest word
fou means more than a
and fake smiles and
ngless 'I'm sorry's'. You
-e the real thing and for
will always love you.

id Bad Brad- I never
have made it without
ove and guidance. How
lu two get so damn
? I'll never forget the
s and lectures and the
Iks...as much as I hated
they were what made the

Amanda

"The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are
mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of every-
thing at the same time, the ones who yawn but never say a
commonplace thing but burn, burn, bum, like Roman candles
exploding like spiders across the stars and in the middle you see
the blue center light pop and everyone goes, Awww -Jack
Kerouak

"Turns out not where you,
but who you're with that
really matters."

-DMB

"They can call me crazy if I fail, the only
chance that I need, is one in a million, and
They can call me brilliant, if I succeed."
-Ani Difranco

Rob and Dave- You are always the
reasons for 'the best of times'. I've never
known two people who make me laugh
louder or smile bigger and that's why I
love you soooo much!! Rob- "You put it
all into words and make me go 'You
know, I never heard it put that way' make
me go 'WHAT did you just say??'...you're
sombody who gives me a run for my
money and twist me into knots and
makes me scream 'till its funny." (Ani)
Dave- Your hugs are rivaled by no one
elses, your compassion is your anti-vice
(as it were), your laughter is infectious
and you are the easiest person to love! No
matter what, you'll always be Mine.

talk to. You're always willing to put
yourself out for me when no one else
would. I love you bunches!!

Thanks- Katie, Dan, Cournot, Terry, Dolan, Muller,
Steve, Charlie, Brinck, Danielle, Brandy, Thayer, Cinda,
Meaghan, Robbie, Jane, M-girls, Tom, Courtney, Lauren,
Kara, Ashleigh, Mrs. Ramirez, Mr. Austin, Ms. Patterson,
Ms. Atkinson, Mr. Chang and Mr. Roach...you've all made
it a much more interesting ride.

"I am invincible, so are you. We do all
the things they say we can't do. Its a
long, long road. Its a big, big world. We
are wise, wise women. We are giggling
girls." -Ani Difranco

Amanda Louise Johnson 189



TERRY

"The Simpsons are philosophically smart." - Ms. Court
"You can't use hamburgers to buy crack." - Muller

"Ain't it a cruel and funny world." - Toby Keith
"Life is NOT fair." - Mom

"Education is expensive, the cheapest one you get is the one you pay for." - Dad
"I ain't first class, but I ain't white trash. I'm wild and a little crazy too."

"Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end."
- Semi Sonic

"What the hell happened to me?" - Adam Sandier
"All that shimmers in the world is sure to f*ck away." - Fuel

*••*•:» Thanks:
To everyone who
taught me anything in
the classroom, on the
athletic field, at home or just riding. Thanks to Troy who put up with
diabetic fits, Dave for countless massages, Charles for all your h
Muller for your dumb comments, Rat for being Rat, Dan - for great t
in and out of school, Amanda - for just making my life hell everyda'

Special thanks to my family. I love you guys.
Clark - always willing to do something sutpid
Cory - being there when I needed you
Sara - keeping everyone one of us straight

190 Terry Coleman DuPont



'I think this is where we come in, I will carry you kicking and screaming and in the end you will thank me.
-Fight Club

Eric
I "Where'd they grow you?'

Rob Previti

( "There are no rules here
we are just trying to accom-
plish something."

Thomas Edison

"Be like a duck calm on
the surface, but always
paddling like the dickens."

Michael Caine

f I

"Rules are made for people who aren't
willing to make up their own."

Chuck Yeager

'We are here on earth to fart around.
Don't let anyone tell you any different.

Kurt Vonnegut

'Red meat is not bad for you.
X[ow, blue-green meat, that's bad
:or you."

Tommy Smothers

A

I

Your ignorance cramps my conversation."
Anthony Hope

"Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very
persistent one."

Albert Einstein

"This is it, the beginning, grand zero."
Fight Club

EricMuller 191
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Thanks:
Mr. McLean, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Odden, My Brothers and Parents. James and Muller,
Steve, Sida, and Hsiang, Dave Amos, Khalib, Mike Smith, and all the avid late ni<
soap watchers, and all those who feel like they should be on this page.

192 Matthew David Johns



James

r Lord protect this rocket
se and all those who dwell
lin this rocket house.
-Prof. Homer J. Simpson

my classmates: The above
te is a metaphor for our
s, which is shooting to-
"ds a future that we will
trol. May the lord protect

I never let my schooling get
in the way of my education.

- Samuel Clemens

Love all, trust a Few, do wrong to none...
- The Bard of Avon

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Quai,
John, Gamma and Dick. Your
love and guidance has made
all the difference. Thanks to
all my roommates: Nuts,
Purcell, Matt, Basil, and
Muller. To everyone in my
class, especially: Prev, Katie,
Brandes, Snead, Amanda,
Trout, Frances, Steve, Hsiang,
Sarah, and Sida. To all my
teachers—where would I be
without you all? Mr. and Mrs.
Chang, Mrs. Mein, Mr. Speers,
Mr. Smith, Mrs. Caldwell, and
Mr. Burk. Also: Jon King,
James Minneman, Dalton,
Kinney, Slattery

DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP.
Capt. Lawrence of the U.S.S. Chesapeake

James Butler Dolan 193



Charles
"Not all who wander are lost." - JRR Tolkien

'Love and do what you will." - St. Augustine

"Lose it I didn't
lose it it's not like
whoops whered
my job go? I quit.
Someone pass the
asparagus please."
- Kevin Spacey
(American
Beauty)

"I'm looking for the least possible amount
of responsibility."

- Kevin Spacey (American Beauty)

m.

i

"Rules are made for people who aren't willing to m
up their own." - Chuck Yeager

{

"We may lose and we may win but we will never I
• . . . . . . . . I here again so open up by climbing in. Take it easy

- The Eagles

First and foremost I need to thank my parents - you stuck with me thorugh thick and thin and have made ever'
thing possible for me. I love you. Katie, you were always there for me and always teaching me. I'll never forg
you. Henry, I hope you can learn to live without me. Will, Dolan, Sarah, Nuts, Dave, Muller, Dylan, and Terr}
you made these four years great. I couldn't have made it through here without you. As for the underformers
love, you know who you are, don't despair soon you too will be finished. Finally thanks to Mr. Wang, DJOC, L
Kemer, and Mr. Burk for being truly great teachers.

194 Charles Delaney Biddle-Snead



nry if I could kick your a** every time you get in trouble, you wouldn't get in trouble anymore."-Peter Caldwell

" Losers always com-
plain about doing their
best, winners go home
and #!*@ the prom
queen."

-The Rock

: is only after we have lost
erything, that we are free
do anything."

-Fight Club

Always bite off more than
ou can chew, then chew
ke hell." -Unknown

"If I ever had a daughter Henry, I would
keep her the hell away from you."

-DJOC

"Weaseling out of things is important to
learn. It's what separates us from the
animals. Except the weasel."

-Homer Simpson

[ANKS:
f Family-Thanks for everything you have done for me, I will forever be grateful,
e Caldwells-How can I ever thank you enough, you guys have truly helped shape my future.
•. Brown-The lessons you have taught me I will never forget: i.e. in order to truly be an excellent athlete, masochism is essential,
all my friends, you know who you are, thanks for everything, we had good times.

Henry Alan Palmer 195



WILL

"I always wondered if there was
a God, and now I know. It's me."
-Homer Simpson

'Ho Ho ! They tried to
make me learn, but I

was too tough for
'em" - Calvin and

Hobbes

FACULTY USE ONLY

Students must have explicit permission

Thanks to:
Robbie, Chad, Charles, Henry, Both Daves,
Eddie, Nugget, Gaeta, Munson, shack, Nate,
Both Katies, rat, Anna, Molly, Cornuts,
Troutman, Meaghan, Cass and anyone else I
missed, Mr. Colburn for making me do the
right thing, Mr. Chang, Mr. O'Connell Mr
Hyde, Mr. Austin, Mr. Cheban, Mom, Dad,
Hannah, Molly for always supporting me,
Sherwood, XC, western civ, baseball, foosball,
Helen's, all the cool things I ever did, and the
rope swing. To all my friends, I'll never
forget the hilarious times we had together!
Well, thats it, I'm outta here!

"Did it make sense not
live for fun?" - Smash
Mouth

"You can't tell me what to do,
ever again." - Kevin Spacey

"I need time off for bad
behavior, the devil in me
has been at peace too Ion
- Blackburn Hughes

"Everyone loves a slinky, you've got to get a slinky, slinky, slinky, go slinky go! "-Jim Carey • "Let this be a reminder that t
organization will not tolerate failure"-Dr. Evil • "I'm just one of those bad things that happen to good people"-me • "I'm gl
did it, partly because it was worth it, but mostly because I shall never have to do it again"-Twain • "You can take a boy out
'ol dixie land, but you'll never take 'ol dixie from a boy"-Lynyrd Skynyrd • "It's none of your concern, I guess I'll never lea
I'm sick of being told to wait my turn"-sum41 • "I felt this incredible surge of power, like God must feel when He's holding
gun"-Homer • "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet, well, not if you called it stench blossom" -The Simpsons •
you haven't, then you should. These thing are fun, and fun is good "-Dr. Seuss • "There is no, life I know, to compare, with
true imagination"-Willy Wonka • "Well George, we knocked the bastard off-Sir Edmund Hillary

"Heaven won't take me, and Hell's
afraid I'll take over"

"Hard work pays off later, but lazi-
ness pays off now!"

196 William Stone Osier



CHAD

Je control our own destiny'
r. Chang

"Way you look, "Every time our eyes meet, this feeling
way you laugh, inside me its almost more than I can take"

"Wanna put our heads upside down and
get all messed up?" - Me

'Coming out of
four room is an
icredible wall of
noise." - Mr. G

Me: yeah, most of
the eating we do is

unecessary.

Will: Yeah, when's
dinner start?

"When you part from a friend you grieve
not, because that which you miss about
him is clearer on his absence. As the
mountain is clearer to the climber from the
plain."

Thank you to:
Mr. Chang, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr.
Duffy, Mr. O'Connell, and Mr.
Higgens. Also, mom, dad,
Tucker, Elmore, and the rest of
my family. Will - thanks for
everything. Kamahanie - my
brother. Robbie -1 would say
something profane, but they
won't let me. Thanks also to
Henric, Primo, Charles, Dan, Ted,
Dave, Anna, Katie, Frances,
Sarah, Amanda, Ashleigh,
Sherwood 2000-2001 and Baum. I
will miss everyone and wish the
best of luck to everyone.

Chadwick Ballard 197



Brandon Munson

'The dude abides." - The Dude

"Munson, you're sketchy like that!" NCA

"The terrible thing about hell is that when
you're there you can't even tell." -Phish

"Poppa Science? Is that Walter?" -Stayton

"It must be getting early, clocks are running
late part of the morning sky looks so phony,
Dawn is breaking everywhere, light a candk
curse the glare, draw the curtains I don't
care, cause it's alright I will get by."

- Grateful Dead

198 Brandon Munson

"It don't matter to Jesus." - Jesus

Thank you to: Nathan,
Prev, Cournot, Dan, Troy,
Purcell, Molly, Penney,
Palmer, Will, Dave, Sam,
Gaeta, Matthews, and
Ms. McGrath

Shout out to: Barrett,
Terry, Hollis, Katie, Alex,
Ashleigh, Anna, Sida,
Chris, Cuth, Chris,
Tarlton, Griff en, Richard,
Nik, Penelope, The
Caldwells, Mrs. Cottone,
Mr. DeSalvo, and anyone
else who kept it real.



: all that you can be."
\e Army

"I wear it for another 100,000
JBBl '̂  who have died, believing that

we were on their side."
- Johnny Cash

"I think they call him Nuts because he's crazy or something." - Dave Patterson

Patrick Cournot
bring home the
ey if you bring
ie the bacon."

Smile, you're at Mr. Smiley's!" - American Beauty

?ezer

.
lock the door; throw
f the key. There's
;one in my head and its
ne. - Pink Floyd

"That's your opinion."
- Turd Ferguson

i

"My only regret is that I have
but one life to give to my
nation." - Nathan Hale

Good luck to my buds: Prev, Dan,
Jon, Henry, Robby, Munson, James,
Dave, Dylan, Mike, Tom, Katie,
Chris, Anna, Sam, Sarah, Nugz,
Slattery, Tyler, Dre, Biddle Snead,
Will, Chad, Amanda, Paul, Edwin,
Nik, Chris, Spencer, Ramos, JT,
Florida, Damon, Squeak, and of
course Mr. Wang

u want to feel good for a day,
•unk. If you want to feel good
iays, get married. If you want
1 good for a week, kill a calf. If
rant to feel good for the rest of
life, beat Amherst." - Williams
ill

"Be afraid of any man who
keeps a farm of pigs." - Snatch

Patrick Cournot 199



DAN DYLAN

Munson, Ted, Muller, all of Schmolze, Terry, Henry, and Robbie.
Most importantly to Lizzie, who has always been there for me. I will
never forget how perfect it has been.
To my parents, without whom I would never have gotten here. Also
my sister who has always cared and is always willing to have fun.
All of my teachers: Mr. Costa, Ms. Court, Mr. Caldwell, Mr.
Hutchinson, Mr. Zendt, and Mr. O'Connell. Escpecially Joy: you are
the best corridor parent, thank you for everything you have done for
me. Finally, Dr. Chang, in this final year you have managed to make
me remember what is most important.
And thank you to everyone who has continually helped me throughout
these four years in so many ways.

How can something seem so rational at
the time, yet so idiotic in retrospect?"
-Calvin

"All that you touch, and all that you see, is
all your life will ever be"
-Roger Walters

"If you haven't you should, for these things
are fun, and fun is good"
-Dr. Suess

._. „...„,„ .^Miy mere. You are the greatest sist<
and my best friend.
Thanks to: Tommy (Can we move the escalator now? Speed
skating!...the memories from our crazy room are countless), Da
(Massages and scary movies?), Dan, Rob, Charles, Henry,
Muller, Anna (Cows and C-town forever!), Katie Wo (Busscu:
me? Sarriously!), Sarah, Lizzie, Frances, Ashley (front lawn
Amanda (Beyonce! First we were an item, now siblings...what
they think of next?), Cynthia, Emily S., Erin, Ashleigh (Will <
match-making efforts ever pay off?), Santhi, Cinda, Thayer,
Morgan, Gaeta, Trevor.-—Underformers: Cuth, Owen, P;
Tyler M, Ben, Tom H, Grayson, Thieme, Eddie, Chad, M
Chris W., 2 Peters, and Jesse.
Mr. Burk, Mrs. Caldwell, Joy,
Mrs. Schuller, Mrs. Mein,
Ms. Matouk, Mr. Rue, Mr. Miller.
And thanks to everyone else
that made these past 3 years
the best of my life...
Last but not least, PEZ and the r~
back brace!
"Wherever you are, it's your friends I
who make your world"- W. James

I

I

.,,:,:„

„'«
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DAVE ROB

all my friends- you know who you are
jecially: ^ob (for showing me how to stick up for
self), Dylan, Dan (what's Hans cooking?),
arles (the lottery is a tax on...), Matthews, Erin/
i, Tommy, Eddie, Samar, Patrick, Barrett,
anda, Meaghan, Cinda, Will (team studfarm),
Her, Palmer, Emily S., Santhi.
Parents: for all of your support and love.
Sister, for putting up with me.
in Burk, Mr. Costa, Ms. McGrath, and the

>u know what charm is: a way of getting the
swer yes without having asked any clear ques-

>body realizes that some people expend tremen-
js amounts of energy merely to be normal"

They speak whatever's on their mind
They do whatever's in their Pants
The boys I mean are not refined
They shake the mountains when they dance

remember that 1
step forward when

that I've always liked to
the others are steppingward when all the others are stepping

back,and I still do, and they have figure"
kind of guy I am."

-Primo Levi

"The past is dead and has no resurrection;
future is endowed with such a life, that d
to us even in anticipation."

Gratitude: Dave, Dan, NUTZ, Chris. Steve, Dolan.
Dylan, Amanda, Muller, Brinck, ^i—, ̂ ^̂ n, ̂ ^̂ ^
Ashley, Frances, wrestling, football, and concer
choir.
Ms. Roche, Mr. Costa, Mr. Caldwell, Mrs. Mein,
Mr. Austin, Ms. Matouk.
And my parents for all the support and guidance.

Daniel William Troutman 201



At the core of the human experience is friendship. It is
the essence of what is to be alive of happiness and
sadness, of excitement and relaxation. Friends show
us who we are and who we can be, where we've been
and where we're going
-Anonymous

The natural liberty of man is to be free
from any superior power on earth and not
be under the will or authority of man.
-John Locke

neighbors call good I believe
my soul to be bad, and if I re
for anything, it is very likely

-Henry David Thoreau
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Life's too darn short to
waste time trying to
please every meddlesome
moron who's got an idea
how I ought to be. 1 don't
need advice.

natural good; starting from pleasure we
accept or reject, and we return to this as
we judge every good thing.
-Epicorus

lon't want your forgiveness. We won't make excuses. We won't Gentlemen we shall soon part. Soon I will leave this town, perhaps
ie you even if you are an accessory. We will not accept the for a long time, so we shall part gentlemen. Let us make a compact...
ral order. We didn't come for absolution. We didn't ask to be that we will never forget... if we attain honor or fall into great
emed. But isn't that the way it is every goddamn time? misfortune, still let us remember how good was once here, when we
Parker were together, united by a good and kind feelings.

David Ian Purcell 203



-1 •hrm
Though we go our separate
ways, I won't forget, so don't

forget the memories we made.

All the woulda-coulda-shouldas
Layin' in the sun...
Talkin' bout the things.
They would-could-shoulda done.
But the woulda-coulda-shouldas.
All ran away from one little DID.

204 Krin D

Mom and Dad: Thank you for this amazing oppurtunity.
trust, guidance, friendship and love are more than I coul
ever ask for. Michael and Sara: You know me so well. V
fun would life be without you?
Ms. Atkinson: Thank you for your counseling and advice
most of all thank you for your friendship. Mrs. Chilton: Yi
have shaped me more than you know. I would never be
where I am without you. Mr. Roach and Mr. Caldwell: Fc
your support, I am forever grateful. Mr. Wang: You have
pushed me beyond where I ever imagined. Ms. Patterso
Ms. Commito, Mr. Cheban: I love you guys!
Ted: There's nothing I could tell you that you don't alrear
know. You amaze me. Dave: I've never had more fun wi
anyone. Thanks for your superman hugs, your laughter,
jokes, your friendship... Emily: "Friendship is when peop
know all about you but like you anyway." You're the best
Kara: From our pancakes to our snuggling, from our late
talks and laughter to our tears, I love you. Thayer: Who e
could put up with me? I have so much respect for you. Y
taught me so much. Meaghan: Damn! That's all I can sa'
Robbie: You crack me up! Ashley: Nantucket baby!!! Liz;
Have you done your excercises today? Eddie: Spain, eh
Searcy, Tommy, Dylan, Dan, Jon, Will, Cin, Anna, EmZa
Amanda, Tom/Santhi/Patrick, Lax '00-'01, '01-'02, L '00-'
M '01-'02, swimming, cross country, Ben Smith, Eddie
Hickman, MarFar, Mary Carson, Sarah, Lane 4, Ashby, ^
G., Tyler, and anyone one who has helped me along my
You know who you are. I love you!
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and Dad: I cannot thank you enough for the love,
irt, and opportunities that you have given me, especially
ap of faith it took for you to let me come. Mr. Caldwell
1r. Roach: I am grateful that you convinced me to stay, I
relished every moment since. Mr. Bates: you have
:nged me to challenge myself, and changed the way I
ate my decisions. Mr. Austin, Mr. Gieske, Mr.
ilnson, and Dad: you have pushed me to become the
ithlete I can be, and I loved every minute of it. Ms.
3: thank you for putting up with me.
in: something mushy, along the lines of what my Mom
To Dave, Robbie, Meaghan, Ashley, and Emily: it was
ho made me close the books and come out of my room,
nay have even loosened me up a little (not quite sure),
all the work is done, I know it will be Dave and Robbie's
inigans, and our profane dinner conversations that I will
s remember. Eddie: Kirk pride. Sarah: I'm sure you'll
way to survive without me; I wish you the best of luck.
">ave, are you cold?" "Yeah Ted,
: we need to turn up the heat!"

•as
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"Now this is not the end. It is not
even the beginning of the end.
But it is, perhaps, the end of the
beginning." - Winston Churchill

ROBBIE

206 Robert Charles Carey



MEAGHAN

Thank You's: Robbie - you are one of the
most beautiful people I will ever know.
To Erin, Ted and Dave, I love y'all. To
Ashleigh and Cinda for being so much
fun to live with. To the Concert Choir for
some incredible, though sometimes
trying times. To the faculty: Mr. Roach,
Mr. Caldwell, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Bates,
Mr. Austin, Ms. Patterson, Ms. Atkinson,
Mr. Cheban, Ms. Miller and Al! To all
my friends, thank you so much for
supporting me, forgiving me, and loving
me through all that we have gone
through. And especially to my parents,
for being such wonderful and loving
people - you're the best.

• -

1 • ~-'*'zj.
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"We shall never surrender."
- Winston Churchill

"I went to the woods because I
wanted to live deliberately, I wanted
to live deep and suck out all the
marrow of life! To put to rout all that
was not life, and not when I have
come to die, discover that I have not
lived..."

- Thoreau

To my family: You have done and been
everything I could possibly wish for.
Wherever I go, I will always love all of
you. LYBAR.

"Come, my friends. Tis not
too late to seek a newer
world..." - Tennyson

"Take a shower and shine
your shoes, you got no time
to lose. You are young men,
you must be living. Go now,
you are forgiven." - Dispatch

"I am Yahweh!" - Me

"You know what sucks? The
internet." - Will

"Should I bust a move?"
- Mr. Kunz

"To give anything less than
your best is to sacrifice the
gift." - Steve Prefontaine

"Judge me by my size, do
you?" -Yoda

"I know perfectly well where
all my stuff is, it's on the
f&$in' floor!" - Snead

Shut up, Frank." - Me
I give limitless thanks to:
God, Mom, Dad, Frank, and Dutch, for the endless support and love. I love you all so much and thank you with all my hea
every bit you have done for me. All the same goes to the entire Kirk Clan, and especially the Lingers.

Of course, my L.A. buddies Travis, Alex, Wilson, Kemper, Lindsay, Laura, Sammy, and the Lakers for making vacations
great; especially to the entire country of Spain.

In SAS classes past and future: Doug, Morgan, Mark, Stephens, Jennings, Lana, Margaret H., Grayson and Tom, Sarar
Liz H., all my juniors, X-C '99-01, and the Brown '00.
In the faculty, I thank above all Mr. DeSalvo, Mr. O'Connell, and Mr. Brown: whatever I needed, you helped me, no matte

how difficult the task.
But also, much gratitude to Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Roach, Mr. Kemer-gotta love the bearsuit, Mr. Odden, Ms. Atkinson, Chan

bang, Rue, and Hyde (softie).
Also, NO thanks go out to: the hypnotist guy, the Allegheny County Sheriff Dept., and Osama bin Laden.
And, most importantly, thanks to everyone in our class, especially Brandes, Osier, Robbie, Purcell, Lizzie, Ted, Erin, Chs

Palmer, Troutman, Snead, Pitts (R.I.P.), Caroline, Ashley, Thayer, Kara, all the Emilies, and Freshman Boat '99. Thank yc
so much for cheering me up, inspiring me, and just putting up with me for four years. I couldn't have pulled this off without
all. Well, we made it, guys. We've been together for so long it feels like it'll be hard to live our lives apart. Whatever you dc
just remember to be happy doing it; Godspeed from here on in. I love you all.

"Now we are free. I will see you again. But not yet. Not yet."
208 Edward Kirk Reynolds - Gladiator



"A friend is a person with whom I may be
sincere. Before him, I may think aloud."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Do not remove a fly from your friend's
forehead with a hatchet."

- Chinese Proverb

"Friendship is the source of the greatest
pleasures, and without friends even the
most agreeable pursuits become tedious."

- Saint Thomas Aquinas

"I know the price of
success: dedication, hard
work, and an unremit-
ting devotion to the
things you want to see
happen."

-Frank Lloyd Wright

"Victory at all costs,
victory in spite of terror,

victory however
long and hard
the hard may
be; for without
victory there is
no survival."
-Winston

Churchill

Thanks:
To my parents,

Thanks for always supporting me every
step of the way. Thanks for reminding me
to think positively. But above all, thank
you for never letting me lose sight of
love, trust, and happiness; they are what
being a family is all about.

MikeBrandes 209



STEVEN

MOM, DAD, ERIC, AND PETER, I LOVE YOU ALWAYS LAO MA, I'M ALWAYS YOUR BAOBAO

TWO WORDS: TOO GOOD!

"--« , r»

^
"%5.

THANK YOU SO MUCH, CHANGS, FOR EVERYTHING

TO ALL THOSE OTHERS WHO HELPED ME LIVE THROUGH TH
BRANDES, DOLAN, PREV, NUGGET, TREV, ANDRE, 2MEGALOS,
MARIA/SEARCY, KATIE, AMANDA, SARAH, LIZZIE, JUSTIN, A
OTHER MEMBERS OF SHANGHAI TRIAD, ALL MEMBERS OFTf
CONCERTCHOIR, MR. CHEBAN, MR./MRS. CALDWELL, FLEMII
YEARBOOK STAFF, AND ANYONE I'VE MISSED.

210 Steven Wu



Hsiang-Lin

avorite 'duuude"
Chang: You are my second mom. I thank

with all my heart for taking care of me
igh these three years. I will never forget
Mr. Chang: Thanks a bunch for getting

m track junior year. Don't let
^hi,JiaDi,and JiaKai forget me! Mr. Wang:
s,M&Ms,pie slices-thanks for making

i yummy. May the force forever be with
Mr. Wallace: Maybe all those 3000 m sets
;ramps were worth it. Ms. Atkinson: You
right, all that fly did help. Check out the

liator soundtrack sometime!

My second family

TOO GOOD!" - Sida

Hanging out with my fellow
Asians

Brandes: Thanks for introducing me to the worlds
of Emeril, Iron Chef, NYC, and Austria. 50 FR
fdrever! Dolan: Farewell My CaucASIAN. Matt:
Perfect Dark! Harry Potter! Too good! Stay cool
and sav hi to vour familv for me. Muller: Lona time
friend, call me when you get a 10 pack...and when u
get organized. Terry: GoldenEye. Anytime. Lizzie:
Someday, all your problems and worries will just go
away. Abbie: Procrastination rulz! Katie: Chic
chick, just don't forget me. Anna: Bye, Bye, Bye
(Call me if u ever get JT). Sarah: You are "too
kind!" Don't ever change the way you are. I wish u
the best in your future.

Hsianesta c
c^

The Kings of KOF

la: The innovator of so many catch
rases...man, you are da s@#$! Remember
ysics, THPS2, Ralf, long weekend, and our
o secret phrases (heh heh). You are truly "too
od!" My Azn brothers, 1 will

What the hell is
that?" - Funny

Breakdance.mpg

Steve: Shingo kick! You know that's more
annoying. KOF, breakdancing, pirated
computer games, Hong Kong films-thanks for
all of these. Keep working out & someday
you'll beat my push-up record!

» XIANG-LING
Fleming: Thought I forgot you guys, huh?
Don't forget your awesome Fleming seniors
and keep practicing those breakdancing

nk you for all the support you
j given me. You have provided
with everything I've ever
ted or could want. I thank you
ill those mornings you took me
N\m practices and meets. Don't
et it because I don't. You are
Dly the best dad in the whole
Id and I will always love you.

Masalama SAS! Thanks for a
great ride. I'm off...

Mom: I love you. Thank you for the finest
cooking in the world! Your advice has
always been true and I'm glad I've listened
to it through these years. Don't worry,
mom, I'll always be there for you in the
future!
KTY: My great sis, I couldn't survive life
w/out ur help and advice. I love and thank
you for that. Remember Jane Austen, ID4,
Virginia Woolf, The Matrix. Someday when
you write your first book, put me in it!

Hsiang-Lin Yang 211
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Thank yous: Steve, Hsiang,
Muller, Brandes, Dolan, Matt,
Mike (Shredder lost? too bad),
Andre, Nugget, Trevor, Patrick,
Munson, Previti, Gaeta, Biddle-
Snead, Douggy, Jimmy, Ben Yu,
Elijah (I'll whop your ass in
chess any day), all my freshmen
(especially Chike, Tom, Herman
and maybe Chris Wang)
Mr.McGiff, Mr.Hyde, Mr.Speers,
Mr.Kemer, Mr. Gieske, and
"thirds football team" (you know
who you are)

To my family: Thank you mom, dad, and Sibo. You were always there for me. I am eternally grateful and
always love you.

Steve & Hsiang - My azn bros, I can't believe this is our last year. We've been through a lot together and I will
never forget you guys. I think you can all agree when I say I'm "TOOGOOD".

Steve - we've been through our ups and downs, especially when we first met. Once we got over that, every
has been great. For the three years I have known you, you have taught me a lot. You got me hooked on gamb
triad and kung fu movies and also breakdancing. I will repay you someday for the movies I got from you. Nc
matter what you say, I'm still the king of KOF, and that's never gonna change, dream team or not. I wish you
in the future and I know we will meet again someday. (Possibly in Shanghai once I get my stinkin green card)

Hsiang - You're the first person I have met from Saudi. I didn't get to know you well until junior year, but i
two years have been a blast. Remember our little saying, you know what it is. Also remember to keep the "joi
nals" I have written on your computer; don't lose them. Also don't forget the games we used to play and how
we'd spend hours on them. Our talks after lights out during junior and senior years have been fun and entertc
ing. Keep on breakdancing. We'll keep in touch in the future.

To Muller, Dolan, Brandes, Johns - You're all cool, too, keep it up. Remember all the fun times we've had and
in touch.

212 Sidaju



Mother and Tasha: Two of the most beautiful
women in the world. I know that your going to get
emotional if you read this, but I'm going to write
this anyway. You mean the world to me. I may not
always show you this because I don't know how. I
can only say these words. I LOVE YOU. You are
the reason I'm a strong black man. Both of you
have always believed in me. You supported me in
every decision I made even if you did not agree
with it. You have always been my family but now I
understand what the word family really means.

I did it. It was hard and became very long but now
it's done. I will miss it but it is time to move on to a
Different World!
Be the Best!— Michael Graham #112

c you- Mr. Rue, Mrs. Zendt, Mr. Roach, Mr. O'Connell, Mr. Colburn, Mr. and Mrs. Hyde, Al, Ms. Bryd, Mr.
e, Mr. and Mrs. Furlonge, Mr. and Mrs. Chang, Ms. Ramirez, Mr. Odden, Ms. Miller, Mrs. Johson, Ms.
nc, Mr. Kunz, Ms. McGrath, Mr. McGiff, Ms. Tietze, Ms. Roche, Mr. Speers, Mr. McLean, Mr. Wallace, Mr.
Irs. Caldwell.
link that the title speaks for its self. These people have been some of the most influential people in my life.
; to this school to have a new beginning, but I never thought I would have to leave a family behind. I may
low the right words to express how important you were in my life, but for the moments we shared and the
ledge that you have given me. I will never forget those moments.

oche- We did it. When I questioned if I would be able to get into college, you always supported me. When I almost broke out into tears
se I did not think I could ever become college material, you were there for me. In a time of need, you became my mother and my
I. Thank you!
:>eers-At a time when I almost given up on life and English, you introduced "Waiting for Godot." I hated that book but I loved your
I may not have been your best student, but I always did your HW. Thank you!
ieze-You pushed me when I did not want to be pushed and I will always thank you for that.
unz- I always regret not taking advantage of your class. You never know what your missing until you don't have it anymore. Thank
Ir. K!
yde-I pushed you and you put me back in my place. And that is exactly what I needed. Mr. Hyde, all I ask is that you do me 2 favors.
ys stay a sixer fan and keep pushing me.
u tried to keep me healthy and that is all I could ask for. I'm not thanking you because
; a great trainer, I'm thanking you because you are a great friend. Thank you!
ohnson- What more can I say. Thank you for being you and helping make me become who I am today. Thank you!
ue aka Pop- You brought me here and now I don't want to leave. I can't express how much you mean to me. Maybe I should sing some
ue Eyes. You made me more than just a good athlete. You made a true Saint. Nothing in this world can express how much you mean
and I'm not going to try. Normally I have a problem saying this but I truly feel this way. I Love You Pop and thank you.

f People: Lamar, Kodi, Dre(aka Just Boost), Nugget,Trevor, Big Momma, Ton Capone, Bo Diggs, Bacon, E, Mark, Primo, Giselle, Sida,
al, Rabs, Cindy, Frances(aka You damn Dude), Nia, Kim B, Cristin,C-Murder, Joe, Florida, Damon, Angel, Angel's little sister, Lil
>, pretty ricky, Steve,Shayna,Monque, Courtney(aka you young Mother...) the Freshmen boys, and anybody that I may have forgot
be mad because you know I have mad love for all of y'all.

jls Thanks-goes out to my uncles. Uncle Kevin and Charles. First, I would not even be here if you did not help push the idea. You have
rs tried to give me anything that I needed but more importantly you have given me the beginning path to becoming a man. I never
id a father in my life because I already had some great ones. You have given that to me and I would like to give you these words,
<You.

Michael Graham 213
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Congratulations Henry
and the class of 2002

We enjoy your pranks, jokes and humour. You
infectious smile wins us over.

Love Dad, Mama and Alice
218



CONGRATULATIONS

JANE!

xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo,

Mom and Dad
Lily, Anthony and Julie

"Hope" is the thing with feathers-
That perches in the soul-
And sings the tune without the words-
And never stops- at all-
Emily Dickinson I
No. 228"

ly strength is the strength of ten, Because my heart is pure."
red, Lord Tennyson. "Sir Galahad"

Godspeed James, with love and pride
219



CONGRATULATIONS
TO PATRICK AND THE CLASS OF 2002

You are ready

to conquer

the world

(World Trade Center - 1989)

Colleen Cournot
Pierre Cournot

Elizabeth Keefe Alice Verkhovskoy Lori Keefe Tayl
Michel Cournot Paco Underhill
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I will not die an unlived life.
I will not live in fear
of falling or catching fire.
I choose to inhabit my days,
to allow my living to open me,
to make me less afraid,
more accessible;
to loosen my heart
until it becomes a wing,
a torch, a promise.
I choose to risk my significance,
to live so that which came to me as seed
goes to the next as blossom
and that which came to me as blossom
goes on to fruit.

-Dawna Markova Move,

Mummy

and
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Thank you, St. Andrews! Congratulations to the class of 20(

»<•£

222

Yea Katie / "Joyful Dynamo"!
Keep Smiling! Keep swinging for the fences!
We love you! Popser, Mamer, and Sidney
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Congratulations Charlotte
"For many years we've shared our

lives
One roof we once lived under

Sometimes we laughed, sometimes
we cried

Through winter storms and thunder
The younger years have faded fast

We've gone our separate ways
But through all time our friendship

lasts
Our bond in life remains

As summer brings the happy times
The autumn winds will whisper

A closer friend I'd never find
Than the one I call my Sister."

-Vernon

I'm so proud of
you! Thank you
so much for mak-
ing me smile,
laugh, and for
always being
there. I am
blessed to have

you as a sister, and I could never ask for a better
friend. I love you Latte.

XOXO, your big sis - Annie 223



Kara. You are my princess
and the joy of my life...

Congratulations
Love,
Joey

Dear Trucka,
Congratulations to the best baby sister! Thank you for being m\
closest friend and eternal sidekick. I'm very proud of you and
love you so much. I feel so blessed to have you as my sister.
Love and snuggles,

LaLaB

224



Congratulations!
ROBBIE

We are so proud of you.



There's a love that's fine

And it's yours and it's mine

it shines like the sun

At the end of the day.
You fill our hearts with gladnes;

That's what you do.

On the morning sun in ail its glory
Greets the day with hope & com/ort too
And you fill our hearts with laughter

That's what you do.

Have we told you lately that we love you.

Much love, Mom, Dad & Nicky
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Congratulations Brandon.
We are so very proud of you
and we wish you all the suc-
cess in the future. May you
always have big catches, big
smiles, and big dogs. Keep

up the great work.
Much love,

Dad, Mom, Beth
229



Congratulations Ashley!!!

Love, Dad, Abby, Tom, Arth, Ro>
Maxine, Wally, and Boomer
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Yhy, then the world's mine oyster.'
-Shakespeare

You've made us smile,
You've made us laugh,
You've made us think,

And you always make us
proud.

Congratulations!
Lots of love,

Mommy and Henry
231



How the time has flown!
Congratulations, Ted.

We love you!
Mom and Dad
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Growing up is such fun
with a sibling to share it.

Good luck, Ted.
Love ya!
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'om your first day of school, to your graduation...

You have always made us proud! Great job, Caroline!
We love you, Dad and Terri XO

Congratulations Kamahnie,
May you always have: the

courage to follow your
dreams, the ambition to
meet new challenges, the
commitment to give your
best... and the happiness and
fulfillment that comes with
success.

With lots of love and pride,
Mom, Dad, Grandma and
the family
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CONGRATULATIONS

TREVOR!

Love, Mom, Dad, Eliza,
and Isabella
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CONGRATULATIONS, ROB!
has been an adventure - and we are so glad you've come out on top!

All our love, Mom, Dad, Chris and Reg



Congratulations
Michael!

We wish for you all
good things life has to

offer: health and
happiness, dreams fulfilled,

and a lifetime of rich
adventure.

We're proud of your
accomplishments and

admire your determinatic

Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt & Dan
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Dear Erin,
W/e are so proud of the strong, spirited,

energetic woman you are becoming. Keep
striving for more every day. "Life if not
tried, it is merely survived if you're standing
outside the fire!!!"

> V

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Mike & Sara



MY MORGAN,
K)U ARE MY HERO!!!!!
til ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!! KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE PRIZE.
fl/ITH ALL OUR LOVE,
VIOMMY AND AUNT DIANE. •

MORGAN,
WE CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU HOW PROUD WE ARE OF YOU.
<EEP UP THE GOOD WORK.
.OVE,
FHE PARKS AND WILSON FAMILIES
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To I
From Care Bears to Star Wars
and Chilly Chilly Bang Bang. t« Tinkerlu-IU'.
we have watched you sail through life
nn umr "Flee IVtow", You have alwa\-. been

I

I .(ivy.

Mummy and l)add>,
Cawa and P.T.



C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s E d d i e !

Love Dad, Mom & Frank
244



C O N G R A T U L A T I O N

E M I L Y A D K I N S B O S T I A N

K E E P S T R I V I N G F O R P E A C E , H A R M O N Y , A N D J U S T I C E

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
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Cousins

Classmates

Friends

Congratulations
Matthew!

We love you and
we're proud of you!

Love, Mom, Da
Michael, Daniei
Blaze, Grandmc
and Grandad,
Grandmama an
Grandaddy
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WILLIAM STONE OSIER
flfyou come to
a fork in the

road, take it"
- Yogi Berra

Congratulations,
Will!

Love,
Mom
Dad
Hannah
Molly
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Happiness is not a station to arrive at,
but a manner of travelling.

Margaret Lee Runback

Congratulations!!!

Michael....

You are a remarkable
young man and a great son
Thanks for being you!
We are so very proud!!

Love, Mom & Dad

Thank you St. Andrew's
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T.P. and H.C.
SARAH

We Love You!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nancy,
Kate, Gran, Sophie

iiliiff

We Love You
Sasoo!

Mami
and

Daddy
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Kara ~
You are our gift

from God...
We are so proud of

you...thank you
St. Andrew's.

Our Princess

• i
/ ..

'Sail away to new adventures with
our love"...Mommy, Daddy, Ellen,

Laura and Weslee 251



In the woods, is perpetual youth. Within these plantations of God, a
decorum and sanctity reign, a perennial festival is dressed, and the
guest sees not how he should tire of them in a thousand years. In the
woods, we return to reason and faith.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Congratulations to
Sam Wilson Shackelford

From Your Family
We're just two lost souls swimming in a
fish bowl. Year after Year. Wish you
were here, (Pink Floyd)

Love, Alison
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tini.l I shook my Head no

slit' slarh'J /(> dance
vt f t 1-1 ,.' 1 1 ; i t. 11. i 11 \f

lUcn' was nnisn evi'rywlien'
and il went on
jor ti '\'i't'\j lont] lime
( ? M I / when I / / H I ? / / \ / found'
words (.ill I
couGfsay was

thank yon.
'ji .'•\)h1t\'ilS

i 'i/nthta we love you'!!

:Voin, 'J

^ 4rWii
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To OUR SWEET MOLLY,
CONGRATULATIONS ON A JOB WELL DONE!
YOU ARE A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG WOMAN AND HAVE MADE US PRO1
TO BE YOUR FAMILY. YOUR STRENGTH, CONVICTION, KINDNESS f
CONSIDERATION ARE INSPIRING TO US ALL.
You ARE EXTRAORDINARY!
WITH OUR LOVE,
MOM, DAD, COLIN '91, KEARNEY '93, KATE '96, BEN '99

(WE SAVED THE BEST FOR LAST.)

vjovi, St.
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fo Mouse:
\s you go off on your next adventure
telax, it's a journey not a race!
But never forget, when you're weary & spent,

There's always a
loving place -

Home!!
Love,

Rowli
Mum
&
Brother



Us like a
for a brief moment it

*lory and beauty
belongs to our worl

•But tkn Mies on

stayed, we feel so
seen it,

«

'

Love,
Dad, Mom & Lizzi



Washington Marbulment Africa Ovoka
The Hill School Virginia Horse Trials

Stoddart Soccer Resolute Glendalough
taly MaxBeauScoter Henley NCRC3309
/lacomb St. Little Folks School Beauvoir
Msneyworld The Rosetta Stone Crabbing
in the San Juans Sarah&Paul Columbia
Hospital Into the Woods Kitty Secret

Garden My Girl Dana Quicksand
Southern Pride Bubble Baths in Paris

Camp Ligonier Thumper Seaton House
Daylight Savings Clint Black Ashbylnn
Back Street Cafe Serenity 11 Tractor

Pulls Riding in Ireland Colonial
Mlliamsburg Washington School of Ballet
lactas Cantina Scruffy's Ice Cream Goose

Hunting

We're proud
of you,

Meaghan!
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THE TRUE GENTLEMAN

...IS THE MAN WHOSE CONDUCT PROCEEDS FROM GOOD

WILL AND AN ACUTE SENSE OF PROPRIETY: AND WHOSE
SELF-CONTROL IS EQUAL TO ALL EMERGENCIES, WHO

DOES NOT MAKE THE POOR MAN CONSCIOUS OF HIS
POVERTY, THE OBSCURE MAN OF HIS OBSCURITY, OR ANY

MAN OF HIS INFERIORITY OR DEFORMITY, WHO IS HIM-
SELF HUMBLED IF NECESSITY COMPEL HIM TO HUMBLE
ANOTHER, WHO DOES NOT FLATTER WEALTH, CRINGE
BEFORE POWER OR BOAST OF HIS OWN POSSESSIONS OR
ACHIEVEMENTS, WHO SPEAKS WITH FRANKNESS, BUT
ALWAYS WITH SINCERITY AND SYMPATHY, WHOSE DEED
FOLLOWS HIS WORK, WHO THINKS OF THE RIGHTS AND
FEELINGS OF OTHERS RATHER THAN HIS OWN, WHO
APPEARS WELL IN ANY COMPANY: A MAN WITH WHOM
HONOR IS SACRED AND VIRTUE SAFE.

With admiration, respe
and much love,

Dad, Mom, Tucker
(and Elmort)

Chad, a True Gentleman

Thank you, St. Andrews, for 7 wonderful years!
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Ian FROM A SEEDLING ON THE FARM, YOU HAVE TRAVELED
IRVIVED UNIQUE EXPERIENCES AND MASTERED CHALLENGES.
9NGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS AT ST. ANDREW'S -
MWARD TO YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE !

mai

<m, Dad & Hannah

naryland • chesapeake • chestertown • farm • monhegan • thailand * koh samui • penang * Singapore • orchard road * nepal *
t m a n d u * sunrise over everest • sri lanka • Colombo • makati • maldives • bangladesh • bangkok • abu dahb i • st, John • st.

• chaing rai • Switzerland • leysin • castle of ch i l lon • france • evian • dubai •
netberlands • myanmar • beijing • philippines • canada • I n d i a * ais « t a j

dollar • baht * rupee • pound * franc • peso • ringit • yuan • bird alley •
f u l l moon "chimney rock ' swim beach'fairs • swim c lub 'yps lon

safari * robinson's c lub • veligandu • bentota • kandy • pera hera •
weekend market • night market • pearl market • great wall •

great oak barn * soi 53 • t a n j u n g bungah • nakhon sri

31 • matthew's point • assembly drive • ramada * park road *
p e n n i n s u l a • balete street • rice • fried chicken feet • prawns •
roti • mango • curry • fish eyes • banana leaf dinners

Lord Jim's buffet

mas * Caribbean • chiang
an * england
ial * hongkong
pies • boracay •
ssie bar • yala

}en t r iangle •
>idden city •
n ma rat • soi
c street •
:ken rice •
?icy duck •
.] coconut *

igosteen •
cjie • milk •
kshake * penny
n * soybeans

es • bajaj • bicycle
torcycle taxi • si ior
ies ^ star ferry • overweight

papaya
rambutan

xox

candy •
a l fa l fa •

rickshaw •
cruisers •

baggage • stolen

showers

• departure tax • dad left at the border • power cuts • rote tit • diving •
• river rafting ^monsoons • hippo feeding • snorkeling 'skiing -t crew

few • squatty potties • co!4

stal * freckles • beacher
jghat • blaze- benny
r4 ' cobras •
:kos * wumps • A
black tiger • M

in keys * cows •
jeese * water

•als
ipe4s * triple
iny • darrell *

? and sit on the
ss mom give me
> • be on l i ne • f a l l
3ng • you, you, you
ff, lemon puff • m i n d
eigner? * where you come
ionium • kent co. • queen annes
)ntgomery co. • judging • 1234.
:urving thighs * kent sch • calvert •

• 4231
ravena north frederick

1342
british school • OCS

string hoppers •
sticky rice *

* dr inks in a
strohbrey

traveler's palm •
tuk tuk • bkk

laura b • banca •
trains • jeepney •

passports * expired
roadblocks • poya ''=•

nakhon ferns wheel •
ramadan • goats • bunnies •

zak • binkie • jack • em ma * belle • peggy • pez •
tart • paisley * song * beau peep • monitor

elephants -camels* rats 'chickens' l a m b *
pandas • monty python * rock squiddle

crocodile • street cows • leeches •
ratsnakes • fried bats * cockroaches

buffalo • deer • whales • fish •

anemones • sea mammals •
A an imals * wixard • baby • dr.
d i lanka • catfish • I would get a

street l ike a poor boy • why
my favorite cheese? * khap khun

in l ine • monsoon • pai back •

0 roundabouts • for awhile • puff ,

your head f ** identee • you are
from/ • how you like seelanka •

:o. • canton * eastern national *
4132 * chiseled along the-vertebrae •

ISM • b la i r • st andrew's • Cornell



Congratulations
Cinda

and the
Class of 2002.

We're so proud of
our little duck.

Much Love,
Mom, Daddy and

Clarissa

Y
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CONGRATULATIONS
SANTHI

'You are always happy
and delightful."

You have a wonderful
future.

Morn, Dad and Anna

\stonishing

Hster

lappy

.oving
m

Interfacing

Nil

jrace

)kay

Nice

Exploring

Laughing

Living LOVl
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To Frances

What lies before us
What lies behind us are
Small matters compared to
What lies within us...

Thoreau

X*-
J

T»
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With love to you, Frannie , and
admirat ion for who you are and
all you do. Mom, Dad, and T.



Congratulations Frannie!

Whenever I see your

smiling face,

I have to smile myself,

because I love you. Ik

James Taylor

We'll always be like this, the two of us together.
The Cure 263



CONGRATULATIONS KATIE

With Love and Pride!
Dad, Matthew, Elizabeth,

Alec and Grandma

Thanks SAS!
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I miss you guys so much! Thanks for
making my year at SAS so special and

truly wonderful!

Love always, Julia
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Our angel continues to soar
to new heights.

266

Congratulations to our
wonderful one.

Mommy and Daddy



CONGRATULATIONS, HOLLIS!
WE LOVE YOU!

MOM, DAD, ELIZABETH, & LAURA
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H S to DAVID
268



the Good, the Bad, the GradI
269



I
Your family loves you!

270

If you wait for me,
then I'll come for you,

although I've traveled far,
I'll always hold a place for you

in my heart.
-Tracy Chapman

Elizabeth,
you helped me

find my place here
and I love you
so much for it.

Thanks for always
being there when I
needed you most.
Love, Katherine



CONGRATULATIONS
ANNA!
LOVE,
EDDIE

My brother, nobody
does it better

-anonymous
I
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David, may you always find beauty, joy and companionship along your
With all our love -- Dad, Mom and Amanda

?o TROY and the "BACKWARDS BOYS", you're out!

272

And THERE'S NQ CUMING BACK!!!!!
„ ;, • •;•=

Congratulations to Troy and the Boys,
Much Love, THE KNOTT FAMILY



Congratulations Thayer!
Good luck next year, well miss you

Love,
Liz and Katie
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6th Form
Cynthia Alexander
715 Green Winged Trail
Wyoming, DE 19934
302-697-1446

Nathan Atwater
5019 218th Ave.NE
Redmond, WA 98053
410-348-5856

Grace Awantang
Department of State
2 130 Dakar Place
Washington. DC 2052 1-2130
011-22 f-825-18 17

Chad Ballard
7433 Flicker Point
Norfolk, VA 23505
757-423-1136

Charles Biddle-Snead
PO Box 240
Millwood. VA 22646
540-837-2734

Emily Bostian
30563 Paddington Court

410l546-55iy

Mike Brandes
1011 Brainard Place
Brielle, NJ 08730:;,
f 32-223-91 13

Kamahnie Buckle
165 East 179th Street Apt 6F
Bronx, NY 10453
718-731-4505

Emma Budwig > .
29 Jefferson Road
Princeton, NJ 08540-3304
609-497-0362

Tommy Burns
234 Pine Valley Road
Dover, DE 19904
302-678-2535

Hollis Callaway
3650 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston, TX 77027-41 11
713-626-7210

Robbie Carey
6532 Walnutdale Lane
The Plains. VA 20198
540-687-5102

Patrick Cournot
200 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012
212-228-3961

Troy Cox
124 West 109th Street Apt.
2 A . , . • ; ' : • . • ' ,..
New York. NY 10025
212-866-0687

James Dolan
PO Box 516
Millsboro. DE 19966
302-934-6614

Caroline Duke
837 Marlborough Spring Rd.
Kennett Square, PA 19348
610-347-0199

Terry duPont
26995 Bunny Lane
Easton,MD21601
410-822-9226

Trevor, Eddy
26398 Presquile Drive North
Easton, MD 21601
410-822-3814

Crystal Elie •
537 East 42nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11203
718-451 -07 ijm

Box 390
§rfo\4BBl

Dylan Fry
P.O. Be
Chester
410-778-7099

Tom Gaeta
18 Batts Hill Road
New Bern, NC 28562
919-633-1574

Ashley Gosnell
106 Knollwood Road
Short Hills, NJ 07078
973-912-9289

Michael Graham
1734 N. Aberdeen Street
Philadelphia, PA 19131
215-877-3789

Andre Grimes
2141 Eastburn Avenue
Philadelphia. PA 19138
215-276-8667

Chris Matthews
161 East 91st Street. #4
New York. NY 10128
212-996-4156

Searcy Milam
233 Gamwyn Park Driv
Greenville, MS 38701-C
601-334-6568

Thayer Hardwick Cinda Moorhead
Blair Academy. P O Box 600 4836 Loughboro Road I
Blairstown, NJ 07825-0600 Washington, DC 20016
908-362-8510 202-362-5625

Molly Harrington
209 Wye Ferry Road
Queenstown, MD 21658
410-827-8123

Katie Hawkins
155 West Chickasaw
Parkway
Memphis. TN 38111
901-452-8634

Anna Hickman
10057 Perkins Hill Road
Chestertown, MD 21620
410-778-0217

Matt Johns
235 Cheyenne Drive
Bear,DE 19701
302-834-7859

Amanda Johnson
POBox14
Nassau. DE 19969
302-684-3209

Smlnlb
5296 George Court. Apt. C
Gurnee, IL 60031
847IS44-9894'

Dave Knott
232 Cleft Road
Mill Neck. NY 11765-1001
516-922-5481

Elizabeth Lea
2816 Belvedere Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205
704-372-3618

Sarah Moser
560 Kevington Court
Sacramento. C A 95864
916-481-1311

Eric Muller
617 Jennersville Road ,
Cochransville, PA 1933'
610-869-9068 *

Brandon Munson >
25755 Pearce Way
Chestertown, MD 2162(
410-778-1637

Will Osier
lOLoperRoad
Sharon, .CT 06069 '
860-364-0077

Henry Palmer
3205 Alamance Road
Greensboro. NC 27407
336-855-8637

Jane Pafsh all
1130 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10128
212-996-2887

Ashleigh Pattee
812 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10021
212-734-0360

Jon Penney
20 Neville Drive
Lincroft, NJ 07738
732-219-9205



Pfeiffer
Charred Oak Drive

esda iMD208l7
469-0365

Previti
Atlantic Avenue

gate, NJ 08402
823-1704

mel Primiani
4 Louisa Road
ilians; VA 23093
832,364$ "•

: Purcell
i Alta Vista Drive
iamsport, PA 17701
322-9828

ehan RathVon
Sox 2246, Glendaloug
lleburg, VA20118
592-9593 I

e Reynolds
' Washington Avenue
a Monica, CA 90403-
! '

829-6906

ie;Rockwood
Ruddiman
h Muskegon, MI 49445
744-6822

ly Salas ;
Multontown Road
>set, NY 11791
.'364-4559

Box 338
itrose, AR7165&
-737-2888

ices Symes
fewlands Street
vy Chase, MD 208 15
-656-2030

rlotte Taylor
College Terrace
liamsburg,VA23185
-229-0918

Dan Troutman
17 Meadow Road
White House Station, NJ
08889
908-439-9714 :

Ted Unger
513 Annadalc Drive
Berwyn, PA 19312
610-296-7723

Santhi Voora
4274 Commodore Drive
Erie, PA 16505
814-835-2074

Barrett Wadsworth
1211 N.Davis Road
East Aurora. NY 14052
716-655-4055

Morgan Wilson fl.rf:."'"
P O Box 237, 31 High Street
Mullica Hill, NJ 08062
609-478-6323 :

Katie Wolinski
115 E. Cochran Street
Middletown, DE 19709
302-378-4386

Stephen Wu
GuilinXi Jie358/15B
Shanghai, 200233
011-86-21-6475-0296

Hsiang-Lin Yang
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Co
PO Box 10046 ..v»***M
Al-Jubail 3196:1
Saudi Arabia
011-966-3-3469795

Kara Zarchln
2009 Mayfair McLean Court
Falls Church, VA 22043
703-241-5528

Emily Zazulia
806 Coachway
Annapolis, MD 21401
410-849-2245

Erin Zolnick
231 Fern Ridge
Landenberg, PA 19350
610-274-1443

5th Forn
John Allen
227 Nylon Blvd
Seaford, DE 19973
302-629-3162

David Amos
1609 1/2 N Lincoln Street
Wilmington, DE 19806
302-654-2618

Alec Bear
318 N. Bozeman Avenue
Bo/eman, MT59715
406-586-1311

Khalib Bell
2660 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10030
212-690-1714

Brandy Bennett
R.D. 1- Box 144C
Milton. DE 19968
302-684-3643

Jilly Black
126 South 32nd Street
Camden,NJ08105
609-756-0266

Sarah Bozick
1 370 Oak Hill Rd
Faette, ME 04349

CarterBrady
P O Box 576
300 Black River Road
Far Hills, NJ 07931 w-
908-439-3396

Owen Cadwalaler
90 West Mermaid Lane
Philadelphia. PA 19118
215-248-2228

Andy Carroll
2447 Bayside Drive
Dover, DE 19901
302-678-2590

Young Choi
104-804 Hyundai Apt
Gaepo- Dong Kangnam-Gu
Seoul, Korea 135-240
82-2-573-9686-7

John Collins
90 Cole Rd.
Townsend, DE 19734
302-378-8796 ,

Colin Congo
15 Pimlico Lane Kj
Bear.DE 19701
302-836-3713

Eddie Crawford
7520 Waverly Island Rd
Easton,MD21601
410-822-2402

Eliot Dalton
P O Box 659
Greenville, NY 12083
518-966-5853

Raymond Demere
3343 Southview Avenue
Montgomery, AL 36111
•334-288-6030

Graham Drury
PO Box 157
Buffalo, WY 82834
307-684-8597

Walton Dumas
3502 Lake view Trail
Kinston, NC 28504
252-523-2357

Margaret Farland ' '•"'''
1657 Oxford Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22903
804-295-6400

Adam Finn
860 Vallamont Drive
Williamsport, PA 17701
717-322-7090

Chris Finsness
Fine Outlook
39 Burnt House Drive
Warwick, Bermuda, WK04
441-238-1453

Giselle Furlonge
#3 Smith Lane
Foxboro, MA 02035
508-698-2174



V

New York, NY

Tyler Grove

Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
302-226-1753 B8C-

i'l-f: 830Tlf ̂ nibe Lane
Raleigh, NC 27615
919-676-4412

.
Alexander Hendrickson
333 Antietam Road
Temple,'PA49560
610-779-5473

Margaret: HMfeeker
1401 North Tuft St.

•Apt;"';l:323" ' ' / ' • ' • • '
r^rlmgton, VA 22301

'I

Ewurabena Hutchful
Cedar Ran Lane
|l|:;VA'20'Wgj

ex Johnson,
Gossarcfvfantw Rd,.
adds Ford, 1?A 19317
^388-3277" •;:;

220
Saskatoon
Saskatchewan S.7M-OA6
Canada a :

Hen Kennedy
10 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase. MD 20815

:

49962

4543; C-ariter Lane
• Wa|rerit6n, VA-lQ 187
540*349-8^28

Paul Koprowski
245 Cheswold Lane
Haverford, PA 19041
610-645-5450

Elisabe
35 Surf1

Rehobci
302-22

Chris
2097^1
North Bergen. NJ 07047
201-869-5755

Maggie Macdonald
3935 Vermont Road'
Atlanta, GA 30319
404-365-9076

Michelle Madelel
14211Chadbour
Houston. TX 77079
281-497-5362

Virginia Mann
Three Graces Drive
Lexington. VA 24450
540-463-3628

Lana Matsuyama
2130SW Marigold St.
Portland, OR 97219:
503-245-8460

'X 7990
iyah'3UU l*
Arabia /

^966-3-577-8480

foy Nold
1 Fiddler Drive

Oxford, PA
17-624-7877

' Sara Peebles
« 360 Asheville School Road

S^sheville, NC 28806
I -828-254-8634

Dodie Press
36 Harbor Rd.
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
516-922-7992

Megan Rackish
1224 Camp! sill re
Williamsport. PA 17701
570-326-4289

- esh Meadows. NY 11365

Greg Mont,
Belvedere

ntreville. MD
0-758-0549.

Danielle Morello
3161 SiJverwood Lane
Vineland,NJ 08361 :
609-696-9224

Doug Muir
3855 Stewart Avenue
Miami, FL 33133
305-665-8090

011-966-3-878-6856

Molly Ruane •...•••.•.-.. :'H'*'
122
lover, DE 19904
302-674-1829

Brinck Slattery
228 South Avenue
New Canaan. CT 06840

-972-3250

2901

Jessie Snider i
2139RofSt|6nDrive
Chaklottes C 28207

tteula Staabv

P B o x 9 6 < l

Suf field, CT 06078 „,,
"~~~~^Xjj

Charlie Staytqn
R D l . B o x 133-1
Greenwood, DE 1995<|
302-424-0160 '*

David Sutherland
PO Box 1035
Middleburg. VA 20118
540-687-5139

Emma Wallace
Hedgewood Fiurn r...
Box 2 6 " . ' • ' ' " ' . • ,/|
Lincoln, VA 201 60
540-338-3514

David Wehrs
4 1 1 Fox Hollow Lane
Annapolis, MD 2 1403
410-268-3211 £S

Easton, MD
410-822-2765

Jim Williams
Box 527';

#5414

Jenn Wilson
26 Westbridge Road
Bear, DE 19701
302-834-9716

Andy Wolfe
508 Evans Street
Morehead City, NC 285
252-247-4961

Benjamin Yu
28-16 NonHyun-dong
KangNam-ku
Seoul, Korea
82-2-542-3!

8



Form

Baer
Box 426

Devil HillJ
441-611

n Bar

Beekman

\ Y 10012-

Blair
'ark Aye.
York. NY 1002l
555-6436 ' ' " ; :>-

Slue ?
Hertford m
otte. NC 28207
13S..8203J

:ie Bryan •
^imberly Dr.
isboro. NC 27408
:3Q-0450

:1 Buedel
Banair Dr.
imsport, PA. 17701,
29-2966 1

topher Carey
Walnutdale Ln.
'lains, Virginia
\2mr~"
87-5102J

:er Carraher
)wer Lane ;
iwieh, CT 06831-4426
61-46821

Srand Concoyrse- Apt. 53
yMYJ:Q45:l::''

718-2&3-5674..

Pey toll Coles • • • ,
Rd. '>•

"njoftaias^irgiiMa 20198
540-687-3905
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302-376-0474

JPO'-'Huyvetter
422 I • St.
Savanna!!. Georgia 31401
9 12-355-5997 ' " " . ,,,,..,«

McLane Daniel ; •
113 Oenoke Lane
New Canaan, CT 06840
203-966-9257": '•'

John Darby
3 8 West Dr. ..... ,,,,>K;?I
Margate, W 08402
609-822-5663

Pe'ggy DeAngelo ________ ,
7802 Bayshore Drive
Margate^NJ m402 '

Richard DeSalvo
3Sfi Noxontown Rd.
Middletowti, DE 19709
302-378-4923 *r;' ...... .........

Megan Dieterle
.123 Battersea Rd.
Ocean City, NJ 08226
609-399-3326

i >n
"13 15 Williamson .Or.

919-834-7758

Wes Boyle
301 Maple St. - ' • • • < ,':.
Smyrna, DEI 9977
302-653-9719

Doniij
350 Noxontown
Middletown, DE 19709
302-378-0558'

Clark duPont
26995 Bunny Lane
Easton,MD21601
410-822-9226

Cory duPont
6868 Travelers Rest Rd.
Easton, MD 21601
410-822-8275

Sara duPont
6868 Travelers Rest Rd.
Easton, MD21601'"''
410-822-8275

600

418DukcSt .
Alexidria, VA 22314

Carl lijm'den
:Rf 3

Nidk Hovan

Reuoboth Beach. DE 19971
302-226-09 ,- >

•

sly. ; ; " ' •

)hahran 2

Brooke Farquhar
P.O. Box 308

VCuth Hutton ^
4216 Holborn Are.
Annandale, VA 22003-373,3,.,-
703-425-9410——"""**"**'*

Mike Johns
i :

508-775-1469

Neil Gordon

Bronx, NY 10466
718-652-0107

Mike Gr
II 328 Cedar Lani Rd.
Middletown. DB 19709
30*-378-3634

Ashby Hardesty Jr.
Rt. 1- Box. 386 |

304-623-3581 ;i

Bear, DE 19701 _,,,-.-«—*
302-S.34-?»ig""-

"

Nik KarbeMkeft6"*""*
p:6.*Box 269
Seaford, DE J,.9J73-—----̂ *-

-302=628-8611
,,„ ,<—•******

;:,350 Noxontown Road ^^^^^
;; Middletowa^B'+^TOr"""*
l§'02-378-0918

•ffintfer Kim
B29-2001 Yang-ji, Hanyang Apt.
jSunae, Bundang
Kungnam, 463-922, Korea
f 82-031-718-19|5,- ' -

JErica Landskroener
few?'Woods Id; :

Worton, Maryland 21678
410-778-4553 • -•—-——««



iBrian Lee
63 Woods Dr.

,,Le,we:s. DEI 9958
302-945-4442

\i Taflton Long
Y.8'3|,S.

28207-1881
704-333-1647

Matthew?R0ach
350 Noxontown Road
MiddletcHvn. DE 19709
302-378-8508 • ^ '

Dawn Robinson
RR 1-Bax J228
-SaludaJVA23149
804-785-9313^-^^

Joseph Turley /
160 Prospect St.-#407
East Orange, NJ 07(|:17
,973-672-1138 * "}!/•

Sarah JUrigej" • ' I •* ' • • ' : ™
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Laney Smith
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Amanda Purcell
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{Catherine Lea
2816 Belvedere Ave.
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Jessica Lehner
505 Huntington Rd.
Greenville, SC 29615
864-675-0908

Micah Levinson
8 Barley Mill Qr.
Wilmington, DE 19807
302-652-4044^ - •

Nicholas Manice
20.1 E. 62nd St.
New York, NY 10021
212-753-3463

Rachel Maran
933 Harding St.
Westfield, NJ 07090
908-654-1373

Erie Martin
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Monique McDermoth
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Chris Wang
3 Alexander Ct.
Rehoboth, DEI 9971
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Townsend, DE 19734-,
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Chester Springs, PA 19425
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Griffin Staff Page
Editor

Ashley Gosnell

Faculty Advisors
Emily Atkinson

Lee Leal (photography)

Photography
Ted Unger

Henry Palmer
Dylan Fry

Alex Johnson
Andy Wolfe
Jenn Wilson

Ashby Hardesty
Becca Zendt

Copy Editor
Thayer Hardwick

Layout Staff
Searcy Milam
Cinda Moorhead
Erin Zolnick
Frances Symes
Kara Zarchin
Emily Zazulia

Meaghan Rathvon
Dylan Fry

Alex Pfieffer
Katie Hawkins
Ted Unger

Jessie Snider
Sarah Bozick
Carter Brady
Megan Rackish

Maggie MacDonald
Margaret Farland

Jenn Wilson
Ashby Hardesty

Christina Connell
Katherine Lea

Special Thanks to Ms. McGrath for advice, Mr.
Doyle for pictures, Mr. Burk and the Technology
Department for keeping the office running, and
Mr. Roach for listening to yearbook 'issues.'
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The 2002 Griffin is a tribute to
Rob Jordan

CLASS OF 1986
and to all of those who were lost on

September llth
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Girls7 Crew

•

First Boat: Emma Budwig, Peggy DeAngelo, Meghan Rathvon,
Frances Symes, Hen Kennedy, Emily Zazulia, Katie Wolinski,
Kara Zarchin, Margaret Hoffecker

Second Boat: Stephanie Pfeiffer, Michelle Madeley, Mary Carson
Saunders, Julia Donaldson, Danielle Morello, Liz Hardwick,
Mary Alice Richter, Molly Ruane, Zoe Baer

JV Crew: Christina Conell, Maggie Bryan, Cory duPont, Chris
Lonegro, Ursula Staab, Lindsay Brownlee, Anstes Agnew, Kate
Ireland, Elaine Erdely, Erica Landskroener, Lauren Eisenbrey,
Betty Cox, Dawn Robinson, Jenn Wilson, Kate Whitesell, Jennifer
Kim, Nathalie Gonzalez, Catherine Lea, Liz Schwartzberg, Becca
Zendt, Rachel Maran, Christina Tonian, Rachel Buedel, Allison
Prevatt, Kristina Romaine

4 Girls' Crew



This spring for Varsity Women's crew was an
exceptional one. With six sophomores in the varsity
program, we dominated the season over some of the
top crews in the country. The Spanky, our second
boat, had a very solid season and a memorable last
home race, winning by lengths open against four
other crews' first boats. In the Abigail, we fought
against rival team Holy Spirit, who beat us three
times in the regular season. Our hard work and
determination finally paid off, as we came to finally
catch them in the most exciting sprint of our lives:
the Stotesbury Championship Regatta, topping off a
very exciting and memorable season. We had much
fun and many laughs, including "theme fridays," boat
sing-alongs, and dressing our fearless coach up for
"yeah" days. We will miss you next year, Bad Brad,
but the program will benefit greatly from getting
another perspective from the very able Mrs. Doyle
next year. So goodbye to Mr. Bates from all of us,
but Mrs. Doyle awaits!

Novice Quad: Lydia Howard, Amanda Purcell, Megan Dieterle,
Sarah Unger

Senior Double: Hollis Callaway, Thayer Hardwick

Girls' Crew 5



A Commitment To Excellence
This year the Boys' Crew Program was nothing

less than phenomenal. It began with the return of
Coach Lindsay Brown who immediately started the
season off with a grueling crew camp. It was during
this week of pain that we began to recognize this
year's potential. On the third night of camp, Nick
Kinney made the infamous half court shot which
got us out of that evening's circuit work out. From
here on out, it was clear that we were going to go
far. The second varsity eight had a successful
season with significant time drops over the course
of the season and many strong finishes. With
second place finishes at both the New Jersey State
Championship, and the Stotesbury Regatta, the
men's first eight was obviously a crew with great
potential. A decision was made - - the crew should
continue on, and we now seek greater challenges
at the Henley Royal Regatta. Our special thanks go
out to Davey Statts and the rest of the mainte-
nance squad for continually keeping us on the
water.

6 Boys' Crew



Boys' Crew

«
First Boat: Graham Drury, Jon Penney, Nick Kinney, Chris Carey,
Henry Palmer, Patrick Cournot, Robbie Carey, Owen Cadwalader,
Alec Bear

Second Boat: Adam Finn, Zack Smith, Steve Tooze, Eddie
Reynolds, Eric Muller, Hugo Beekman, Mike Brandes, James
Dolan, Nik Karbelnikoff

JV Crew: McLane Daniel, Tyler Struzinski, John Gerard, Cuth
Hutton, Nick Manice, Donny Duffy, Gigi Zappel, Johnny Allen,
Ben Kemer, Matt Herman, Ben Yu, Troy Nold, Eddie Crawford,
John Darby, Marten Elder, Will Ross, Peter Zimmerman, Will
Clary, Ed Hannsz, Grayson Lauf f enburger, Hunter Harris, Nathan
Cooper, Chad Shahan, Anthony Timberman, JJ. Geewax, Zack
Yap, Micah Levinson

Boys' Crew 7



Girls' Tennis
Varsity

SAS Opp
Smyrna 5 0
Wilm. Friends 4
Sanford 5
Westtown 5
Tower Hill 2
Wilm. Friends 5
Archmere 5
Tatnall 4
Ursuline 3
Caesar Rodney 5
Westtown 5
Sanford 5
Tower Hill 5
Tatnall 5
St. Mark's 4
State Champs. 1st

Back Row: Coach Gieske, Courtney Street, Dodie Press, Carter
Brady, Virginia Mann Front Row: Katie Hawkins, Santhi Voora,
Jane Parshall, Ashleigh Pattee

JV

Back Row: Taylor Wilson-Hill, Maggie Macdonald, Caroline
Duke, Coach Court Front Row: Sarah Bozick, Jessie Snider

8 Girls' Tennis



Girls' Tennis



With only two experienced players, Chad
Ballard and Andy Carroll, the men's tennis team
got off to a 1-5 start. However the Saints, under
the Wisdomfull coaching of Eddie Chang, mixed
up the lineup, moving Will Blue to third singles
and Peter Salas to First Doubles. The switch
worked miraculously. The saints won 7 of their
last nine matches, eventually finishing with an 8-7
record. The team continued this trend into the
state tournament where 4 of 5 brackets made it
past the first round. In First Doubles, Sam
Baroody and Peter Salas made it to the quarter
finals before losing to a number 4 seeded
Wilmington Friends team in three sets. Chad
Ballard also made it to the quarter finals, pushing
the number 1 seeded player to 7-5 in the second
set. Although a challenging year, this team has
many talented youth, and the gods of state cham-
pionships will smile soon again upon the saints.
1...2...3...Hoobastank Saints!!!!!

1 1
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Boys7 Tennis
Varsity

SAS Opp
Archmere 1 4
Smyrna 3 2
Chestnut Hill 0 5
Dover 2 3
Salesianum 2 3
Wilm. Friends 0 5
Sanford 3 2
Tatnall 5 0
Westtown 3 2
Wilm. Friends 1 4
Tower Hill 4 1
Tatnall 4 1
Sanford 2 3
Tower Hill 4 1
Seaford 5 0

•i

Back Row: Gautam Punukollu, Peter Salas, Andy Carroll, Chad
Ballard, Coach Chang Front Row: Kamahnie Buckle, Sam
Baroody, Will Blue, Hsiang-Lin Yang

Boys' Tennis 11



Varsity
SAS

Wilm. Chi. 3
Chestnut Hill
Wilm. Chr.
Polytech
Westtown
Wilm. Friends
Tatnall
Caravel
W. Nott.
Red Lion
Westtown
Wilm. Friends
Tower Hill
Tatnall
Tower Hill
Red Lion
Lake Forest
Archmere

2
8
4

25
12
7
3
2
1

14
11
2
6
2

12

Opp
5
4

12
3
3
0
4

12
0
4
8
1
1
5
4
7
7
4

JV
SAS

Chestnut Hill 8
Westtown 28
Tatnall 12
Red Lion 7
Westtown 10
Wilm. Friends 11
Tatnall
Tome
Sanford
Red Lion
Sanford
Lake Forest
Tome

9
5
2

12
9
4
2

Opp
13
8

12
19

4
1
7
6
8

10
9

14
12

Baseball

Back Row: Coach Miller, Dave Amos, Nick Hovan, Joe Kashap,
Doug Muir, Dan McAlaine, Chris Finsness, Jamie King, Richard
DeSalvo, Matt Primiani, Coach Colburn Front Row: Al Wood,
Matt Roach, Paul Koprowski, Mike Primiani, Will Osier, Charlie
Stayton, Jim Williams

Back Row: Coach Harney, Mark Ramos, Khalib Bell, Ricky
Antoine, Wes Doyle, Coach Hoopes Front Row: Carl Hayden,
Elijah Weeks, Scott Willey, Chris Wang, Chike Lawrence-Mitchell
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The Boys' Baseball team enjoyed its most
successful season in recent years posting an
impressive 11-7 regular season record, its
first conference championship since 1 993,
and a trip to the state tournament. Led by
seniors Mike Primiani and Will Osier, a tal-
ented core of returning starters, and new-
comers David Amos, Jamie King and Dan
McAlaine, the team had a fulfilling season
and accomplished its goals. In preseason
camp, the Wilmington News Journal pre-
dicted the Cardinals to come in third place in
the DISC Conference. With this in mind, as
well as the memory of Robert Jordan, we
decided to prove everyone wrong and win
the conference. And we did just that. High-
lights included a thrilling come-from-behind
victory with two outs in the seventh inning
at Tatnall, and a nail-biting 2-1 game on
prom night against Tower Hill at Frawley
stadium. The team would like to thank all the
coaches for their continual support through-
out the season, as well as everyone who
came to cheer us on this year. Best of luck
next year, and take the conference again!

Baseball 13



State Champions!
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Girls' Lacrosse
Varsity

SAS Opp
Wilm. Friends 11 7
Westtown 15 5

16
10

Sanfotd
Ursuline
Shipley 13
Tower Hill 9
Tatnall 11
Caesar Rodney 16
Kent County 16
Sanford 22
Wilm. Friends 17
Dover 13
Archmere 13
Tower Hill 9
Tatnall 13
State Champs. 1st

13
3
3
7
4
2
5

11
9
1
3

11

Back Row: Clare Nowakowski, Daphne Patterson, Katie Blair,
Sarah duPont, Sarah Walter, Erica Landskroner, Erin Zolnick,
AnnaHickman,CoachCommito Middle Row: Margaret Farland,
Jesse Nunn, Katie Myers, Ashley Holbrook, Lizzie Burns, Cora
Currier, Brandy Bennett Front Row: Alex Pfeiffer, Emma Wallace

jv
SAS Opp

Wilm. Friends 3 2
Westtown 9 0
Sanford 10 2
Upland 7 11

Back Row: Coach Lemay, Giselle Furlonge, Abigail Cain, Lana
Matsuyama, Sara Peebles, Sarah Noe, Monique McDermoth
Front Row: Natalie Stewart, Brooke Farquar, Kim Black

.=.= s
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Boys' Lacrosse
Varsity

SAS Opp
Salesianum 5 6
Tatnall 5 9
Sanford 12
Wilm. Friends 11
Tower Hill 10
Worcester
Westtown
Cape Hen.
Westtown
Archmere

5
12
4
9
7

Wilm. Friends 13
Tatnall 2
Tower Hill 9
Sanford 12
Dover 6
Caesar Rodney 4

7
7

11
14

2
8
3
2
1
8

10
4
4

11

Back Row: Coach Hutchinson, Neil Gordon, Peyton Coles, Ben
Smith, Tyler Montgomery, Mike Johns, Coach Unger Middle
Row: Dave Page, Khai Wisler, Griff Stabler, Greg Montgomery,
Alex Johnson, Clark duPont Front Row: Troy Cox, Matt Johns,
Dave Purcell, Terry duPont, Ted Unger, Dan Troutman, Chris
Matthews, Tom Gaeta

JV
Salesianum
Tatnall
Sanford
Tower Hill
Upland
Westtown
Tatnall
Dover

SAS
2
3
8
9

Caesar Rodney 8

Opp
9
1
2
9
2
2
4
2
5 Back Row: Tom Hoeffecker, Owen Barton, Tarlton Long, Will

Williams, Coach Kreshock, Tom Hawkins, Ray Demere, Andrew
Williams, Edwin Cuervo Front Row: Joe Turley, Eddie Hickman,
Dave Wehrs, Walton Dumas, Troy duPont, Alex Johnson

16 Boys' Lacrosse



DOWN...467...DOWN...468...DOWN...46uhhh...DOWN
OK guys, get those arms up high for stick
drills, and remember: drop the ball and
you do 5 more. From the beginning,
during our lovely Florida vacation (inter-
rupted only by 7 AM practices, pushups,
and those ohhhh so handsome boys from
DeMatha), the Boys Lacrosse team was
destined for an uphill battle. Held to-
gether by Advil, sheer will, and lots of Al's
magical tape, we fought our way to an 8-
8 record during the regular season, in-
cluding decisive wins over Dover and
Archmere. Powered by Greg's silent
rebellions and Griffen's continuing quest
towards 1,000 goals, next year's team
will forge ahead on the long road to the
top (of Mr. Kunz's hill). Many thanks to
Coaches Hutchinson, Linger, Kreshock,
and Carpenter for all their efforts, skills,
and time. When all is said and done, one
thing remains true: St. Andrew's will al-
ways be the favorite venue for opposing
girls crews!
• Ted and Terry

Boys' Lacrosse 17







Arts Weekend
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The Man Who Came to Dinner

The Cast
Cynthia Alexander
Owen Barton
Emily Bostian
Nia Chaney
Peyton Coles
Steve Coupet
Cristin Duprey
Trevor Eddy
Angel Gonzalez
Ashley Gosnell
Andrew Grimes
Ewurabena Hutchful
Alex Johnson
Searcy Milam
Sarah Moser
Brandon Munson

Rob Previti
Eddie Reynolds
Laney Smith
Mike Smith
Charlotte Taylor
Claire Teigland
Barrett Wadsworth
Elijah Weeks
Stephen Wu
Christopher Speers
Peter Zendt
Mrs. McTaggart
Mr. McTaggart
Mr. Cheban
Mr. Hoopes
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Goodbye and Best Wishes
Class of 2002

30



HELLO CLASS OF 2003!
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Mr. & Mrs. Odden Mr. Gilheanv Ms. Le Blanc

Thank you for many years of infinite wisdom,
inspired teaching and coaching, and endless
friendship. Best of luck in your future endeavors.

Mr. Gieske Ms. Court Ms. Lema

STAFF
Jenn Wilson, Editor
Ms. Atkinson
Mr. Leal
Mr. Burk
Brooke Farquar
Sarah Walter
Maggie Macdonald
Andy Wolfe
Hugo Beekman
Ashby Hardesty
Laney Smith
Mike Grovola
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